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ABSTRACT 

In 1985 Gualtieri and Hicks proposed that immunologie factors might 

be responsib1e for some known associations between anomalies of cerebral 

dominance and deficits of neumdevelopmental fiulctioning. The current 

study was designed to test the reIatiomhip between immuno10gic dysfiuiction 

as erpressed by heightened matemal immunoreactivi~ and anomalous 

cerebral dominance as expressed at the functional level in te- of laaming, 

behaviour, handedness or emotional adjustment. The study consisted of two 

phases: Child Questionnaire and Psycho-Educational Assessment. The 

subjects were the children of mothers who had been diagnosed as having 

Rheumatoid Artbritis (RA; n=42), Idammatory Bowel Disease (IBD; n=67), 

or Fibromyalgia (FPrl; n=67). A normal, non-disease control group of children 

was also iduded for both the Child Questionnsiie phase (nS7) and 

Psycho-Educational Assessment phase (1141) of the research. 

In the first phase, the Child Questionnaire about each of the children 

was completed by their mothers in order to pmvide pilot data for the 

hypotheses being tested. The analyses revealed few signincant results. In 

general, however, the rnarpipaiiy significant trends and significant 

univariate trends were in the hypothesized direction. There was, however, no 

evidence of differences on the composite indices regarding children's skills 

and deficits. 



There were three components of the individually administered 

Psycho-Educatiord Assessment battery: assessrnent of memory function, 

estimate of F d  Scale IQ, and a Laquage Function Assessment. In order to 

be able to address the issue of whether the perceived impact of illness on 

daily activities was a factor in the family system, a measure of m e s s  

intrusiveness was also included. Again, there were few significant results in 

the Psycho-Educational data. The marginally significant trends and 

signifïcant univariate trends were in the hppothesized direction. There were 

significant group effects on a number of variables which refiected a clifference 

between the experimental and control groups, but it appeared that the 

Normal Control group was unusually high on most scores. 

Unexpectedly, there were significant differences in levels of illness 

intrusiveness. The mothers with FM clearly indicated that they found their 

condition far more debilitating in the majoritg of lûe areas that were 

screened than did the women wi th  RA or IBD. 



My husband, Noteh, pointed out when 1 completed the draft of my 

dissertation two hours before the Jewish Sabbath was to commence Friday, 

October 4,1996 that he has ody ever known me as a graduate student doing 

a thesis. 1 completed my proposal seminar for m y  dissertation two weeks 

before 1 gave birth to our daughter, Esther-Dinah, so the same is true for her. 

My husband and m y  daughter sacrifïced more than 1 ever did for this 

achievement. 1 owe them m y  unending gratitude. 

There were many gudians of our most precious treasure: Batsheva, 

Avishai, Levi, Ina, Gayle, Pearline, Andrea, Marusella, Imelda, Isabella, and 

Morah Y e a .  Th& you all for loving and educating Esther-Dinah in ways 

that make me honoured every day to be her mother- 

To the "neshamale12" we had the short while to cherish. May I always 

have the strength of character to strive to realize the blessing we were given 

during that time. 

To my grandmother Eleanor whose s a d c e s  gave me the final push to 

finish this seemingly endless journey once and for all. May the next phase of 

her joumey bring her peace. 

To Bobba Ruth, the only person on earth for whom 1 might even 

consider doing this again because of the "nachas" she is "shepping". 

To the unique qualities of the Chabad community in Houston which 



enabled and encouraged me to focus my attention on completing m y  

dissertation as soon as possible. 

1 have always known 1 was going to be a psychologist. Ironically, the 

closer that dream came to being realized, the more 1 questioned that reality. 

1 might never have finished this journey had not our path in Me allowed us to 

venture to Spring, Texas. It was there 1 was given the opportuni@ to re- 

afnrm this portion of m y  destiny. 1 owe more than 1 can ever express to Dr. 

Ballering and Laurie Ballering. Their breadth and clariw of vision, theïr 

unwavering support and their living example of ertpecting the best truly 

foster an environment where one desires to leam and succeeds in learning. 

They continualry demonstrate that it is possible (and oRen preferable) to  

leam without having to feel guile about your mistakes. hs. Ballering 

encouraged me to CO- m y  best and worst fears - to tnily experience the 

relief that the world only appears to be composed ofconcrete answers to 

conmete questions. As 1 come more and more to the realization that  clear 

answers to clear questions about the human condition are oRen our way of 

satis- our need to understand and perceive some sense of control over the 

seemingly arbitrary and chaotic state of the world, the more 1 have been able 

to adopt a rnindhme that allowed me not only to finish my dissertation but 

to grow from the process. 

To the intems, especially David Sad, and extems of the pspchology 



team during m y  internship year, 1 owe my thanhs for your Eendship, 

echinacea, perspective, sense of humour, optimism and uneonditional 

support. 

To Bonnie, who probably had a harder time than 1 did finishing this 

dissertation. I wonut be able to do justice to expressing all that 1 owe you. 

Thank you for your patience. Thank you for not giving up on me. Thaak you 

for the practical advice. Thank you for your pep talks. 1 hope 1 have 1eamed 

h m  you not only what to do (and not to do) in finishing a dissertation, but 

also some of what it takes to be a good superpisor. 

To the staff at the Behaviour Research Unit, especially Susan and 

Greer, thank you for all of your help, patience, organization and support. 

To the families who participated in this process, by giving of their 

time, privacy and experience. 1 have done m y  best to ensure that this effort 

is tnia to the spirit of iavestment that each one of you made in the friture of 

understanding this intnguing set of questions. Thank you 

For me, completing this joumey has been a struggle, knowing that in 

order to do so 1 had to have dl my priorities in the "wrong" place. The people 

and values that mattered to me most were constantly tested and retested. 

They passed these tests. My husband, thank Gd, literdy forced me over 

and over to pass them as weli. He became ofken the sole guardian of all that 

was important and meaningfid in our marriage, our f d y ,  our He, o u r  goals 

vii 



and our dreams. He, with Estie were my strength, my reason to be positive 

and m y  lifeline. 

With the encouragement and support of Rabbi Menachem and Boehel 

Matusof, Chanaleh, Yossi, Mussie, Levi and Brachaleh and with the blessing 

of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Melech Hahlashiach, we were gently and (when 

necessarg) not so gently guided through these past six years. They continue 

to  provide the connection we need to maintain our perspective. 

To m y  Dad and Janùie, who always took time to listen to m y  fears, 

f'rustration and philosophizing. Thank you for all of your shmd experience, 

advice, love and support. 

To m y  Mom, for whom I did not give up on this goal, despite her fears. 

With your support, 1 even managed to do it before rny daughter graduated 

high school. 

To Mum and Dad, who have waited with baited breath for this day to 

come and have enabled me in so many ways to realize what often seemed 

impossible. May the bonds of communication and love with which you have 

always embraced me, be bestowed as an eternal blessing upon all of our 

family, be they near or far. 

1 have often wondered whether this undertaking was worth the 

sacrinices it has meant for myself, m y  husband, m y  daughter, m y  f d y  and 

m y  friends. 1 have come to realize that the answer to this question lies in the 



approach taken to answering it. The legacy of this work is the benefit it can 

offer to all who have been part of its process. 



This work is dedicated to the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Menachem Mendel 

Schneerson. It is the edightenment of the teachings of Chassidie philosophy 

that gave me the strength, faith and resolve to persevere with this 

dissertation. The knowledge that by our efforts we are contributhg to the 

coming of the ultimate redemption of the world by revealing the sparks of 

Gdliness hidden deep within the darkness was the motivation for me to  

Gnish. With gratitude to Gd, I humbly offer this contribution. 

Yechi Adoneinu Moreinu VRabeinu Melech HaMashiach L'Olam Va'ed 
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INTRODUCTION 

Rationale 

In 1985 two theories were pubIished that addressed Merent aspects of 

the clinically recognized co-occurreace of neurodwelopmental anomalies, an 

increased incidence of nonrighthandedness and some form of immunological 

dysfunction (Geschwind & Galaburda, 1985; Gudtieri & Hicks, 1985). One of 

these theories hypothesized that the in effeds resulüng m an increased 

incidence of neurodevelopmental disorders in the ospring might be due to 

testosterone (Geschwind & Galabuda, 1985). However, there is also reason 

to believe that a critical mechankm affecting the integriw of fetal 

development might be immunological (Gualtieri & Hicks, 1985). The m e n t  

study attempted to integrate Geschwind and Galaburda's hypotheses about 

anomalous development with Gualtieri and Hicks' focus on immunological 

variables and to provide a test of these hypotheses with the children of 

motbers with immunologîcal and non-immun010gical ckonic disorders. 

Theorg of Cerebral Dominance 

Geschwiad and Galaburda (1985) hypothesized that various prenatal 

influences may have a sbng modifPng effect on patterns of cerebral 

lateralization and hence on the development and expression of various 

abilities that may depend on this pattern of lateralization. These r n 0 d . g  

influences may include some factor related to male sex such as testosterone, 
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influences" (Geschwind & Galaburda, 1985, p. 431). These male-related 

influences are believed to alter aspects of neural development such as 

neuronal growth rate, assembIy andlor migration- The theorg potentially 

addresses the development of the full range of variation of individual 

differences h m  subnormal anomalies to n o 4  variatiom in pattern of 

abilities to superior functioning in a &en area. 

The fetal brain is aspunetrical with the right hemisphere developing 

more rapidly than the left (Geschwind & Galaburda, 1985). Therefore, the 

lefi hemisphere would have a greater period of potential susceptibility to 

outside influences. One of the many hypotheses genetated by Geschwind and 

Galabutda suggested that male-associated hormonal influences, as a fiuiction 

of delayed lefi hemisphere growth, may be particularly manifest in decreased 

fiuictional verbal ability. Conversely, the slower p w t h  of the left 

hemisphere of the brain, if it occurs in conjunction with a prolonged 

pregnancy or late omet of puberty (i.e., a lengthened growth period at some 

developmental stage) may be associated with increased size - and therefore 

increased h c t i o d  verbal ability. In other words, the effects on the more 

slowly developing lefi hemisphere may be either positive or negative 

depending upon the timing and interaction of a nurnber of variables imluding 

male-associateci honnonal iduences, the endocrine environment in 

pregnancy and the onset and duration of puberty. In addition, Geschwind 
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and Galaburda (1985) hgpothesized that the slower growth of a portion of the 

brain (such as the posterior left hemisphere language areas) rnay be 

associated with incread size - and therefore increased functional capacity - 

in other structures either on the opposite side of the brain or in d e c t e d  

areas of the same hemisphere. The outcome in either of the two previous 

scenarios could then be fbc t iona l  superioR& in certain areas and not 

necessarily functional impairment (Benbow, 1986). Geschwind and 

Galaburda suggested that it was only with extreme effects on the leR 

hemisphere that learning disorders were seen. These considerations raise 

the possibilïty that the mechanisms which delay le@ hemisphere growth have 

ben selected in the course of evolution because they o h n  produce 

individuslls of elevated Ment. The advantage of these individuals 

presumably outweighs the disadvantage of the learning disabilities which 

probably appear in a small number in whom the slowing on the left is 

excessive" (Geschwind & Galaburda, 1985, p.446). 

Geschwind and Galaburda (1985) cited udevelopmental learning 

disorders" (p. 44) as examples of the disadvantages of mechanisms which 

may delay le& hemisphere growth in a s m d  number of cases. These 

disorders included such diverse conditions as dyslerria, autism, stutbring, 

and Tomette Syndrome. Geschwind and Galaburda (1985) cited evidence in 

support of their contention of the overall advantage of the mechanisms 
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delaying left hemisphere growth. To this end, they referred to the unafTected 

relatives of children with developmental leaming disorders as well as people 

with increased fbnctional abilities in other areas such as spatial ab*, 

artistic abiliw or musical abiliw. They presumed that most members of a 

family wovld show a range of hormal' abilities including areas of talent 

because, in most cases untoward events do not occur during these periods of 

delayed gmwth and therefore normal neurodevelopmental fiinctioning is 

expected. They argued that the mechanimns involved in establishing the 

IateraIity ofthe cerebral hemispheres usually do so successfully by 

establishing areas of funciional effectiveness and some areas of superiority. 

fnimunoreactive Theory 

Gualtieri and Hicks (1985) focused on the immunoreactive component 

of the associations between anomalies of leaming ability and patte- of 

cerebral development. They examined the pattem of neurodevelopmental 

disorders seen in males vs. females as opposed to the anatomic laterabation 

of a given neumdevelopmental disorder that was a primary interest to 

Geschwind and Galabuda. They summarized the pattern of effects seen in 

children wi th  neurodevelopmentd disorders and suggested that the pattem 

of expression is different for males and females. The primary focus of their 

article was to present evidence for their hgpathesis of "selective male 

afYlictionn whereby the higher prevalence of neurodevelopmental disorders in 
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males codd be explaineci. They suggested that males were affiected with 

neurodevelopmental disorders more often than females. In addition, they 

suggested that the pattern of expression of nedevelopmental disorders 

was mediated by an interaction between the genotype and the environment 

in the form of pre- and perinatd complications that were more Iikely to affect 

males. The developmental outanne in males, of the impact of pre- and 

perinatal complications on the genotype would be a more diverse expression 

of disorder. The disorders they cited were similar to the list of developmental 

learning diisorders mentioned by Geschwind and Galaburda including 

autism, stuttering and dyslexia. 

Females were hypothesized to show a more extreme pet specific 

presentation of disorder when afEected. They argued that the specificitg and 

severity of the disorders affecting females (such as schizophrenia, severe 

mental retardation or autism) would suggest more of a genotypic infIuence. 

For example, there is stronger evidence of a familal history of developmental 

disorders for girls with autism or schizophrenia than with boys with these 

diagnoses, which implicates more of a genotypic infiuence. The disorders are 

more s p d c  as is seen in the inheritance of schizophrenia, where boys with 

positive f d y  histories of schizophrenia present with a broader range of 

psychological dysf'unction whereas femdes more likely present specincally 

with schizophrenia ifthey show any disorder at all (Mednick, Schulsinger, 
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Teasdale, Schulsinger, Venables & Rock, 1978). The severity of disorder is 

seen in examples such as females who are mentalIy retarded or autistic are 

more likely to test in the lowest IQ ranges (Lord, Schopler & Revicki, 1982; 

Wing 1981). This indicates another condition in which the afliiction in 

females is more pronounced. 

While the focus of the originai Gdtieri  and Hicks paper may have 

been selective male affliction, the mechanism of materna1 immunoreactivi~ 

altering neurologid development has important implications for bath male 

and female children. "The fiindamental premise of the immunoreactive 

theory is that pregnancy is an immunoIogical phenomenon characterized by a 

state of maternal tolerance" (Gualtieri & Hicks, 1985, p. 437). The authors 

discussed the evidence which suggests that maternal tolerance can be an 

imperfect phenomenon and that some women may even be prone to 

pregnancies that involve pre- and perinatal complications. They suggested 

that m a t e d  insufnciencp (to maintah an uneventfu, successful 

pregnancy) may actually be a genetic proclivity to react immunologically to 

the fetus. It would follow that mothers known to have an auto-immune 

dyshction might be mare immunoreactive during pregnancy and more 

likely to react immunologidy to the presence of a fetus ip m. One of the 

expressions of this immuno10gical reactivie to the fetus might be in the form 

of pre- and perinatal complications. 
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Matemal immunoreactlvity could also affect the neurological integrity 

of the developing fetus in such a way that measurable effects on cognitive 

and behavioural h c t ï o n s  might be detectable. The authors cited evidence 

that matelpal immunoreactivity may have a negative inauence on 

neurological development in padidar. This evidence included detection of 

maternally specific antibodies in the cerebrospinal fluid of newbom infants 

(Thorley, Holmes, Kaplan, McCracken & Sdord, 1975). a higher rate of 

miscarriage (Loke, 1978), and a higher rate of matemal ins&ciency and/or 

congenital anomalies in the ofITpring ofgroups of mothers whose senun 

levels of cytotoxic antibodies were high (Borner, Terasaki, Thompson, Holve, 

Wilson, Ebbin & Savin, 1978). The implications of these effects could be 

quite signiscant in light of the fact that the immunological protective factors 

of the developing fetus are not complete. The blwd-brain barrier is not 

thoroughly developed; therefore, its protective capacity against the attack of 

materna1 antibodies is incomplete. The developing fetus is therefore 

VUInerable to the ef%ects of matemal antibodies that may have an adverse 

effect on neurological integrie. 

One of the implications of the theory is that children with 

neurodevelopmental disorders may have a f d y  history of more immune- 

related disorders or heightened immunoreactivity. It follows that if a group 

of immunoreactive mothers were ideneed, and their children tested, then 
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one could expeet to fhd a higher incidence ofnedevelopmental anomalies 

in these children than in children not exposed to this immunoreactive risk 

factor. 

What Gualtieri and Hicks proposed was a continuum of behavioural 

outcornes that is dependent upon the interaction of an individual's genetic 

endowment, and the presence of and sensitiviw to prenatal inthences on the 

developing brain. The effects of this interaction would be seen, at the 

anatomic level, in the maturitp and integrîty of both neuronal assemblies and 

neuronal migration. Depending upon the timing of certain prenatal 

influences, there may be an association betftreen specifïc anomalies of 

immune function (Le., different diseases), brain dedopment and, at the 

fmctional level, the pattern of cognitive and behavioural abilities. In other 

words, the eEects of heightened matemal immunoreacti.~ on fetal brain 

development may be observable in the patterns of learning abiliw seen in the 

children of mothers exposed to these prenatal environments. 

Critical Review of the Literature 

The hypotheses of Geschwind and Galaburda have generated an 

enormous amount of attention and research since their presentation 

(McManus & Bryden, 1991; Bryden, McManus & Bulman-Fleming, 1994); 

however, those of Gdtieri and Hicks have apparently attracted the 

attention of a much smaIler group of published researchers. Nevertheless, 
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studies addressing the associations among anomalies of cerebral dominance, 

neumdevelopmental hctioning and immune h c t i o n  bear upon the validiw 

of both theories. Therefore, a general samphg ofrelevant and 

representative research in this area will be reviewed. Following this, a 

s u m m a r y  of the current status of both sets of theoretical const~cts  as related 

to the current study will be presented. 

There are essentially three components to the associations under 

examination. 

1. AD - anomalous cerebral dominance at the anatomie level. The 

operational definition of this concept at the level is often 

anomalies of handedness. 

2. NF - anomalies of neurodevelopmental hctioning. 

3. IF - anomalies of immune fiuiction. 

For the sake of simplicity the shorthand, AD-NF-IF, will be utilized in the 

ensuing paragraphs to address the anomalies of cerebral dominance, 

neurodevelopmental fiuictioning and immune fiinction. 

Much of the research that has been designed to test these associations 

has provided support for at least some aspect of the intertelationship of lefi 

handedness (as an indicator of right cerebral dominance), auto-immune 

dysfunction and learnuig disorders and/or giftedness. Kaplan, McNicol, 
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Conte & Moghadam (1987) looked at physical signs and symptoms in three 

samples of preschool-aged boys who met the DSM-m criteria for Attention 

Deficit Disorder with Hyperactivie. From data collected via qnestionnaires 

and daily logs, these authors found that parents of children diagnosed with 

attention d e f i ~ t  disorder with hyperactivity reported a greater incidence of 

allergie-tspe physical signs and symptoms in their children than did the 

control group parents- These authors suggested that this association may 

have an underlying physiological basis. However, they did not investigate 

either the handedness or the possible auto-immune connection to the 

syrnptums and signs reported. Hartsough and Lambert (1985) also looked at 

variables that discriminated between hyperactme and non-hyperactive 

children in 301 children with hyperactivity and 191 controls in kindergarten 

through Gfth grade via detailed history and interview with the parents. Their 

results were consistent with Kaplan et al., (1987) in that 39% of their 

chi3dren with hyperactiviw as opposed ta 25% of theh control subjects 

reported chronic health pmblems such as allergies, asthma and recurring 

upper respiratory infections. They &O assessed health problems reported in 

infancy included being past due at birth, toxemia and long labour. Their 

data suggested that pre- and perinatal Muences such as health problems in 

infancy were best at predicting hyperactivity in their group of elementary 

school chilchen- 
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Numerous authors have looked at other dwelopmental anomalies in 

addition to attentional problems. Schachter, Ransil and Geschwind (1987) 

fond elevated levels of seEreported Iearning disabilities such as 

hyperactivie, dyslexia, delayed speech and difficulty learning arithmetic, in 

9% of nonrighthanders (le& handers) as opposed to 3% of right-handed 

subjects in an overd sample of 1117 subjects. Their data did not question or 

c o d h n  the respondents seEreport of learning disabüieies. Behan and 

Geschwind (1985) found elevated rates of left handedness and a history of 

auto-immune ilhess in a sample of 83 families of hyperkinetic chtldren and a 

sample of 32 families ofdyslexic children. They took a detailed medical 

historg and tested for matemal humoral antibodies. Smith (1987) looked at a 

sample of 313 allergy clinic patients and a sample of 350 age and sex- 

matched controls. The study confîrmed medical diagnoses of immune 

mediated conditions such as allergic rhinitis, eczema and asthma. This study 

also reported an association between auto-immune dyshction and left 

handedness, although in an allergy clinic population. 

Pennington, Smith, Kimbetling, Green and Raith (1987) provided 

support for the relationship between auto-immune dyshction and dyslexia 

in a cornparison of group of 87 subjects with dyslexia to a control group of 86 

non-dyslexie subjects £kom 14 extended families. The authors took a very 

consemative approach to collecting their data. They conducted extensive 
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medical history interviews. They confirmed the presence of auto-immune 

disorders such as rheumatoid arthritis, ulcerative colitis and lupus reported 

from questionnaire data. The presence of allergies and/or hay fever was 

codkmed by scratch test or use of prescription medication. Their data 

suggested that there was a significantly higher rate of auto-immune and 

allergic disorders among the dyslexic subjects. There was, however, no 

indication of a higher rate of nonrighthandedness in either the dyslexic or the 

nondyslexic control group. In light of their consemative approach, their 

finding supporting the presence of NF-IF associations strengthens the 

importance of their redts .  

Gilger, Penaington, Green, Smith and Smith (1992) &O examined the 

relatiomhip between immune disorders and reading disorders. Their data 

was collected from four independent family and twin samples with a total 

of 1731. They again found some evidence of association between medically 

documented immune disorders and reading disability confirmed by 

psychometric testing. Consistent wi th  the results of the two previously 

mentioned studies, they found no evidence of an association between reading 

disabilim anci ndghthandedness. However, Wood and Cooper (1992) did 

report evidence of no111ighthandedness and learning diffIdties in a sample 

of 74 males with auto-immune thyroid diseasa. These authors presented 

data consistent with an association between auto-immune disease, reading 
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disability and anomalous cerebral dominance as indicated by mixed 

dominance or noIVighthmdedness. With a sample of 734 Gth-grade cbildren, 

Tonnessen, Lokken, Hoien and Lundberg (1993) ab0 mported hd ings  in 

support of the associations between reading disabïlities (as measured by a 

screening of word recognition and phonologid decoding), le& handedness 

(Norwegian version of the Oldneld Inventory) and immune disorders 

(cpest ionn~e  regarding prevdence of allergies and asthma completed by 

the parents). 

Research addressing the predictions of potential giRedness being 

associated with immunological dJrsnuiction and anomalous cerebral 

dominance has also been conducted. Hassler (1993) found that atypical 

handedness, atspical language dominance, and amical visuospatial 

dominance were found to be connected with spatial giftedness. Atypical 

handedness was related to immune vdnerabilie in males. In females, the 

author reported a relationship between spatial giftedness and immune 

vulnerabiliw. Questionnaire data regarding a varie@ of immunological and 

non-immunological conditions such as asthma, allergies and migraine as well 

as semm levels of the immunoglobins IgE and Ig Total were their measures 

of immune vulnerabilïity. McNamara, Flannery, Obler and Schachter (1994) 

also reported some association between anomalous cerebral dominance as 

indicated by nonrighthandedness, immune disorders and math and musical 
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talent in a female population. Their 514 female subjects reporting a history 

of dyslexia were &O found to be musically tdented. Thw data did not 

suggest a re lat iodp behreen immune disorders and talent wïthin their 

entire sample. However, the data did suggest an association behween immune 

disorders and talents in a sub group of 10 individds who had 7 or more 

markers of anomalous cerebral dominance such as extent of 

nonrighthandedness as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory 

(Oldneld, 1971). Hassler and Gupta (1993) presented data fkom a sample of 

51 adult musicians and non-musicians supporting the interre1ationship of 

anomalous dominance for language fbnctions and immune vulnerability in 

musically talented subjects. They gathered questionmire data regarding the 

presence of a variew of immunological and non-immunological conditions 

such as allergies, asthma, migraine and myopia. They also measured blood 

semm levels of IgE, Ig Total, beta endorphins, testosterone and estradiol. 

Their data &O supported the interrelationship of immune vulnerabiüty and 

anomalous cerebral dominance for handedness in males. 

Two recent investigations of the associations between anomalies of 

learning, cerebral dominlince and immune îunction have been reported on 

subjects with insulin dependent diabetes meIlitus (Clavero, Estevez & 

Alvarez, 1993; Crawford, Kaplan & Field, 1995). Clavero et al., (1993) 

investigated the presence of elevated rates of lefbndedness in 65 subjects 
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with Tgpe 1 diabetes, 65 patients with Typs II diabetes and 130 normal 

conhl subjeds. Crawford et al. (1995) completed individual psycho- 

educatiod assssments with 27 pairs of siblings ages 6-20 years. The 

sibling pairs consisted of the chiId diagnosed with diabetes and the sibling 

closest in age. Neither study was supportive of the hypothesized AD-NF-IF 

associations. The former study found no relationship between left 

handedness as an indicator of anomalous cerebral dominance and the 

immune related condition. The latter study found no evidence for an 

association between handedness and developmental learning problems in 

their sample and no evidence of learning problems associated with diabetes. 

What becomes evident fkom the aforementioned discussion is that 

there is enough support for some of the basic predictions made by these two 

theories to warrant m e r  investigations. McManus and Bryden (1991) and 

Brgden, McMaaus and Buhan-Fleming (1994) have invested much in 

questioning, criticking and claRfPag the causal predictions of the Geschwind 

and Galaburda mode1 (1985). This effort was published recently with 

extensive commentaries h m  representative authors in m d  Co- . * 

in 1994 and 1995. Bryden et al. (1994) reached the much chdlenged 

conclusion that the hypothesized connections presented by Geschwind and 

Galaburda in 1985 and 1987 have received vexy little support in the 
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literature and that the model may have outlnred its usenilness as a program 

of research. As diseussed below, the commentaries that ensued focused on a 

numbsr of issues that cl- @te succinctly where the amas ofdifficuilty 

currently lie at the theoretical, s t a t i s t i d  and practical levels, and what 

could be done tn address fhese problems. 

Accordhg to Previc (1994)' the Geschwind 

and Gdaburda model does not adequately establish either an anatomid or a 

fûnctional definition of anomalous dominance. This is indeed of critical 

importance because understanding of tbis core concept affects the design, 

selection and definition of one's variables. For example, a large proportion of 

the research generated by the Geschwind and Gdaburda model adopts the 

operational dehition of anomalous dominance as anomalous patterns of 

handedness (Bryden et al., 1994) . As one might guess, there is no colllmonly 

accepted operatiord definition of anomalous handedness, much less 

anomalous cerebral dominance which it is purported to represent, in the 

neuroscience, neuropsychology, or lateralie literature. Porac (1994) argues 

that the methods chosen to measure and categorize handedness affect not 

only the observed pattern of handedness tgpes but also the results of 

statistical analyses. Schachter (1994) emphasized that a score that 

pu~portedly measmes handedness shodd reflect both the direction (lefi or 

right) and de- of hand preference. Other authors would prefer that 
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measures of handedness inchde level of ski11 on various tasks (Porac & 

Coren, 1981). 

Bryden et al. (1994)- gave the impression that their own position 

regardhg the concept of cerebd  dominance had not been wstallized. Theù 

discussion regarding problems of definhg anomalous domhance looked at 

the relatiomhip between handedness and indicators of language 

lateralization and lateralization of nonverbal (right hemisphere) abilities. At 

an intermediate point in their discussion of this concept, they take the 

position that maintainhg a definition of anomdous dominance that includes 

handedness, language functïon and right hemisphere hctioning 

necessitates an assumption of an initial sgmmetric state both in degree and 

direction. At the end of thev discussion of this concept they suggest instead 

that only handedness and language dominance be included in the definition 

of anomalous dominance. 

Friedmann and Grodzinwb (1994) emphasize that the study of brain- 

behaviour relationships must be based on the understanding that two, 

distinct levels of analysis are implicit in this undertaking: analysis of the 

physical properties of neural tissue and analysis at the level of function. It 

seems clear that much of the confirsion regarding the definition and testing of 

anomalous dominance would be clarifïed were this principle to be taken into 

account. Returning to one of the effects of this confusion - the apparent 
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dennition of anomalous dominance as anomalous handedness perpetuated by 

many researchers in this area - a h c t i o n a l  d y s i s  of the effects of 

anabmical ciifferences would at the outset rernind us that many %ehavioursB 

result h m  patterns of anatomic, cerebral lateralization and that 

%andedness is simply not a sensitive indicator of hemispheric fiinction. It is 

possible that the entue [Geschwind Behan and Galaburda] model could be 

accurate ... and yet handedness could be largely irreleoant" (Kaplan & 

Cradord, 1994, p. 297). 

Another perspective on the question ofwhy the Geschwind and 

Galaburda model does not adequately establish either an anatomical or a 

firnctiond definition of anomalous dominance was given by Dellatolas (1994) 

who made reference to re-analyses of the original anatomic data upon which 

the Geschwind and Galaburda model is based. The re-analyses he uted 

concluded that the anatomic pattern more accu~atdy refiected a larger right 

hemisphere not a smaller left hemisphere. The implication of this difference 

affects the formulation of the theoretical mechanism proposed to explain it. 

The majority of the literature in this area focuses on the association of left 

handedness with le& hemisphere or language pmblems, whereas one might 

be equally justihi in investigating the association of lefi handedness with 

right hemisphere or nonverbal strengüis. AgaSn, it is clear that we need to 

have a clear understanding ofwhat is meant by anomalous dominance at the 
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theoretical, anatomical and hctional levels. 

Van Strein (1995) makes a stmng argument for a fkamework h m  

which to appmach the concept of anomalous dominance. He conceptualizes 

anomalous dominance as purely descriptive, not predictive. He suggests 

that the most usefid characterization of anomalous dominance is as a gmss 

index of 'atspical œrebral functioning' and that it should be employed in 

research exclusively as a dependent variable. The role of anomalous 

dominance in the current study, was designed with this consideration. 

Van Strein M e r  emphasizes that anomalous dominance is a 

function of more basic mechanisms (whether they are immun01ogical, 

hormonal or genetic) or structural differences which should be dehed and 

categorized as predictor variables. These structural clifferences may lead to 

hct ional  differences; Le., indications of anomalous dominance such as 

learaing disorders. As Halpern (1994) reminds us, each class ofvariables 

employed in a research design will tequire a commonly accepted operational 

definition to begin to cl- the relationship between the concepts of 

anomalous dominance, immune dysfiinction and leamhg ability. To date, 

not one of these classes ofvariables has a standard, accepted operational 

definition in the literature. 

While the AD - NF - IF link has 

received considerable support, the in mechanism of testosterone, 
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proposed by Geschwind and Galabuda (19851, has not been confirmed 

(Berenbaum & Denburg, 1995; Kaplan & Crawford, 1994; Previc, 1994). 

What appears to be clear, however, is that testostemne cannot be discounted 

as affecting the expression of the AD -NF relationship. Forget and Cohen 

(1994) remind us that testostemne continues, throughout the course of 

development, to have a key hormonal Muence. Not only are the effects of 

this hormone different at different points in the Mespan, but testosterone 

levels are also afEected by circadian, diumal and seasonal variations. These 

authors &O address the difncultp discussed by many in isolating the effects 

of early, prenatal influences of testosterone. Hampson and MoEat (1994) 

further strengthen thia concem by pointing out that the critical period of 

effects h m  and seIlSitivi@ to prenatal testosterone is unknown. Small and 

Hoffmann (1995) state in their theoretical critique that testosterone affects 

sexual aimorphisms; i.e., differenees between males and females at the 

cellular, anatomic and hctional levels. From their perspective, testosterone 

does not affect œrebral laterali*. In addition, they maintain that 

lateralization of cerebral function cannot be understwd outside of the context 

of the effect of mechanisms of senial dimorphism. Because of the complex 

interplay that apparently e-ts between hormonal and immunological effects 

on neural development, any study of anomalies of cerebral dominance m u t  

address gender dSerences. 



e This lïnk in the theoretical critique spearheaded 

by Brgden et al. (1994) raceived the le& amount of critical attention. This is 

largely because there appears to be a fair degree of consensus regardhg its 

importance and more consistent support in the literature regarding its 

covariation with various AD or NF indicators (Bryden et al., 1994). 

Nevertheless some points well worth heeding were discussed. Clear 

defmition, confirmation and differentiation of disease categories is critical 

(Obrmt, 1994). This author also recommended verincation of diagnosis and 

incidence rates with physicians. Both Obrzut (1994) and Hugdahl(1994) 

discussed the implications for the pattern of obtained results depending upon 

the appmach taken to selecting a target population. The outcome may be 

very different if one begins with a population of people with dyslexia and 

looks for anomalies in handedness and immune b c t i o n  or if one begins with 

a population of people with immune dysfiuiction and looks for anomalies of 

handedness and dyslexia. This is because the outcome depends on where the 

critical causal relationship lies. Therefore they emphasize that it is 

important to investigate which diseases or disorders make sense 

immunologically as variables of interest. Perhaps the more important 

conclusion of this critique is that one must have some sense of the direction 

and effects of the critical causal relationship when designing one's research. 

A number of theoretical models currently exist to address some or d 
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aspects of the AD - NF - IF relatiomhips. The Bryden et al. (1994) target 

article and the accompanying commentarg duded to several. Annett (1994) 

addressed the possible effects of the immune system on the genetics of 

cerebral lateralization in her right shiR theorg. Annett has proposed that a 

right shifk gene esists. The theory suggested that right handedness is a 

secondary outcome of a gene whose primary action is determininp lefi 

hemisphere lateralization of speech. h u n e  fûnctioning could affect the 

reproductive htegrim (Le., susceptibili~ to pathologieal changes in 

neurological development) at the locus of this gene. 

Revic (1994) also acknowledges the association among certain 

neurodeveIoprnenta.1 disorders and some medical conditions, but presents an 

alternative explanation for the association. He focuses on the asymmetrg of 

vestibular hctioning as the key mechanism aBecting lateralizatiion of motor 

fhction (including handedness). Revic also sees anomalies of vestibular 

processing as affecting the lateralization of nemochemical h c t i o q  Le., the 

noradrenergidcholinergic balance. His theory does not contradict the NF-IF 

relationship; however, he argues against the necessity of seeing 

nonrighthandedness as a critical indicator of the AD portion of this 

relationship. 

What appears to be one of the more strongly supported conclusions 

fkom the past ten pars of research on the AD - NF - IF associations is that a 
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different critical meehanisln of action other than prenatal testosterone m u t  

be the focus of curent research efforts. There appear to be many reasons to 

investigate immtm010gid f e r s  as this critical mechanism - an idea 

proposed by G d t i e r i  and Eicks in 1985; however, their hypotheses appear to 

have been ooershadowed by the impact of the Geschwind and Galaburda 

program of research that was published in the same year. The current study 

is an attempt to redirect attention to the possibility that the nitical causal 

mechanhm affecthg anomalies of cerebral dominance at the anatomic leveI 

and neumdevelopmental hctioning at the level of observable outcornes is 

immunological in origin. Children with neurodevelopmental dlsorders may 

have a family his- of more immune-related disorders or heightened 

immunoreactivity- Recently, research has been reported that has begun to 

look at whether a relationship exists between neurodevelopmental 

functioniog and exposure prenatally to an ip gtem immunoreactive risk 

factor. 

A small body of recent litetature has been focusing more specifically on 

the mechanhm of immunologiC81 factors afSecting brain development. These 

studies have tested the hypotheses proposed by Gualtieri and Hicks (1985) 

wïth children of mothers with auto-immunologie dysfunction. Crawford, 
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&plan, and Kinsbourne (1992) investigated learniag-related problems in 

children whose mothers reported M e r i n g  h m  =me type of i m m ~ ~ o l o g i d  

problem (hm allergies to more serious disorders such as multiple sclerosis) 

in cornparison with children whose mothers reportedly had such 

îmmun010gical disorder. This immune attack, or the immune system 

'overreacting' is d e M  as immunoreactivi~. The mother's immune system 

may react more sensitively to conditions or stimuli that another person's 

immune system might perceive as ben@ or innacuous. From a group of 246 

children of immunoreactive mothers, there were more learning ~ d t i e s  

reported for the males (stuttering, other speech disorders, attention 

problems, reading pmblems) than for the 209 children whose mothers did not 

have immunological disorders. This sigdicant elevation in reported 

learning related difikulties in children who, during gestation, would have 

been exposed to greater immunologid activity, supports the hypothesis that 

in gter~ immunoIogid effects represent a threat to normal brain 

development . 

McAllister (1994) conducted a questionnaire m e y  of the relationship 

between developmental difEculties and 11oIVighthandedness in the children 

of mothers with Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE). In comparison to 

normal control children, the children of mothers with SLE were reported with 

more nonrighthmdedness, immune disorders and developmental problems 
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even aRer statistidy controllhg for pregnancy and birth complications 

known to be associated with SLE. Flannery and Liederman (1994) found an 

elevated incidence of nonrighthandedness in the ChJldren of mothers with 

ulcerative mitis;  howeper, they found no evidence of a higher rate of 

neurodevelopmental problems in children of mothers with ulcerative colitis or 

asthma. 

The current study attempted tm address many of the key concerns 

expressed in the literature regarding critical causal mechanisms and 

research design. This study was designed to test the relatiomhip between 

immunological dyshction (IF) as expressed by heightened matemal 

immunoreactioitg and anomalous cerebral dominance (AD) as expressed at 

the h c t i o n a l  level (Friedmann & Grodzinsky, 1994; Van Strein, 1995) in 

anomalies of learning, behaviour, handedness or emotional adjustment (NF). 

The subjects were the children ofmothers who have ben diagnosed as 

having an immunological or non-immunological c h n i c  disorder. In order to 

be able to speak to the issue of gender (hormonal) differences, both male and 

female cbildren were induded as subjects (Hofhann, 1995). The 

immunological disorders studied were Rheumatoid M t i s  and 

Infiammatory Bowel Disease. The non-immunological CC~ntrol" disorder was 

Fibromyalgia. Each participant's diagnosis was confhmed by her family 

physician or consulting specialist (Obtnit, 1994). For both the Child 
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Questionnaire and Psycho-Educational Assessrnent phases of the research, a 

"normal, non-diseasen control group was also included. 

P.b-umatoid Arthritis 

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is an auto-immune disease that affects 1- 

2% of the population (Lipsky, 1987). ApproKimatdy t k e e  times as many 

women as men are af5ected. The most common age of onset 1s between the 

ages of 35 and 50 (Lipsky, 1987). RA is a chronic, intermittent disease that 

varies in course, severity and sites of involvement with each individual that 

contracts it (Hochberg & Spector, 1990). In the majority of patients, onset is 

ïnsidious with non-specific, systemic symptoms such as fatigue, loss of 

appetite, and pain that may or may not correspond to the locus of joint 

involvement. In some cases, onset is more acute. The Grst two years after 

disease onset are coming to be seen as critical for establishing the nature of 

the c h n i c  course of the disease (Wilske & Healey, 1989). It is within th is  

period of time that most destruction to the jouite of the body is thought to 

occur (Van der Heijde, Van Riel, Van Rijswijk & Van de Putte, 1988). 

The initiating stimulus of the auto-immune process characteristic of 

RA has not yet been identifiecl. However, it is clear that there is a complex 

interaction between genetic, environmental, hormonal and reproductive 
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factors implicated in the pathogenesis of the disease (Spector, 1990). Genetic 

factors such as HIA-DR4 and DR1 which are known to influence 

immunolo@cd functiopuig have both been implicated in RA. However, 

Spector (1990) suggests that there is only a 10-30% concordance rate for RA 

among monozygotic twins and that family studies of the HLA complexes 

estimate only a 20% concordance. Therefore, a number of other factors may 

be implicated in the etiology of RA One etiological area under investigation 

has been viral and infectious agents (Kelly et al, 1989). In addition, certain 

characteristics of the course and omet of RA implicate both hormonal and 

reproductive factors. Not having had cbildren is an independent risk factor 

for RA; oral contraceptive use appears ta have an ameliorating effect on the 

course of the disease, and pregnancy may be a pmtective factor to the onset of 

the disease (Hochberg & Speetor, 1990). 

The course of RA varies fiom patient to patient - often in interaction 

with the course and approach of treatment ( M ~ h y ,  1992). As many as 15% 

of patients s a e r  k m  the idammatory process of RA for a short t h e  and 

their disease pmcess remits without major joint damage. However, up to 

10% of patients experience relentless disease activity that results in serious 

joint damage and disability. In most patients whose disease activiw does not 

remit within the fist year from diagnosis, the rate of progression of disease 
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activity is greatest in the first 6 years and decreases aRer that time (Lipsky, 

1987). 

The aim of treahnent of RA is ta induce remission or arrest of the 

course of joint eroeion. Any treatment regimen must classify the stage of 

disease progression and conaider evidence h m  objective m e n s  of both 

rheumatoid activity (the infhmmatory process contributhg to erosion of joint 

integri-tp) as weU as hctional capacity (degres of impairment in M y  Iiving) 

when recommending treatmsnt alternatives (Steinbrocker, Traeger & 

Batterman, 1949). Murphy (1992) highlighted the importance of considering 

both of these objective sources of information when approaching treatment in 

reference to the patients with RA who do not cornplain about the effects of 

their disease (little subjective hct ional  impact) despite objective indicators 

that the disease is progressing quite rapidly (progression of rheumatoid 

processes). Thus, the patient may not indicate a subjective need for 

treatment at the t h e ;  however, the stage of progression of objective 

indicators of rheumatoid activity would warrant treatment if only to 

maintain an optimal Ievel of hctional capacity. 

Rheumatologists classi@ the most common dny: therapies standardly 

used in the treatment of RA: the saIicy1ates or NSAIDs (nonsteroidal anti- 

infiammatory drugs); the corticosteroids; the SMA&Ds (symptom modifiying 

anti-rheumatic drugs); the DMARDs (disease modifying antirheumatic 
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dnigs); cytotoxic DMARDs; experimental therapies (Murphy, 1992; Wilske & 

Healey, 1989). The standard approach to treatment has been the Tyrarnid' 

- a conservative appmach which parallels the stages of disease progression 

and attempts to control innammation, minimize joint damage and avoid dnig 

toxicity by employing the next stage of batment once the limits of 

effectiveness ofthe previous level have been reached. Wilske and Healey 

(1989) proposed a 'Stepdown bridge approach' as an altemative treatment 

strategy. The basis for their argument was that the fïrst 2 years may be 

when the majority of joint damage occurs. Their premise is that modification 

of the disease process correlates best with control of inflammation and that 

there is evidence that the progression or remission of radiographcally 

c o h e d  joint erosions is correlated with clinicd and laboratory measures of 

inflammation no matter which medication is used. In additon, since the 

pathogenesis of RA is unknown, the longterm outcorne of treatment cannot be 

known. They suggested beginning with a 10 mgl day dose of prednisone 

which is the most effective anti-infiammatorg h g .  They suggested that if 

infiammation were not controlled within a month, this would lx! diagnostic of 

a more persistent pmcess of joint destruction and a choiœ of medications to 

control infiammation (i.e., the DMARDs, whose toxicities are separate not 

additive) would be added to rapidly contml the infiammatory process. The 

medication regimen is simpl5ed as the disease process is seen to corne under 
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adeqyate control. No matter what treatment regimen is employed, the goals 

oftreatment are to modifg the disease process and consequent destruction of 

joint integrim by controiiing the inflammatorg process while ba landg  the 

impact of symptoms and sida effects on the perceived q d w  of Me. Wolfe 

(1995) emphasizes the importance of considering drug effectiveness (how well 

a h g  works) and factors contributing to it sueh as age, education and 

disease severity as well as drug e5cacy - the measure most commonly 

employed in random control drug trials. 

As stated earlier, the first two years after disease onset are critical for 

establishing the nature of the chronic course of the disease because it is 

within this period of t h e  that most destruction to the joints of the body is 

thought to occur. Thus, at what point during the course of the disease a child 

is born is an important variable, as the nature of the mother's W e  may be 

verp different if the disease is chronic but under control by medication or if it 

is new and various treatment regimens are king  tried. 

There is evidence that pregnmcy influences the status of this disease, 

although the mechanism is as yet unelear (Gilbert, 1994). RA tends to remit 

during pregnancy. The symptoms ofbn remit &r the b t  trimester, but 

almost inevitably r e m  aRer birth of the baby (Ostensen & Nelson, 1995; 

S h a n ,  1994). There is an increased susceptibili@ to developing RA in the 
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Grs t  3 months following the e s t  pregnancy, espeeially in women who have 

breast fed. This observation suggests that hormonal factors play a part in 

disease onset (Ostensen & NeIson, 1995; S h a n ,  1994). The oral 

contraceptive pill seems to provide a protedive effect (Ostensen & Nelson, 

1995; SiIman, 19941, although James (1993) suggests that this apparent 

relationship between oral contraceptive piil use and delayed omet of RA may 

actually be a reflection of the relationship between androgen concentrations 

and oral contraceptive use. This author discusses evidence pertaining to the 

possible mle of low androgen concentrations in causing Rk He suggests that 

women with higher andmgen concentrations may be those choosing the oral 

contraceptive pül. Therefore it would not be the use of the pi11 but theîr 

initial hormone level that was the actual pmtective mechanism. 

The h g s  most commonly used to treat RA are not known to induce 

birth defects, although they do have side effeets that must be taken into 

consideration (Schardein, 1985). Therefore, the considerations of the hedth 

of the fetus and the health of the mother must be taken into account when 

recommending drug treatment for active RA during pregnancy (Ostesen, 

1994). 

The effects of active RA duriag pregnancy or the effects of RA that 

remits during pregnancy have on the s t a t u  of the newboni have not yet been 

determiped. This appears ta be somewhat a function of the dramatic effects 
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that pregnancy appears to have on RA which has attracted more attention in 

the literature (glipple & Cecere, 1989). While there are no dennitive 

conclusions in the literature regarding the interaction of RA and the 

perinatal status of the infant, it appears that many authors are of the opinion 

that RA does not increase the risk of perinatal complications (Nelson, Voight, 

Koepsell, Dugowson 8 Daling, 1992; Nicholas, 1988). 

RA is one of the autoimmune conditions that has been linked to a 

higher incidence of neumdevelopmental disorders and anomalous dominance 

(Bxyden et al., 1994). In addition, women (potentid mothers) are more oRen 

affected than men. Therefore, this condition was included in the 

investigation of the effkcts of heightened matemal immunoreactivity. 

Mammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a summary term for two auto- 

immune diseases that affect gastro-intestinal function - Crohn's Disease and 

Ulcerative Colitis. The most common age of onset is between the ages of 15 

and 30, and women are affectecl slightly more ofken than are men (Sleisenger 

& Fordtran, 1989). IBD is most commonly seen in North America with 

incidence rates between 46/100,000 (Cortot, Gower-Rousseau & Colombel, 

1991). IBD varies a m s s  individuals in terms of diagnosis, seventy of 



symptoms, sites of disease activi@, course and duration of disease. 

The etiology of IBD remains unknown; however, the likely pathogenic 

mechanisms include genetic, environmental (Colombe1 & Gower-Rousseau, 

1994). minobial and immunological factors (Selbp, 1993). The interaction of 

these pathogenic mechanisms is difEerent in ulcerative colitis and Crohn's 

disease. For example, the genetic influence appears to play a greater role in 

Crohn's disease than in ulcerative colitis (Cortot et al., 1991). Estimates of 

familal forms of Cmhn's disease range fkom 6 to 33% (Colombe1 & Gower- 

Rousseau, 1994). Investigations into the immunological pathogenîc 

mechanisms in IBD suggest that there may be dysfimction in both systemic 

and the local, mucosal intestinal immUait4f. Among other mechanisms, T-cell 

activation and the HLA antigens are being studied in order to better 

understand theK contributions to the etiology of IBD (Fiocchi, 1990; 

Macdonald, 1990). 

The course of IBD is determined by a number of factors. Whether a 

patient is diagnosed with ulcerative mlitis or Crohn's disease is important to 

consider. For example. in the case of Crohn's. disease, it is o£ten more 

resistant to treatmsnt, and surgical intervention is not the treatment of 
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choice in many cases. The duration, severity and sites ofdisease activity are 

major factors iduencing the course ofeither ulcerative colitis or Crohn's 

disease. Issues that are particularly relevant to consider wi th  IBD include 

maintaining adequate nutrition and body image concerns. Both the disease 

itself and the treatments have an impact on one's diet, weight, physical 

appearance and regulation of bodily fllnctions (Wyke, Edwards & Allan, 

1988). Regardless of diagnosis, a number of authors concur that a patient's 

subjective health experience does not dways correlate well with the degree of 

disease activie (Drossman, Patrick, Mitchell, Zagami & Appelbaum, 1989; 

Garrett & Drossman, 1990). The sigm and symptoms ofthe disease do not 

embody the illness errperience or predict use of health care services. 

Therefore, in all cases it is important ta take into consideration fadors such 

as family support and familial socio-economic s t a t u  in the context of 

understanding the patients experience of IBD. It is recommended that 

keatment should consider a program rather than partidar drugs (Selby, 

1993). The goals of treatment are to reduce the activity of the disese and to 

prolong remissions. Dietary restrictions play a signiscant role in many 

treatment programs for IBD. The major classes of drug treatment for the 

disease include the glucocorticoids, sulfasalazine, the antirnalarials including 

hydroxychlomquine, immunoregdatory agents such as azathioprine or 

methotrexate and other treatments that affect the immune system such as 



cyclospo~ A (Sleisenger & Ford-, 1989). - 
The issue of the relationship between the immunoreactive pmcess in 

IBD and pregnancy has been addressed in the lïterature (gorelitz, 1992). 

Morton (1992) suggests that pregnancy does not cause an increased risk of 

exacerbating the disease; howeper, when a relapse does occur, it is more 

likeiy in the fist trimester or postpamim. Wakefield, Sawyer, Hudson, 

Dhillon and Pounder (1991) suggest that the oral contraceptive pill and 

smoking both may contribute to greater disease ac-tiviw in Crohn's disease, 

whereas Cortot et al., (1991) suggest that smoking may have an 

ameliorating effect in ulcerative colitis. 

During pregnancy the most serious risk factor to the fetus is the degree 

of activity of the disease (Hanan, 1993). Thus if an active episode of disease 

erupts during pregnancy, steps are u s d y  taken to suppress diseme 

activity, including the use of medications such as sulfâsalazine or 

corticosteroids (Morton, 1992). There is evidence that sulfasalazine does cross 

the placenta; however as the active disease process is more of a risk fador to 

the fetus, its use is  warranted. In studies where it has been investigated, 

there is no evidence to date that the medications most cornmonly used to 

treat IBD are harmful to the developing fetus (Kelly, Harris, Ruddy & 

Sledge, 1989). 
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The effects that IBD may have on the course and outcome of pregnancy 

include higher rate of preterm births (Fedorkow, Persaud & Nimrod, 1989; 

Miller, 1986), and a higher rate of apontaneous abortion (Miller, 1986). IBD 

has been found in previously reported studies to be associated with anomalies 

of handedness (Bryden et  al., 1994). With more women thaa men contracting 

IBD, this was another ideal population to target in order to investigate the 

effects of heightened materna1 immunoreactivity. 

Fibmmyalgia Chronic Disorder Control Group 

It is possible that learning and emotional problems in a child could be 

a h c t i o n  of the effect of a mother's chronic disorder on mother-child 

interaction. This being the case, the present study included a wntrol group 

of children whose mothers s ee r  fkom a chronic condition that by its nature 

is not thought to involve the immune system. This group consisted of the 

children of women who have been diagnosed with Fibromyalgia O. 

Fibromyalgia is eharacterized by a diffure set of symptoms including 

chronic, widespread musculoske1etal pain, tender points (multiple painful 

sites), morning stiffiiess, nonrestorative sleep, fatigue md headaches WoIfe, 

Smythe, Yunus, Bennet, Bombadier, Gcddenberg, Tugwell, Campbell, Abeles, 

Clark, Fam, Farber, Fiechtner, Franklin, Gatter, Hama@, Lessard, 

Lichtbroun, Masi, McCain, Reynold, Romano, Russell & Sheon, 1990). The 
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criteria for classification of the Fibromyalgia syndrome were developed in 

1990 by Wolfe et al. and included widespread musculoskeletal pain and mild 

or greater tendemess at 11 of 18 tender point sites. The clustering of the 

primary musdoskeletal symptoms that characterize Fibromyalgia has 

existed for at least the past 150 years (Boissevain & McCain, 1990). In the 

past, some researchers and clinicians have found it useful to diffierentiate 

between Prim- and Seconda. Fibmmyalgia, although this trend appears 

to be losing its fiuictional utility (Boissevain & MeCain, 1990). A diagnosis of 

Secondary Fibromyalgia has ben considered when the symptorns of the 

syndrome existed in addition to the symptoms that could be expected from 

the other disorder. For the purposes of this study, where an additional 

diagnosis was present for any of the potential FM subjects, a decision 

regarding inclusion in the study was made on an individual basis based on 

the nature of the additio1181 diagnosis. If the additional diagnosis was either 

RA or IBD, the subjects' data were included only in the corresponding 

immunological disorder group, not the FM group. 

Fibromyalgia is a f&ly common syndrome; the prevalence in North 

American rheumatology cluiics ranges h m  3 - 20%. with women affected 

more of&n than men (Boissevain & McCain, 1991). Age of onset appears to 

varg, with some patients retrospectively reporting symptoms since chïldhood. 

Since the formalization of its classifcation criteria in 1990, it is becoming 
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more commonly known and therefore more easily recognized among new 

patient referrals in North America (Bennett, 1993; White, Speechley, Harth 

& Ostbye, 1995). Patients report that the* symptomatology is as debilitating 

to their daily hctioning as is RA (Bennett, 1993). 

The etiology of Fibromyalgia is not yet known. Current research is 

addressing a number of diaerent pathogenic mechanisms. Worhnann (1994) 

emphasizes the abnormalities of skeletal muscle in FM as a potential area for 

investigating the pathology of the syndrome. To that end investigators have 

looked at defects and abnormalities in energy metahlism as a possible cause 

(Jubrias, Bennett & Klug, 1994; Simms, Roy, Hmvat, Anderson, Skrinar, 

LePoole, Zerbini, de Luca & Jolesz, 1994). Other proposed etiological factors 

include anomalies of serotonin metabolism (Russell, Michalek, Vipraio, 

Fletcher, Javors & Bowden, 19921, and precipitating traumatic occurrence 

(Greenfield, Fitzcharles & Esdaile 1992). Taylor, Trotter & Csuka (1995) 

found that a history of sexud abuse was not an etiologic factor in FM; 

however it was found to be related to the number and severity of reported 

symptoms. To date, none of the research has provided definitive evidence for 

a potential emotional pathogenic component. 

Investigations of immunological causes of FM have yielded primafily 

negative results. Homen, Stiles, Holst and Moen (1992) suggested that no 
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HIA antigens were associated with FM. Yunus, Hussey and Aldag (1993) 

reported no differences in the prevalence of antinuclear antibodies in a group 

of women with FM as compared to the 'hedthy, pain fie@' control group of 

women. At thls time the la& ofevidence of an immunological etiology in FM 

provides support for its role as a suitable non-imrnunological chronic disorder 

control wup  in this investigation. 

Fibromyalgia may have a remittent-intermittent, fluctuating or 

progressive course (Boissevain & McCain, 1990). Once the symptoms have 

emerged it is Likely that they will continue in some measurable degree over 

the course of the person's Ilfetime. One prospective study of patients with 

FM who were re-intemïewed 10 years aRer their original contact with a 

rheumatologg clinic (Kennedy & Felson, 1996) suggested that a fair number 

of patients may report perceived impmvement despite continued symptoms: 

66% of their sample b=29) reported that their condition had improved a little 

or a lot. The majority of the sample was taking medication on a daily basis to 

control symptoms. H addition, 62% of the sample reported alternative 

medical interventions such as massage therapy, relaxation therapy, 

acupu11cture and reguiar exercise. 

Neither corticosteroids nor non-steroidal anti-idammatory drugs 

appear to be effective in the treatment of FM (Clark, Tiadall& Bennett, 
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(1996) suggest that pharmacologie treatment of FM may include tricyclic 

antidepressants. These authors also emphasized the importance of patient 

reassurance and ducation, as well as an exercise program as important 

components of effective treatment of FM. Aerobic exercise and stress 

management are also common treatments of FM (Wigers, Stiles & Vogel, 

1996). Other medications being reported as potential treatments of FM 

include flufenamic acid ointment (Vachtenheim, 1995), malic acid (Russell, 

Michdek, Flechas, & Abraham, 1995), lidocaine and ketamine (Sorensen, 

Bengtsson, Backman, Henriksson & Bengtsson, 1995). 

It appears that the current literature on FM presents more questions 

than answers, some of the most intriguing addressing the psychological 

adjustment and bistory ofphysical or emotional trauma in patients 

diagnosed with FM (Taylor et al., 1995; Yunus, Ahles, Aldag & Masi, 1991). 

Yunus et al. (1991) suggest that the primary features of Fibromyalgia rnay 

not be affected by psychological factors; however, pain severity may be 

infiuenced by psychological adjustment. 

An intensive review of the literature revealed no data addressing 

issues of FM and pregnancy. FM was selected as the chronic disorder contra1 

group primarily because the critical casual mechankm is not thought to be 
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immunological. In addition. it parallels the two immunological conditions in 

that it a.fEectswol~e~i more than men. 

A growing body of literature is suggesting that the degree to which an 

individual patient perceives hismer illness as intntding 'kt0 valued 

activities and interests is significantly and uniquely associated with 

decreased psychosocial well-being and increased emotional distress" (Devins, 

Stam & Koopman, 1993, p. 1). This effect is seen even aRer variables such as 

severity of symptoms, course, treatment regimens and other f icting 

conditions are taken into account (Devins, 1989). The impact of illness 

intnisiveness is hgpothesized to occur thugh *O separate mechanisms. 

The Grst impact occurs through the limitations that develop in important M e  

domains that M e r e  with an individual's opportunity to benefit fkom 

normally rewarding life experiences. The second impact is thought to operate 

through the reduced sense of personal control over important issues and 

events in one's life (Devins. Edworthy. Guthrie & Martin, 1992). 

The literature utïbhg the Ilhess htrusiveness Rating Scale has 

consistently reported results that indicate that it is measuring a meaningful 

aspect of the impact of chronic disease on daily living in conditions as diverse 

as end stage rend disease, largngectomy, multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid 
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arthritis (Devins et al., 1992; Devins et al., 1993; Devins, Edworthy, Paul, 

Mandin, Seland & Klein, 1993). It is possible that learning and emotional 

pïoblems in a child could be affectecl by the degres to which one of the 

primary caretakers and role models in the home is perceiving the impact of 

her condition on her own sense ofweIl-being and abdie to cope. 

Furthemore, illness intrusiveness may be more of a factor with a given 

condition under certain circumstances than in other conditions. For example, 

a woman who is retired whose RA is under adequate control with medication 

and exercise may not find her condition as intrusive as a young mother with 

small children who is newly diagnosed. For ihis young woman, her disease is 

active. She is having signifïcant dïfiïculty coping with what had been 

expected of her and what she had been expecting of herself. In order to be 

able to address the issue of whether the perceived impact of ülness on daily 

actioities was a factor in the family system, it was therefore decided that a 

measure of this construct would be included. 

This study is investigating the presence of anomalies of 

neurodevelopmental fiinctioping in cognitive ability or behaviour in children 

of mothers with immunological disorders. There is a small body of literature 

ta suggest that parental physical illness affects children's development 

(Anderson & Hammen, 1993; Armistead, Klein k Forehand, 1995; Conrad & 
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Hanmen, 1993; Hirsch, Maos & Reischl, 1985). Whether the effects on the 

child are harmful or strengthening depends upon the interplay of a number of 

personality, f d a l ,  environmental and ihess variables. Detrimental 

effects, where present, may be seen in behaviour, social cornpetence, peer 

relationships and academic performance (Armistead et al., 1995). There is 

some evidence to suggest that the mere presence of parental distress or 

disability and not the specific nature of the disability may be the primary 

risk factor affecting the adjustment of the children. 

Hirsch et al., (1985) studied a sampIe of adolescent children (ages 12- 

18 years) whose parents had no mental or physical illness, or  were diagnosed 

with Rheumatoid M t i s  (p=12) or Depression b=12). The adolescents 

whose parents had either a physical or mental illness reported significantly 

lower levels of seKesteem, less involvement m school activities. Hammen 

and colleagues have conducted a number of studies with eamples of children 

(ages 8-16 years) of mothers with a mental illness (affective disorder) or a 

medical illness (Anderson k Hammen, 1993; Conrad & Harnmen, 1993). 

Anderson & Hammen (1993) in a two year longitudinal study of this sample 

found that children of medicallg ill mothers may have more academic and 

behaviow problems than children in families where neither parent is ill. 

However, it is the children of depressed mothers who have relatively the most 

difEcul& both academidly and socidy. Conrad & Eammen (1993) found 
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that factors such as positive self-esteem, academic success, social support, 

and positive evaluation of matemal parenting behaviours acted in a 

pmtective manner for children of mothers with a We-threatening illness. 

Grant & Compas (1994) looked at the effects that patemal or matemal 

illness with cancer wodd have on the children's adjusbent with a group of 

pre-adolescents, a group of adolescents and a gmup of young ad&, they 

found that the adolescent girls of mothers with cancer showed more serious 

symptoms of distress (anxie~,  depression, etc.) than the 0 t h  age or gender 

groups. The adolescent girls also reported taking on more stressful 

responsibilites for the family than either the adolescent boys or the chüdren 

of fathers with cancer. Factors that may play an important role in child 

maladjustment to parental illness include negative appraisals of disease 

status, frsquency of the illness demands, depressed parental mood, marital 

discord as well as demographic variables such as age and gender of the child, 

as well as gender of the ill parent where adolescent girls of mothers with 

cancer appear to be more affectad (Armistead et al, 1995). It is clear that 

parental iUness is important to consider as a factor in undetstanding the 

development of the child; however, M e r  research is warranted to better 

understand the critical variables and their contributions. This body of 

literature lends m e r  support to the importance of this study. 



Objectives and Hypotheses 

This study f d  on possible immunoreactive in gte- e f f i  which 

may be responsible for the association between neulfodevelopxnental 

anomalies and immune system dysfiinction. The overall question addressed 

by this research was whether children of women wi th  immunological 

disorders appear to be at increased risk for anomalies of neurodevelopmental 

functioning in amas of cognitive ability or behaviour. 

The hgpotheses tested in this study were: 

1. Children of mothers with immunologid disorders, in cornparison to 

children of mothers with non-immunological disorders, will show evidence of 

amical CNS development in the hc t iona l  areas of cognitive abilie d o r  

emotional or behaviourd development. 

In order to evaluate genetic and environmental mediators of atypïcal 

CNS development, it is further hypothesized that: 

2. There will be no clifferences in levels of ilhess intrusiveness between 

f d e s  with mothers who have immun010gical chronic disorders and 

familes with mothers who have non-immuno10gical chronic disorders. 

3. There wil l  be no Merences in levels of parental IQ, parental 

educational attainments or family SES between mothers wi th  immunological 

chronic disorders and their spouses, and mothers with non-imm~flologicd 



chronic disorders and their spouses. 

Ethical Considerations 

The proposal for this research has ben approved by the Conjoint 

Medical Ethics Committee of the University of Calgary and the Alberta 

Children's Hospital Research Committee. Specific methods for obtaining 

consent for each gmup of participants are detailed in the Rocedures section 

below. 



Rooedures, Subjects and Response Rates 

The study proceeded in three phases and data were collected h m  five 

groups of children: Summer Play Group contmls for the questionnaire data, 

children of mothers with RA, children of mothers with IBD, children of 

mothers with FM and a randomly selected Normal Contml group for the 

Psycho-Educational Assessrnent phase. 

E h a d h s  

Female patients with a diagnosis of either RA, IBD or FM were 

contacted by letter via their doctor or local support group. Altematively, they 

were recruited by a notice in theh local support group newsletter or at a 

support group meeting. The women were asked about the number and ages of 

their chüdsen, and their consent to participate in the study (Appendirr 3). 

I!bdbm 

Rocedares. In the summer of 1991, local sllmmer and after-school 

play groups in the Calgary area were contacted and asked if they would be 

willing to distribute the child cpestiomaire to the children in their programs. 

One local summer play gmup director protnded contacts at other play group 

locations located th~oughout the city. Questionnaires were delivered to 5 
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daycara centres across the city of Calgary. The appropriate number of 

questio~aires acoompanied by a cover letter addressing consent to 

participate and a seEaddressed stamped enveIope were delivered to each 

play program and distributed fa the children by the staff(Appendix 2). 

Parents were told in the letter that return ofthe qgestionnaire would be theh 

indication of consent. The parent was asked to complete the questionnaire 

and retum it within a two week period. The questionnaires were completed 

anonymously. 

This group was comprised of 

children ages 6-12 years. Of220 questionnaires that were distributed, 67 

(31%) were entered into the database. There were qyestionnaires for 36 

males and 31 fernales. 

Procedupes 

Mothers with Rheumatoid Artbritis (RA) and Infiammatory Bowel 

Disease (IBD) were asked to complete the M d  questionnaire described 

above about each of their children between the ages of 6 and 20 years. The 

women were thanked for their participation and were infomed that they 

might be contacted again regatding the individual assessrnent phase of the 

research. The women were asked to r e m  their questionnaires as soon as 

possible in the enclosed stamped selfkddressed envelope. If the 

questionnaires were not received within 2-3 weeks, a reminder letter was 
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sent, followed by a phone c d  if the letter did not prompt the retum of the 

questionnaire. When the questiomaires were received, the doctor listed was 

contacted by letter accompanied by M e r  patients consent to confirm 

diagnosis of RA or IBD and the date of diagnosis (see Appendix 3). If the 

doctor did not reply within 2 3  weelrs, a reminder letter was sent followed by 

a phone c d  ifthe letter did not pmmpt the r e m  of the c o ~ a t i o n .  

Potential RA subjects (mothers with children ages 6-20 years) were 

recruited fkom 1991 through 1995 fkom the Rheumatic Disease Unit, 

University of Calgary, and the Arthritis Sociee support groups in Bassano, 

Calgary, Didsbury, Edmonton, Edson, Lethbridge, Red Deer and Sylvan 

Lake, Alberta. Recruitment letters were sent through partiapating 

rheumato1ogists7 offices or througb the offices of the support groups indicated 

above (see Appendix 3). If the women contacted wished to participate, they 

would indicate thw interest by returning the reply notice (see Appendix 3) 

attached to their letter in the enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelope. 

s: This group was 

comprised of children (ages 6-20 years) whose mothers had Rheumatoid 

Artbritis. ûver 400 recmitment letters were sent to women with RA asking 

for those with children between the ages of 6 and 20 to respond. The 

response rate from mothers with RA averaged 40% for any given mailing. 
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Some of these mothers had no chïldren, some declined to partîcipate and 

some had children who were beyond the age range of the study. The 

r d t m e n t  efforts yielded a nnal pool of 42 children of mothers with RA. 

There were 22 males and 20 females. 

Potential subjects (mothers with children ages 6-20 years) were 

r e d t e d  fiom 1991 through 1995. The reCTUihent sources included patient 

lists fnmi Drs. Sutherland, Lee, MacCanne11, Meddings, Preshaw, Scott and 

ShaSer (n=138). The response rate was 54% fimm these sources. In addition 

in September, 1993 and Octuber, 1994 a notice rekting subjects was placed 

in the newsletter of the Calgary Chapter of the Crohn's and Colitis 

Foundation of Canada (see Appendix 3). The women were asked to c d  to 

indicate thw interest in participating. Each tirne, no more than 10 women 

joined the study. 

QmnP. This group was comprised of chiidren 

(ages 6-20 years) whose mothers had Infiammatory Bowel Disease. The 

redtment efforts yielded a final pool of 67 children of mothers with IBD. 

There were 31 males and 36 females. 

Children (ages 8-20 years) whoee mothers had a non-imrnunologidy 

based chronic condition (Fibromyalgia) comprised the ehronic disease control 
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group. The majority of these subjects (n-31) were r e d t e d  by Debbie 

McAUister through the Rheumatology Clinic of Dr. L. Martin of the 

University of Calgary and through the Fibmmyalgia support gmups in 

Calgary and Sundre, Alberta (McAllister, 1994). In 1994, Fibromyalgia 

support group mernbers were contacted in Bassano, CaIgary, Edmonton and 

Sundre, Alberta via notices read at p u p  meetings or printed in their 

newsletters (Appendix 3). ApproximateIy 10 additional women responded to 

these redtment efforts. Where an additional diagnosis was present for any 

of the potential Fibmmyalgia subjects, a decision was made on an individual 

basis based on the nature of the additional diagnosis. If the additiond 

diagnosis was either RA or LBD, the subjects' data were included only in the 

corresponding immunological disorder group, not the FM g m p .  

The recruitment efforts pielded a k a 1  pool 

of 67 dddren of mothers with FM. There were 31 males and 36 fernales. 

Women with FM, IBD and RA whose children were between the ages 

of 8-20 years and the Normal Control group children were contacted for 

Phase Three of the research. This age range was selected in order to 

maximize the reliability and validiQ of the individual assessrnent battery 



measures. There is an increased consistency in performance (and hence 

reliability) on cognitive, memory and achievement tests evident in children 

age 8 and over. This increased consistency is part idy  a fiiaction of 

signincant expome to situations requiring sustained attention to 'seat work' 

and paper and pend tasks, as well as a function of maturation. Initial 

contact for Phase Three was made via letter with an accompanying brochure 

outlining what was involved in Phase Three (see Appendix 4). Within 2 

weeks of the brochure being mailed, the researcher telephoned the mother in 

order to arrange a convenient time to visit the family home to review the 

consent form for the individual assessments and have it signed, to &op off 

the questionnaires that were to be cornpleted at this stage (with a self- 

addressed stamped envelope) and to administer to either or both parents 

(where both were available) the Vocabulary and Block Design subtests of of 

the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale WMS-R). 

Each family w& then contacted by the Study Coordinator employed by 

the Behaviour Research Unit at AIberta Children's Hospital to schedule the 

Psycho-Educatiod Assessment. The researchet or a research assistant 

administered the 3 hour assessment battery to the child 12 hour battery 

where the Wide Range Assessment of Memorg and Learning test (WRAML) 

was not administered], almost invariably in the monùng. A 15 minute break 

was provided during the assessment as was a snack. Each family was given 
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the option of having the M d  assessed at m e r  schw1 or at the Behaviour 

Research Unit at Alberta Childreds Hospital. Where a ehild was assessed at 

hidher schooI, prior arrangements had been made by the Study Coordinator 

for an appropriate m m  to be available and the researcher or research 

assistant traveled to the schwI to assess the M d .  

Edmonton or d amas who agreed to participate in Phase Three were 

subsequently mailed the consent forms as well as the Phase Tbree 

questionnaires with a ~e~addressed, stamped envelope. However, for 

logistical reasons, the parents were & administered the WAIS-R subtests. 

These families were given two options as to how to pmceed. In cases where a 

f d y  was willing to bring a child or children to Calgary for the Psycho- 

Educationd Assessment, the assessment pmceeded as above at the 

Behaviour Research Unit. If traveling to Calgary was not feasible, the 

researcher or research assistant made arrangements to test the children in 

the* home towns. Prior contact was made with a local hospital, school or 

health care fâcilîty to provide an appropriate m m  for the assessment. 

Children h m  Edmonton or nual areas were tested in either the moming or 

afternoon, with care being taken to assess younger children in the morning 

where possible. 

The test administrators were specincally trained in the administration 
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and scoring of all the assessment measures. AU measures were scored and 

then double-checked by an independent research assistant* Where possible 

the Study Coordinator was responsible for scheduling assessment 

appointments so that the test administrator (in most cases, the graduate 

student) could be blind to group membership. 

This group was comprised of children (ages 8-20 years) with no known 

leamhg problems who served as Age, gender and SES matched controls 

subjects for another study. The Mdren were r e d t e d  fkom neighbourhood 

schools in the Calgary area (see Appendix 4). The neighbourhoods were 

chosen so as to have a control subject f?om the same nieghbourhood for each 

subject in another study. The neighbourhoods were scattered throughout the 

Calgary area and represented a range of socioeconomic brackets. Teachers 

were asked to identifg cbildren in their classes of specinc age and gender. A 

redtment  brochure to participate in the Psycho-Educational Asseasment 

was sent to the frimily of the identified child. Teacher selection may have 

caused an unavoidable selection bias for their more competent students. It 

appeers that teachers chose their more superior students in their desire to 

impress the professionals at the Alberta Children's Hospital, despite king 
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asked not tp do so. 

s: &e- N d  Co- To date, 82 Normal Control 

subjects have completed the Psycho-Educational Assessment. For the 

purposes of this study a amputer generated random sample of haif of this 

population ( p 4 i )  was selected. There were 30 males and 11 fernales. 

Before the individual Psycho-Educational Assessment phase of the 

research was undertaken, a questionnaire about each of the children was 

completed by theïr mothers (Appendix 3) in order to provide pilot data for the 

hypotheses being tested. The questionnaire was designed under the 

supervision of Dr. B. &plan and asked about the child's strengths and 

weaknesses in a number of areas of cognitive and sociosmotional 

adjutment. The questionnaire included a scale for assessing the degree of 

the child's nonrighthandedness modeled after that used by Crovïtz and 

Zener, (1962). Familial noarighthandedness was assessed following the 

procedures outlined in Crawford (1990). The Conners Abbreviated Symptum 

Questionnaire (ASQ) ratiug attention problems was also inciuded (Goyette, 

Conners & Ulrich, 1979). Two estimates of familial socio-economic were 

made. One estimate was based on parental occupation (Blishen, Carroll & 
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Moore, 1987); the other estimate was based on parental educational 

attainments. The questionnaire for the Summer Play Group controls 

contained ody the aforementioned sections. 

The questionnaire for the FM, IBD and RA groups was customïzed for 

each group to whom it was distributed (Appendix 31, with substitutions such 

as the partidar disorder's name or initials and the medications specific to 

treating that disorder. In addition to the above sections, mothers with FM, 

IBD and RA were asked about the status of the* disease during each 

pregnancy - specifically whether they had symptoms andlor had been 

diagnosed with their i h e s s  at the t h e  of their pregnancy, whether the 

disease had been active, whether theh disease activity had changed during 

each trimester of their pregnancy and whether an .  medications had been 

taken during each trimester. The most cornmon medications used to treat 

each disorder were coxfxmed with Drs. Sutherland (IBD) and Martin (RA 

and FM). Permission to CO- date of diagnosis with the physician most 

famiIiar with the motheis condition was obtained. Features of the 

pregnancy and birth of each child in the FM, IBD and RA groups were 

suroeyed using a version of Levine's Pregnancy and Birth Complications 

questionnaire (1980). 

0 eslcalatian. order to address the di5culties inherent in a 

study with a small sample size and a potentially large number of variables, 
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composite indices were computed whenever possible. EIeven indices were 

constructed h m  the items on the child questionnaire: Verbal Index, 

Nonverbal Index, Creativity Index, Motor SbJlls Index, ûverall Mean 

Abilities hdex, Adjustment Ind- ASQ Index, Child Handedness Index, 

Family Handedness Index, Pregnancy Complications Index and the Birth 

Complications Index (Table 1). For scoring purposes, each degree of answer 

was assigned a numerical value in ascending order from O through 3.4 or 5 

depending upon the number of choices for a given question; the value of each 

relevant question was sua1111ed to derive each index. The Verbal Index, 

Nonverbal Index, Creativiw Index, Motor Skills Index, Adjustment Index 

were scored fkom O thmugh 5 with the folIowing choices depending upon the 

wording of the individual question: O 'Don't &O+ or 'Never', 1 Much Worse' 

or Much Lessy, 2 'Below Averagey or 'Lem Than', 3 'Average', 4 'Above 

Average' or More Than', 5 'Much Better' or Much More'. Ths ûverdl Mean 

Abilities Index was calculated by summing the scores to each verbal, 

nonverbal, creativity and motor skills question and dividing by the number of 

contributing questions. Some of the questions of the Adjustment Index were 

worded in a negative direction and some were rated in a positive direction. 

Questions 13 b through e, 14 b,c,d,f,g,h and 16 c had the direction of their 

ratings reversed before the index was caldated in order to have al l  

questions rated in a consistent direction. The choices of responses to the ASQ 



VERBAL INDEX* = Basic reading &Ils + Understandhg of what reads + 

Spelling + Communication sltills. (1141). 

NONVERBAL INDEX* = Ability to do arithmetic problems + 

Memorg/Recognition of familiar faces + MemorglRecognition of f d a r  

places + Ability to read maps + Ability to build or construct things + 

Ability to h d  way amund without getting lost. (n=6). 

C R E A .  INDEX* = Musical abüity + krtistic ability + Talent for 

performing arts + do or think about creative, original things + imaginative. 

(n=5). 

MOTOR S m  INDEX* = Ability to make things with hands + 

Handw15ting q d t y  + General athletic skills + Balance + Coordination. 

(n=5). 

OVERALt MEAN ABILITIES INDEX = Mean Verbal Index + Mean 

Nonverbal Index + Mean Creativity Index + Mean Motor kidex. (n=4). 
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ADJUSTMENT INDEX = Emotional maturim + Generally feel good about 

self + Worrg about things + Womy about your health + Clhg to ad& or 

seem too dependent + Demand a lot of attention + Happy about who is + 

Self-conscious or easily embarrassed + Nemous, high strung or tense + Shy 

or timid + Outgohg + Bossy + Happy + Angry + Get alongwith parents 

+ Show leadership skills + Good at playing by self + Good at playing with 

other children + Fe& of new situations. (n=19). 

AS& INDEX = Restless or overactive + Excitable, impulsive + Disturbs 

other children + Fails to hish things starts; short attention span + 

Constantly fidgeting + Inattentive, easily distracted + Demands must be 

met immediatel~ easily h t r a t e d  + Cries often and easily + Mood 

changes qyickly, drastically + Temper outbursts; explosive unpredictable 

behavior- (n=10). 

CHILD EANDEDNESS INDEX = To print + To thmw a b d  + To draw a 

picture + To hold scissors + To unscrew the lid of a jar. (n=5). 

FAMILIAL IUNDEDNESS INDEX = Weighted handedness of: child + 

parents + siblings + biological relatives. (n=4). 
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PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS INDEX = Bleeding 1st trimester + 

Bleeding 2nd trimester + Bleeding 3rd trimester + Toxemia + Smoking 

during pregnancy + Induced Labor + Delivery by caesarean section + Difndt  

delivery + Put to sleep for delivery + Medications during pregnancy + 

Infections during pregnancy + Other pregnancp problems. (n=12). 

BIRTH COMPLICATIONS INDEX = Iqjured during birth + Breathing 

problems at birth + Jaundice at birth + Cyanosis at bkth + Win or triplet + 

Seinues + Olrygen supplied at birth + Sucking problems + More than 7 days 

in hospital + Born with heart defect + Born with other defeet. (n=ll). 

IIRS INDEX = Health + Diet + Work + Active Recreation + Passive 

Recreation + Financial Situation + Relationship with Your Spouse + Sex 

life + Family Relations + ûther Social Relations + SesExpression/SeE- 

Impmvement + Religious Expression + Community a d  Civic Involvement. 

(n=i3). 

* Where the FM group was included in analyses, mean indices were 
employed. 
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Index were: O bot at 0 , 1  sust a little', 2 Pretty much', 3 bery much'. 

The choiœs of response to the five questions that were summed to 

caldate the Child Handedness Index were: O 'always right, 1 'usually right', 

2 'either hand', 3 iisually lefY and 4 'always left'. Following the procedure of 

Crawford (1990) on the Child Handedness Index, right-handers were 

categorized by scores from O through 8, and no~ghthanded children's scores 

were 9 or pa t e r .  Nodghthandednsss is expected ta be seen at a rate of 

approximately 10% in a normal population (Porac k Coren, 1981). Therefore, 

an extremely skewed distribution of child handedness was to be expected 

fiom these data. For the purpose of the analyses, two categories 

(righthanded and nomighthanded) were compared using the chi-square 

statistic to estimate the Fequency of nontighthandedness acmss groups. 

The Family Handedness Index was caldated according to the protocol 

of Burke et al. (1988) as the sum oE 

If Child Handedness Index > 8, Child point =1 

.50(n) where n = numbar of parents and siblings who are left handed. 

.25(m) where m = number of parents and siblings who are 

ambidextrous. 

.25(m) where m = number of 0 t h  relatives who are leR handed. 

.125(r) where r = number of other relatives who are ambidextrous. 

Parents were scored as lefi handed when they replied 'yes' to a 
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question asking if either parent is left handed, and they also indicated that 

the parent wmte with the left hand. If a discrepancy was noted between the 

m e r s  to the *O questions, the parent was contacted (where possible) to 

clarifg the confusion. If a note was made that a parent was ambiderttrous or 

both the right and left han& were indicated as the hand used for writing, the 

parent was scored as ambidextrous. The number of lett handed siblings was 

determined by summing the number of brothers and sisters listed as le& 

handed9(partidarly for writing). The number of left handed relatives was 

determined by counting the number of relatives listed as left handed. For 

both sibiings and relatives, if a note was made that a sibling or relative was 

ambidextrous, the number of people noted as such were scored as 

ambidextrous. When the data were analyzed, the Familial Handedness 

Index, because it takes into account the handedness patterns of all of the 

members of the family' was studied for only one child per f d y  group 

(randomly chosen) so as not to over-represent the extent of familial 

handedness in a given group. 

Two estimates of socio-economic were obbined. The highest level of 

education attained by each parent d o r  g u d a n  living with the child was 

rated as follows: 1 h o  high schm19, 2 'some high school but no diploma', 3 

%igh school diploma', 4 'some pst-secondary education' 5 'post-secandarg 

diploma or degree' or 6 'University degree'. The Blishen Index was calculated 
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for each parent's stated occupation (Blishen 6 Roberts, 1976). Parental SES 

(Socio-Economic Status) Level was coded hm the highest rated occupation in 

the family. Scores on the Blishen Index fiom O - 39.99 were coded as Zow 

SES, scores h m  40 - 59.99 as Wïddle SES', and scores fimm 60 and up were 

coded as 'Hiph SES'. 

In the case of the Pregnancy and Birth Complications Indices, each 

question was coded as 'Rue' = l' or Wot 'hue' = 0'; 'Cannot Say' was coded as 

missing data. Table 2 presents a list of medications, infections and other 

pregnancy or bKth complications that qualined for a score of 1 on the 

relevant question included on either the Pregnancg or Birth Complications 

Indices. 

For all indices, in cases where data were missing and it was not 

possible to contact the mother to n1l in the m i s s e  information, the index 

was prorated using the mean of the other non-missing items. Where the FM 

group was included in analyses of the child questionnaire, Mean Indices 

(caldated by summing the score for each question divided by the number of 

questions for that index) were employed because modifications were made by 

McAllister (1994) to the number of questions comprising the Verbal, 

Nonverbal, Creativity and Motor Indices for the FM group. 
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Medications during pregnanq 5 ASA 
Blwd Pressure 
Cold & Antibiotics 
rMGold 
Imodium 
IndoCid 
Lomotil 
Metroaidazole 
NSAIDS 
Penicillamine 
Prednisone 
StomachBowel Not Otherwise Specified 
Sulfasalazine 
Tranquilizers & Pain Eillers 
Vitamins or Iron 
Miscellaneous Other 

Medical conditions during pregnancy by respondants as stated: 
Asthma 
Pneumonia 
Eidney fnfection 
Streptococ~~~ Medion 
Urinary tract infection 
Yeast 

Other pregnancy problems: Breech, Forceps, Posterior bbth 
Gestational IDDM 
Labour, placenta problems 
Little weight gain or weight loss 
Rolonged hospitalization 
Severe nausea 
Toxemia related problems 
Other 

Other birth defects: Congenital Abnormalities 
Fetal distress 
Respiratory distress 

Other 



There were thme components ofthe Psycho-Educational Assessment 

battery: assessrnent of me- fiundion, estimate of Full Scde IQ, and a 

Language Function Assessment (Appendk 5). AU of the tests used have been 

found to be valid and reliable indicators of ci iff idty and/or proficiency in the 

areas they assess (Boyle & Jones, 1985; Spreen & Strauss, 1989). In 

addition, they have been used with leaming disordered populations. 

The Wide Range Assessment of Memorp and Learning CWRAML; 

Adams & Sheslow, 1990, Appendix 5) was used to assess verbal, nonverbal, 

short- and long-te= memorg for all subjects age 17 and under. Subjects age 

18 and older were not aclrninisteied the WRAML as no noms were available 

for this age range. 

The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children - Third Edition (WISC- 

III; Wechsler, 1991) was the estimate of F d  Scale IQ (FSIQ estimate) that 

was used in a short form (Vocabdazy and Block Design subtests) for ciiildren 

through age 16 (ses Appendix 5). Subjects aged 17-20 were administered the 

Vocabulary and Block Design subtests of the WAISR (Appendirr 4). 

Estimates of Full Scale IQ were made based on data provided by Sattler 

(1990). 

A Language Function Assessment of achievement in reading and 
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written lmguage nom the WoodcockJohnson Psychoeducational Battery - 
Revked (Woodcock & Johnson, 1989,1990) were administered. Other aspects 

of the Language Fupction Assessment included The Weiss Comprehensive 

Articulation Test Weiss, 1978), the Spelling subtest of the Wide Range 

Achievement Test - Revised (WRAT-R; Jastak & Wilskinson, 1984) and the 

Word Attack subtest fmn the Woodcock Johnson Reading Mastery Test - 
Revised (Woodcock & Johnson, 1989,1990). Two experimental tests - the 

Auditory Analysis Test (AAT) and Digit Naming tests were &O included as 

measures hypothesized to relate more specifically to language fluency 

(Rosner & Simon, 1971). The AAT asks the M d  to make new words by 

leaving a sound (not the letter name but the letter sound) out of a stated 

word [e.g., %ore" say it without the "sss" (sound)]. The Digit Naming Task 

reqpired each child to read a card with 5 rows ofnumbers on it as fast as they 

could (Appendix 5). 

In order to address the issue of genetic and environmental mediators of 

atypical CNS development, parental IQ (FSIQ estimate) was obtained by a 

short form Wocabulary and Block Design subtests; Sattler, 1990) of the 

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAISR; WechsIer, 1981; see 

Appendix 4). 

o s  For the purposes of analyses with a lirnited 

number of subjeds, the data âom the Psycho-Educational Assessment 
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Battery was refined to the following list ofvariables: the General Memory 

Index, the Verbal Memory Index, the Visual Memory Index and the Learning 

Index of the WRAML CTabIe 3), the Vocabulary standard score, the Block 

Design standard score, the FSIQ estimate, the Basic Reading standard score, 

the Reading Comprehension standard score, Basic Writing standard score 

and the Written Expression standard score h m  the Woodcock Johnson 

Achievement test (Table 4), the Word Attack age eqyivalent fkom the 

Woodcock Johnson Reading Mastery test, the AAT total score (derived by 

summing the number of correct answers) and the Digits per Second measure 

(derived by dividing the total t h e  for naming 50 digits by the number of 

digits correctly named in that time) h m  the Digit Naming test. 

data on attention, behaviour problems and social cornpetence were obtained 

via the Achenbach Child Behaviour ChecErlist (CBCL; Achenbach & 

Edelbrock, 1983; Appendix 4). The CBCL was completed for children up to 

the age of 19. Composite scores such as the Internaking and Extemaking 

scale scores were used in analyses (see Appendig 1 for a list of scales). 

Each mother's perception of the impact of her chmnic condition on her 

current functioning and that of her f d y  was assesseci by the Illness 

Intrusiveness Ratings Scale (WS; Devins, Buck, Hutchinson, Hollomby, 

Barré & Gutman, 1983; Appendix 4). The 13 questions were combined into 



Verbal Memory Index 

Visual Memory Index 

Learning Index 

General Memory Index 
subtests 

Stmg Memory 
Sentence Memory 
Ntimber/Letter 

Picture Memorg 
Design Memory 
Firiger Windows 

Verbal Leamhg 
Sound Symbol 
V i i d  Leaming 

Sum of Scaled Scores for al l  above 
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Basic Reading 

Reading Comprehension 

Basic Writhg 

Written Expression 

Letter Word Identification 
Word Attack 

Passage Comprehension 
Reading Vocabdaxy 

Writing Samples 
Writing Fluency 



the IIRS Index for the ptupose of the saaiyses (Table 1). 

-Y- 

As previously stated, steps were taken to address the aifficulties 

inherent in a study with a small sample size and a potentially large number 

of variables. For example, composite indices were computed whenever 

possible. The composite indices were used in MANOVAS in order to examine 

group differences in the data. As this was an exploratory study, some 

leniency was exercised in examining and reporting signincant and 

marginally signiscant trends in the data. The MANOVA procedure, when 

there are sipnincant multivariate effets, entitles one to examine the 

univariate relationships without risk ofianated Type 1 error. The signincant 

multivariate relationships protect the alpha level of the multiple univariate 

relationships. Because of the exploratory nature of this study, signiscant 

univariate effects were cautiously reported, even if the muhivariate effect 

was not signXcant. Reporting of these data was undertaken without 

additional protection of the alpha level via a Bonferroni correction. Given the 

preiiminary nature of this investigation, a decision was made that the 

univariate trends would be reported without this additional protection. It is 

necesary to view these trends as purely explora- in their nature and 



implications. 

As mentioned previoudy, the composite indices were used in 

MANOVAS (with the e p t i o  of the Child Handedness Index) in order to 

ensmine group differences in the data. ks indicated in the Materials section, 

an extremely skewed distribution of cbild handedness was to be expected 

fkom these data. Therefore, for the purpose of analyses, two categories 

(righthanded and nonrighthanded) were compared using the chi-square 

statistic to estimate the kqpency of nonrighthandedness across groups. As 

stated in the Materials section, Familial Handedness Index was analyzed for 

only one child per family group (randomly chosen) so as not to over-represent 

the extent of f d a l  handedness in a given group. AnayIses of the composite 

indices comprised the tests of Hgpothesis 1: Children of mothers with 

immunological disorders, in cornparison to children of mothers with non- 

immunological disorders, will show evidence of atypid CNS development in 

the fiuictional areas of cognitive ability and/or emotional or behavioural 

development . 
The WS Index was considered as one possible covariate in order to 

test Hypotheses 2: there will be no differences in levels of illness 

intrusiveness between families with mothers who have immunological 

chronic disorders and familes with mothers who have non-immunological 

chronic disorders. Because the data represented information about the 
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mother's perception of her illness, it was coded for only one child per each 

family. (The LIRS Index was coded for the same randody chosen child 

included in ruinlyses of the Familial Handedness Index). Therefore, in 

analyses where gender clifferences were ennmined, the IIRS Index would not 

have been included as it was not available for alI subjects in the data set. 

The covariate analyses that investigated group differences in Farnily 

SES, Fatheis Education, Mother's Education, Father's FSIQ estimate and 

Motheis FSIQ estimate were the tests of Hgpothesis 3: there will be no 

dserences in levels of parental IQ, parental ducational attainments or 

famiIy SES between mothers with immunological chronic disorders and their 

spouses, and mothers with non-immu110logical chronic disorders and their 

spouses. 

The identical pmcess was followed in each set of analyses of the Child 

Questionnaire. F h t ,  group differences for possible covariates (which tested 

Hypotheses 2 and 3) were examhed. W of the children bom to mothers w i t h  

Fibromyalgia were boni before a diagnosis was co-ed which rendered 

any Merentiation within the FM group meaningless. However, where the 

FM group was ppt included in analyses, the data fkom subjects born before 

their mother had been diagnoaed with her disease (either RA or IBD) and 

afbr she had been diagnosed wi th  her disetase were compared for possible 
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differences in the overd MANOVAS. If no differences between the pre- and 

post- diagnosis abjects existed, subsequent analyses examined data for the 

entire RA and IBD groups. 

Analyses of the indices h m  the Child Questionnaire whieh were tests 

of Hypothesis 1 were completed with three different sub-groups of subjects. 

1. Children ages 6 through 12 fiom the Summer Play Group controls, 

the IBD and RA groups. The questionnaire completed by the Summer Play 

Group controIs, the IBD and RA groups included the Adjustment Index and a 

more detailed Motor Skills Index (rationale for the &st set of analyses 

without the FM group). The analyses of variance with this sub-group of 

subjects included: 

(a). MANOVAS examining group and gender differences on the 

Verbal Index, the Nonverbal Index and the Creatipitp Index. 

(b). MANOVAs examhhg group and gender ilifferences on the 

Adjustment Index and the ASQ Index. 

(c). ANOVAS examiPing group and gender differences on the 

Motor Skills Index. 

(d). ANOVAs examining group and gender differences on the 

Familial Handedness Index 

(e). Chi-Square analyses of group and gender ilifferences on the 

Child Handedness Index. 
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The questionnaire completed by the FM group did not include the 

Adjustment Index and had ody one item addressing motor skills (mcluded in 

the ûverall Mean Abilities Index); however a cornparison including the two 

diaerent conhl  groups was st i i l  of interest, Therefore the second sub-group 

of subjects included: 

2. Children ages 6 through 12 fkom the Summer Play Group controls, 

the FM chronic illness controls, the IBD and RA groups. The questionnaire 

for the IBD and RA groups had additional sections relathg to pmgnancy and 

birth complications (also completed by the FM p u p )  that were not 

completed by the Sumner Play Group controls. In addition, questionnaire 

data had been collected fiom children ages 6 through 20 - hence the rationale 

for the third sub-group: 

3. Cbildren ages 6 through 20 fiom the FM ckonic illness controls, the 

IBD and RA groups. The analyses for the Child Questionnaire (all of whidi 

address Hypothesis 1) for these latter two sub-groupings included: 

(a). MANOVAS examining group and gender clifferences on the 

Mean Verbal Index, the Mean Nonverbal Index and the Mean Creativity 

Index. 

(b). ANOVAs examining group and gender Merences on the 

ASQ Index. 

(c). ANOVAs examining group and gender Merences on the 
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ûverall Mean Abilities Index (whîch included the Mean Verbal, Nonverbal, 

Creativiv and Motor Skills hdices). 

(d). ANOVAs examhhg gmup and gender differences on the 

Famüial Handedness Index. 

(e). ChiSquare analyses of group and gender differences on the 

Child Handedness Index 

These analyses of Hypothesis 1 were performed with the FM, IBD and 

RA groups for children between the ages of 8-20 years. These analyses were 

then performed with the addition of the Normal Control group data. In order 

to test Hypotheses 2 and 3, prior to each set of analyses proceeding, group 

differences for possible. covariates were exarnined and identifïed covariates 

were ineluded where necessary. The followiag were the analyses of 

Hypothesis 1 for the Psycho-Educatiod Assessrnent data: 

1. MANOVAS examining group and gender clifferences on the Verbal 

Memory Index, Visual Memory Index and Learning Index of the WRAML. 

2. ANOVAs examinhg group and gender differences on the General 

Memory Index of the WRAML. 

3. hiANOVAs examining gmup and gender differences on the 

Vocabulary Scaled Score and Block Design S d e d  Score. 

4. ANOVAs examinhg p u p  and gender differences on the FSIQ 



Estimate, 

5. MANOVAS examhbg group and gender differenees on the 

Language E'unction Assessment Data: the standard scores for the B d c  

Reading, Reading Comprehension, Basic Writing Sküls and Written 

Expression scales of the Wdcock Johnson. 

6. MANOVAS examining group and gender clifferences on the 

Langugage Function Assessment data: age equivaence score for the Word 

Attack subtest of the Woodcock Johnson Reading Mastery test, the AAT total 

score and the Digit Naming digitdsecond score. 

7. Chi-Square analyses of group and gender differences on selected 

psycho-educational test battery variables recoded as categorid data 

corresponding to LBelow Average', 'Average' and 'Gifted' classiiïcations. 

8. ANOVAs investigating group Werences on the ASQ Index 

9. ANOVAs investigating g m p  and gender differences on the Total 

Problems T score of the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist. 

10. lMANOVAs investigating group and gender differences on the 

Intemalizing T score and the Ektemalïzing T score of the Achenbach Child 

Behavior Checklist (CBCL). 

1 MANOVAS investigating group and gender differences on the 

Withdrawn, Somatic Cornplaints and Amcious/Depressed subscales of the 

CBCL. 
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12. MANOVAS inwstigatïng gmup and gender differences on the 

Social Pmblems, Thought Roblems and Attention Problems subscales of the 

CBCL, 

13. MANOVAS investigating gmup and gender differences on the 

Delinquent Behavior and Aggressive Behavim subscales of the CBCL. 

14. A Logistic Regression Analysis to attempt to predict the presence 

or absence of hyperactivity as measured by the ASQ Index. The independent 

variables were Group (FM, IBD, RA), the WS Index, the Pregnancy 

Complications Index, the Bir& Complications Index and Child's FSIQ 

estimate. Forward selection was used as the method of entrp in order to 

minimise pmblems with multicollineari~ (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). 

The aforementioned analyses were repeated with the sample of 41 

school-aged Normal Controls with the following additions and omissions: 

15. The Logistic Regression Analysis to attempt to predict the 

presence or absence of hyperactiviity as measured by the ASQ Index. The 

independent variables were Group (FM, IBD, RA the Normal Contmls), 

the Pregnancy Complications Index, the Birth Complications Index and 

Child's FSIQ estimate. (The WS Index was not included as this variable 

was not avdable for the Normal Control group). 

16. ANOVA investigating group Merences on the Familial 

Handedness Index for the four groups. (This AMNA was not run for the 3 
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group Psycho-Educational analyses because the data for Familial 

Handedness for these groups were more complete for the final set ofchild 

Questi0nnaU.e~). 

17. Power Analyses ta address the adeqycy of the current sample 

sizes. 



RESULTS 

Appendix 1 contains tables of means by group for a l l  of the variables 

and analyses. 

Analyses of the Child Questionnaires 

Age, Gender, Fami2y SES, Father's Education and Motheis Education 

were ertrimined as possible covariates by determinhg whether there were any 

group clifferences for these variables. These analyses were conducted with a 

pool of 118 subjects aged 6-12 years fiom the Sumer Play Group controls 

(n=60), children ofmothers with RA (n=19) and children of mothers with IBD 

(n=39). 

& Age was f o n d  to m e r  signifïcantly amoq the 3 questionnaire 

groups E(2,173) = 29.5, =.0001. The Summer Play Group controls were 

significantly younger 0&=8.13 years) than the IBD group children Mz12.79 

years, p=.0001). If Age was included as a covariate in further analyses, the 

homogeneity of variance assumptions were violated. If the Control, IBD and 

RA groups were matched by Age and Gender, there were only 6 abjects leR 
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per p u p .  The age range of the p u p s  for the qyestionnaire analyses was 

therefore restricted fn the agas of6 to 12 whkh elhinated the age Merence 

between the groups [Control M= 8.4 years, IBD M= 8.76 years, RA M= 8.76 

years (Appendix 1); E (2,115) = -559, p =. 573 (Table 511- 

None of the other variables examinecl as possible covariates - Gender, 

Family SES, Father's Education and Motheis Education - differed 

significantly among the groupa (Table 5). Therefore, the questionnaire 

analyses proceeded with children between the ages of 6 and 12 with no 

covariates. 

nces Between C a  Bo= Pre- vs. bst- Co- O 

There were 39 subjects in the IBD gmup - 8 born before theK 

mother's diagnosis and 31 born after their motheis diagnosis. Of the 19 

subjects in the RA p u p ,  8 were hm before their mother's diagnosis and 11 

were born aRer their mother's diagnosis. A W O V A  including the Verbal 

Index, the Nonverbal Index and the Creativim Zndex, a MANOVA including 

the Adjustanent Index and the ASQ Index, an ANOVA with the Motor SBüls 

Index, an ANOVA with the Familial Handedness Index and a Chi-Square 

analysis of the Child Handedness Index were performed within the IBD and 

RA gmups to d e t e d e  whether there were any differences within each 

disease group between children born pre- and pst- motheis conkned  

diagnosis. There were no sipnincant differences on any of the M d  



Variable 

Gender 

Mother's education 

Father's education 

Family SES 

&e 
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questionnaire indices within either the RA or IBD groups between children 

who had been born before or aRer their mothers' diagnoses were confirmed 

(Tables 6,7,8,  and 9). 

Within the IBD graup, the MANOVA including the Verbal Index, the 

Nonverbal Index and the Creativity Index approached signincance, p=.052 

(Table 8). This was a reflection of the significant univariate clifference on the 

Verbal Index (g=.OlS). The Merence suggested that the 31 children who 

were born after their mother's diagnosis of IBD were rated lower by their 

mothers on the Verbal Index than the 8 cbildren who were born before their 

mother's diagnosis of IBD was made. Thip difference is in the direction 

predicted by Gualtieri and Hicks' (1985) theorg. 

These analyses were completed with a pool of 118 subjects aged 6-12 

years from the Summer Play Group controls (n=6û), children ofmothers with 

RA (n=19) and children of mothers with IBD (n=39). A MANOVA including 

the Verbal Index, the Nonverbal Index and the Creativim Index yielded no 

significant multivariate dflerences among the Control, IBD and RA groups 

and no multivariate gender differences (Table 10). There was a significant 

univariate group clifference on the Nonverbal index a(2,112)=3.47, p=.034). 

An examination of the means suggested that the mothers of children with RA 

a=22.82) and IBD M=21.02) rated their children higher on the Nonverbal 



Group 

Group 

Group 

Group 

0.38 (3,151 Verbal Index 0.48 
Nonverbal Index 0.55 
Creativity Index 0.82 

(1,171 

0.15 (2,141 Adjustment Index 0.17 
ASQ Index 0.32 

(1,151 

Motor Index 1.25 
(1,171 

Familial Handedness 1.18 
Index (1,211 



Gender: 1 19 1.155 
male 

female 



luu 
Re- vs. Post- -ed 

E!aus!2 -teF 
. - Ldn 

Group 2.83 (3.351, g=.052 

Group 

Group 

Verbal Index 
Nonverbal Index 
Creativity Index 

Adjutment Index 
ASQ Index 

Motor Index 

Familial Handedness 
Index 



for 

Group: 1 39 0.544 
Pre-diagnosis 8 

Post-diagnosis 29 

Gender: 1 39 0.013 
male 20 

female 17 



Source 
Idfl 

Gender x Group 0.71 (2,54) 

Group 

Gender 

Verbal Index 
Nonverbal Index 
Creativiw Index 

Verbal Index 
Nonverbal Index 
Creativiw Index 

Verbal Index 
Nonverbal Index 
Creativiw Index 
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Index than mothers of the Summer Play Group controls a=20.82). A trend 

t o w d  a univariate gender M e m e  on the Verbal Index @(1,112)=3.53, 

g=.063) suggested that girls a=14.89) were rated slightly higher than boys 

Q&=13.78). 

A MANOVA including the Adjustment Index and the ASQ Index also 

found no signiticant differences between groups or genders (Table 11). The 

Motor Skïlls Index was exnmiaed in an ANOVA and no significant gmup or 

gender differences were found (Table 12). The Familial Handedness Index 

was examined in an ANOVA and no Merences were found between gmups 

(Table 13). The Chi-Square d y s i s  of group diff'erences on the Child 

Handedness Index approached signincance (f(2, X=118)=4.69, ~=.096). An 

examination of the means did not show a clear trend (Table 14). 

SiimmarP 

The covariate analyses relevant to Hgpathesis 3, predicting that there 

will be no dinerences in parental educational attainments or family SES for 

mothers with immunolo&al chronic disorders and their spouses, was 

supporteci in this set of anaylses in cornparison to the summer play group 

contml subjects. While there were no clearly signifïcant multivariate data in 

support of Hypothesïs 1, al l  of the trends and signficant univariate results 

were in the hypothesized direction. As was stated in the Analyses portion of 

the Methods section, given the preliminaq nature of this investigation, a 



Gender x Group 0.96 (2,54) 

Group 0.23 (2,54) 

Gender 1.64 (1,541 

Adjustment Index 0.56 
ASQ Index 0.74 

(2,111) 

Adjustment Index 0.38 
ASQ Index 0.19 

(2,111) 

Adjustment Index 2.52 
ASQ Index 0.05 

(1,111) 



Source 

Gender x Gmup Motor Index 0.64 
(2,112) 

Gender Motor Index 0.17 
(1,112) 



Group Familial Handedness 2.36 
Index (2,791 



Group: 2 118 4.691, p=-O96 
Play Groiip 

Controls 56 
RA 15 
IBD 37 

Gender: 1 118 
male 

fernale 
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decision was made that the univariate trends wodd be reported without 

additional protection of the alpha level. These trends were reported as purely 

errpIoratory in their nature and implicatiors. The children bom after their 

mothers were diagnosed with IBD were rated lower on the Verbal Index, 

while children of mothers with RA and IBD were rated higher than the 

Summer Play Group controIs on the Nonverbal Index. There was some 

evidence to suggest that children of mothers with RA and IBD do not show 

typical CNS development in the areas of verbal and nonverbal sms. The 

female children were rated higher than the male children on the Verbal 

Index. These results are consistent with the predictions regarding a higher 

rate of action with nemdevelopmental concerns for males (Gualtieri & 

Hicks,1985). They are also consistent with the data showing that girls have 

generally &ronger verbal skills (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974). 

Age, Gender, Family SES, Father's Education and Motheis Education, 

were ernmined as possible mariates. There were no gmup differences for 

any of these variables except Age which, once again yielded signiscant 

differences among the 4 groupe (Control, FM, IBD, RA, E(3,133) = 2.92, p = 
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.036, Table 15). The FM group (M = 9.81) was signincantly older than the 

Summer Play Group controls (M=8.44). Age was therefore included as a 

covariate in this set of analyses with children ages 6 tbrough 12. 

These analyses were wmpleted with 

a pool of 134 subjects aged 6-12 years fiam the Summer Play Group contmls 

(n=6O), children ofmothers with RA (n=19), children of mothers with IBD 

(n=40) and children of mothers with FM (n=15). The MANOVA examining 

group and gender differences on the Verbal, Nonverbal and Creativitp Mean 

Indices yielded a sipnincant gender ciifference (p =. 042, Table 16). Both the 

M e a .  Verbal and Mean Creativity Indices differed significantly. Mothers 

reported that theîr daughters had better verbal and creative abilities than 

did their sons, although the magdïtude of these differences was not 

meanineful. 

There was a univariate group trend on the Mean Nonverbal Index 

@(3,125)=2.41, ~=.07) suggesting that the RA group @&=3.80) was rated 

somewhat higher than the Summer Play Group controls (M=3.47), FM 

groum=3.49) and IBD group M=3.60). 

ANOVAs examining group and gender differences on the û v e r d  Mean 

Abilities Index (including the Verbal, Nonverbal, Creativity and Motor 

Indices), as well as group and gender differences on the ASQ Index were not 

significant (Tables 17 and 18). The ANûVA examining group Merences in 



Variable df n 
IhlW 

Gender 3 134 3.986 

Mother's education 3 126 1.493 

Fatheis education 3 103 3.038 

Family SES 6 99 9.136 

Age 3,133 

* Significant 



GenderxGmup 1.22 (3,61) Mean Verbal Index 
Mean Nonverbal 
Index 
Mean Creativity 
Index 

Group Mean Verbal Index 
Mean Nonverbal 
Index 
Mean Creativiw 
Index 

Gender 2.82 (3,61), Mean Verbal Index 
p=.042* 

Mean Nonverbal 
index 
Mean Creativity 
Index 
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SQlmS 

Gender x Group 

Group 

Gender 

ûverall Mean Abilities 
Index 

ûverall Mean Abilities 
hdex 

Overd Mean Abilities 
Index 

Gender x Gmup ASQ Index 0.62, (3,119) 

Group ASQ Index 0.07, (3,119) 

Gender ASQ Index 0.00, (1,119) 
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the Familial Handedness Index approached significance (E(3,85)=2.23, g=.09, 

Table 19). The Familial Handedness Index for the IBD a=0.969), RA 

a-0.841) and FM a=0.&44) groups was somewhat higher than that of the 

Summer Play Group controls (&0.603). The Chi-Square analysis of group 

dBerences on the Child Handedness Index &O approached signifiaince (&3, 

N=133)=6.59; p=.086). There was no clear trend evident h m  an 

examination of the âequencies (Table 20). 

SlimmarP 

The covariate analyses relevant to Hypothesis 3, predicting that there 

will be no differences in parental educational attainments or fIlmily SES for 

mothers with immun010gid chronic disorders and their spouses. was 

supported in this set of analyses in comparison to the summer play group 

control subjects and in comparison to the non-immunological disease control 

group, FM. There was one signincant rnultivariate effect in this set of 

analyses. The direction of effect could be taken as support for the contentions 

of Hypothesis 1 as it reflected a signiscant gender clifference on the Mean 

Verbal and Mean Creativïty Indices in favour of the femde children. This 

result may provide m e r  support for the arguments of Gualtieri & Hicks 

(1985); however. as stated previous1y, it may be a reflection of the 

phenornenon of females having better verbal skills. The trend in the previous 

set of analyses where the children of mothers with either IBD or RA were 



Group Familial Eandedness 2.23, p = .O9 
Index (3,851 



Group: 3 133 6.587, gs.086 
Play Gro~ip 

Controls 56 
RA 15 
IBD 38 
FM 11 

Gender : 1 133 0.102 
male 

fernale 
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rated higher than the Summer Play Group controls on the Nonverbal Index 

was also seen in this set of comparisons; however, in this set of analyses, the 

trend was evident only with the chilchen of mothers with RA. The children of 

mothers with RA were rated higher on the Nonverbal Mean Index than the 

Summer Play Group ControIs, the FM control group and the IBD group. 

Another indication in this set of analyses of amical CNS development in the 

cbildren of mothers with chronic disorders was seen in the trend indicating a 

higher rate of familial nonrighthandedness in the IBD, RA and FM groups in 

cornparison to the Summer Play Group controls. This trend did not provide 

clear support for the hypothesized immunological effects as all chronic 

disorder groups were dinerent f?om the contml subjects. Clear support for 

the hypothesized immunological effects would have been indicated if the RA 

and IBD groups had shown a signiiicantly higher rate of familial 

nonrighthandedness than the FM non-immuno10gical chronic ilhess control 

W'UP* 

s for 

As questiomaire data were collected on children ages 6 through 20, a 

further set of analyses of the child questionnaire was completed using the full 

age range of subjects. The Summer Play Group controls were not inchded in 

this set of analyses because information on pregnancy and birth 
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complications was not available fkom this earnple, and an examination of 

these data with the benefit ofthis information was relevant to the hypotheses 

being tested in this study (partidarly Hmthesis 1). These analyses were 

completed with a pool of 157 subjects aged 6-20 years fmm children of 

rnothers with RA (n=42), Mdren of mothers with IBD (n=69) and children of 

mothers with FM (n46). 

Age, Gender, Family SES, Father's Education, M o W s  Education, 

Mother's FSIQ estimate, Fatheis FSIQ estimate, Pregnancy Complications 

and Birth Complications were examiaed as possible covariates by 

determining whether there were any gmup Merences for these variables. 

There were no group differences in the Chi-Sguare analyses for the variables 

of Gender, Family SES, Fatheis Education or Mother's Education, nor in the 

ANOVAs for Motheis FSIQ estimate or Father's FSIQ estimate (Table 21). 

These results support the predictions of Hypothesis 3. 

Age once again yielded a signincant difference among the 3 groups 

(FM, IBD, RA, E(2,154) = 4.05, Q = .019). In this data set the FM subjects 

(.M= 14.43 years) were signiscantly older than the IBD subjects a = 12.14 

years). The mean Age of the RA subjects was 12.79 years. Therefore Age 

was included as a covariate. 



Variable 

Mother's education 

Fathex% education 

F d y  SES 

PBC Index 
Pregnancy and Birth 

Complicatiom 



Both the 

Pregnancy Complications Index and the BKth Complications Index were 

signiscantly diffierent among the three groups. However, the homegeneity of 

variance assumptions were violated when both indices were employed as 

covariates. These assumptions were no longer violated if the indices were 

combined into one Regnancy gpd Birth Compiications Index (PBC); the PBC 

Index differed signiscantly among the 3 groups (E(2,153)=5.22, ~=.006,  Table 

21). Mothers with IRD had a higher PBC Index CM= 3.74) than did the 

mothers with FM (M=2.51) or RA M=2.73). Table 22 shows the Chi-Square 

tests for the individual items comprishg the PBC Index. Signijïcant 

ilifferences occurred in the number ofwomen who smoked during their 

pregnancy and the number of other pregnancy complications, the number of 

infants who had jaundice, the number oftwias and the number of infants 

with heart defects. Twenty (14.4%) of the mothers with IBD as compared to 

one (0.7%) of the mothers with FM and 11 (7.9%) of mothers with RA smokd 

duRng pregnancy. Twentg-one (20%) of the mothers with IBD as compared 

to tbee (2.9%) mothers wi th  RA reported other pregnancy complications. 

Thirty-four (24.6%) of the children of mothers with IBD as opposed to 11 (8%) 

of the children of mothers with RA and 8 (5.8%) of the children of mothers 

with FM were reported to have jaundice. Five chüdren (3.646) f?om each of 

the IBD and FM groups and no children in the RA group were reported to 



Bleeding &st trimester 2 137 0.73 3.6 8.0 2.9 

Bleeding second trimester 2 139 0.64 0.7 0.7 O 

Bleeding third trimester 2 138 1-99 2.2 2.9 O 

Smoking M g  Pregaancy 2 139 8.34, ~=.015* 7.9 14.4 0.7 

Induced Labour 2 134 0.60 1.2 14.2 6.0 

Delivery by Caesarian section 2 139 5.18, pz.075 2.9 7.2 O 

Difncult delivery 2 135 3.73 7.4 17.8 9.6 

Put to Sleep for delivery 2 139 4-42 2.9 6.5 O 

Medications during pregnancy 2 137 1.84 11.7 19.7 5.8 

Infections d d g  pregnmcy 2 137 1.26 1.5 1.5 O 



variable 

Injured during birth 

Tmuble breathing 

Jaundice 

Turned blue 

Wtriplet  

Had seizures 

Needed oxggen 

Tmuble sucking 

Hospital more 
than 7 days 

Heart defect 

Other defect 

Other Regnancy 
Complications 
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have heart defects. There were twins only in the RA sampie. The number of 

Ceasarian deliverias approached signiscance - with none reported in the FM 

group, 10 (7.2%) reported in the IBD group and 4 (2.9%) reported in the RA 

gmup. In the case of RA, there is no definitive anmer regarding the 

relationship between diseaee presence or activity and increased perinatal 

compIications (Nelson et al., 1992). The literature discussing the effects of 

IBD on pregnancy suggest e f f i  such as spontaneous abortian and 

prematurity not an inrreased incidence of perinatal complications (Miller, 

1986). In light of this literature, and with the majoritg of pregnancy and 

birth complications king seen in the IBD and RA samples, these data are 

consistent with those cited by Gualtieri & Hicks (1985). These data appear to 

suggest that heightened materna1 immunoreactivitp may contribute to an 

increased fiequency of pregnancy and birth complications. 

The MIANOVA examhhg group and gender Merences on the Verbal, 

Nonverbal and Creativity Mean Indices with Age and the PBC Index as 

covariates yielded no significant results. The multivariate main effect of 

gender approached sipnincance E(1,71)=2.22, p=.088); however none of the 

univariate ps were signifiant (Table 23). The MANOVAS for the Operall 

Mean Abilities Index (Table 24), the ASQ Index (Table 25) and the Familial 

Handedness Index (Table 26) were also not signifïcant. The Chi-Square 



Gender x Group 0.56 (2,11) 

Group 

Gender 2.22(1,71), 
p =.O88 

Verbal Index 

Nonverbal hdex 

Creativity Index 

Verbal Index 

Nonverbal Index 

Creativity Index 

Verbal Index 

Nonverbal Iiidex 

Creativitp Index 



nd2u4 

9f ~~~~~ t h D  O= RA (n 1571 - L 

Sowrce cdfl 

Gender x Group 1.35, (2,146) 

Group 0.14, (2,146) 

Gender 0.65, (1,146) 

Source (m 
Gender r Group 0.17 , (2,131) 

Group 1.11, (2,131) 

Gender 0.71, (1,131) 



Group 0.50, (2,851 



Variables df Q 

male 
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analysis of the Chüd Handedness Index yielded a signincantly higher rate of 

nonrighthandedness in the FM gmp (x2(2, N=156)=8.53, p=.014, Table 27). 

As is evident fiom the data in Table 27,lO children m the FM gmup (Pd51 

in cornparison to 5 children in the RA group b=42) and 3 chîldren in the IBD 

group b=69) were reported to be nonrighthanded. 

tihmmax 

Hypothesis 3 continued to be supported in this set of analyses in that 

there were no d.erences in levek of parental IQ, parental educational 

attainments or f d y  SES between gmups for the mothers with 

Mmunological disorders and their spouses and the mothers with non- 

imrnunological disorders and their spouses. There was no direct support for 

Hypothesis 1 in this set of analyses. One resdt indicated an elevated rate of 

nomigbthandedness in the FM, non-inamunological control group which 

would appear to contradict the predictions of Hypothesis 1. The signifiant 

rates of Regnancy and Bir& Complications in the IBD group must be noted 

as they are relevant to the testing of this Hypothesis. Gualtieri and Eicks 

(1985) hypothesized that the- would be higher rates of pregnancy and birth 

complications in the children of immunoreactive mothers. The IBD 

immunological disorder group showed sippincantly higher rates of smoking 

duRag pregnancy, jaundice, heart defects (&O present in the RA group) and 

other pregnancy complications. Wbile there was no evidence in our data of 
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lasting effects of these birth and pregnancy complications as indicated in the 

non-signincant analyses of the composite indices, there are a number of 

issues that W .  be discussed that are devant to this these data. 

Analyses of the Individual Psycho-Educatiod Assessment Data 

with the FM, IBD and RA Groups 

The Psycho-Educationd Assessment data were eollected fiom the 

children (ages 8-20 years) of mothers with FM, IBD or RA. These analyses 

were performed with a pool of 103 subjects, 32 children in the FM group, 44 

children in the IBD group, and 27 children in the RA group. Age, Gender, 

Family SES, Father's Education, Mother's Education, Mother's FSIQ 

estimate, Fatheis FSIQ estimate, the WS index, Regnancy Complications 

Index and Birth Complications Index were examined as possible covariates 

by deteminhg whether there were any group diBeremes for these variables. 

There were no group differences for the variables of Age, Gender, Family 

SES, Father's Education, Mother's Education, Motheis FSIQ estimate or 

Fatherk FSIQ estimate (Table 28). These data pmvided support for 

Hypothesis 3. 

A MANOVA with the Regnancy Complications Index and the Bkth 

Complications Index was s i ~ c a n t l y  different among the 3 gmups (E (2,471 



Variable 

Gender 

Mother's education 

Fatheis education 

Family SES 

Age 

Mother>s FSIQ estimate 

Fatheis FSIQ estimate 

IIRS Index 

* Signifiant 
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= 2.76, p = -029, Table 29). An examination of the univariate Es indicated 

that the- were significant p u p  ciifferences on only the Pregnancy 

Complications Index a (2,971 = 5.21, = .00?). Mothers with IBD reported 

experiencing a significantly greater number of pregnancy complications m= 
2.45) than did the mothers with FM a=1.43) and mothers with RA a= 
1.78). Table 30 shows the Cbi-Sqpare tests for the individual items 

comprismg both the Regnaacy Complications Index and the Birth 

Complications Index, Signincant clifferences occurred on the Pregnancy 

Complications variables in the number of women who smoked during their 

pregnancy? the number of Ceasarian deliveries and the number of women 

who received general anesthetic for delivery. The results indicated that 

14.4% of the mothers with IBD as compared to 1% of the mothers with FM 

and 3.1% of the mothers with RA smoked during pregnancy. Of 97 births, 

8.2% ka, 3 males and 5 fernales) were delivered by Caesariao section to the 

IBD mothers only. Of the mothers with IBD (iilrely the ones who delivered 

by Ceasariari section), 7.2% b=7,3 males and 4 fernales) received general 

anesthetic for delivery. The Regnancy Complications Index was included as 

a covariate in analyses of the PsybEducational Assessrnent data. As 

mentioned previously, this pattern of results is in the direction predicted by 

Gualtieri & Hias, (1985). 



2,97 Regnancy Complications 
Index 5.21, p=.007 

2,97 Birth Complications 
hdex 1.61, p=.205 



s 8 - 20 Who Copipleted 

Bleeding fist trimester 

Bleeding second trimester 

Bleediag thkd trimester 

Toxemia 

Smoking During Pregnancy 

Induced Labour 

Delivery by Caesarian section 

Dscul t  delivery 

Put to Sleep for delivery 

Medications during pregnancy 

Infections duringpregnancy 2 95 2.15 



Variable 

Injured during birth 

Trouble breathing 

Jaundice 

Tumed blue 

W t r i p l e t  

Had seinrres 

Needed oxygen 

Trouble sucking 

Hospital more than 7 days 

Heart defect 

Other defect 

Other Pregnancy Complicatiom 
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The analyses of the Illness 

Intnisiveness Rating Scale were the tests of Hypothesis 2: there wil l  be no 

differenœs in ievels of illness intmsiveness between families with mothers 

who have immunological h n i c  disorders and families with mothers who 

have non-immunologïcal ckonic disorders. The IIRS Index differed 

significmtly among the FM, IBD and RA groups @(2,54) = 11.97 p = -001, 

Table 28). Post hoc analysis using Scheffe7s procedure determined that 

mothers with FM a=52.88) found their illness to be signincantIy more 

intnrsive than did mothers with IBD a=30.34). The RA group mean was 

not significatltly different fiom either of the other two groups (M=41.42). In 

order to examine which of the 13 individual items comprising the IIRS Index 

were contributing to this group effect, it was necessary to analyse the log 10 

transformations of these individual variables to sa- the assumption of 

homogeneity of variance. There were differences among the three groups on 

all of the variables except die- changes (See Table 31 and Figure 1). As 

previously mentioned, the IIRS Index was a hc t ion  of information about the 

motheis illness, therefore it was coded for only one child per family. Thus, 

where gender Merences were examined, this covariate was not included. 

The fact that the IIRS Index was signifïcantly different among the groups 

and that the FM, non-immunoIogid control group found thw condition to be 

more intrusive than either the RA or FM groups refuted Hypothesis 2. 



Health 

Diet 

Work 

Active Recreation 

Passive Recreation 

Financial Situation 

Relationship with Spouse 

Sex Life 

Family Relations 

Other Social Relations 

Se~Expression/SeEhprovement 

Religious Expression 

Community and Civic Involvement 

' df = (2.52) 

significant 
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1 

A MANOVA examhhg group differences on the Verbal Memorg Index, 

the Visual Memory Index and the Leaniing Index of the WRAML with the 

Pregnancy Complications Index and the WS Index as covariates yielded no 

significant ciifferences (Table 32). A MANOVA examhhg p u p  and gender 

differences for these same variables with only the Pregnancy Complications 

Index as a covariate also yielded no signincant multivariate differences 

(Table 32). There was a significant univariate gender difference for the 

Leamhg Index (E(1,70)=5.28, p=.025). This significant difEecence was a 

h c t i o n  of the males (M=109.30) performllig better than the femdes 

u=101.36). 

An ANûVA examining gmup ciifferences on the General Memory Index 

of the WRAML with the Pregnancy Complications Index and the ITRS Index 

as covariates yielded no signiscant ciifferences (Table 32). An ANOVA 

examinhg group and gender ciifferences for the General Memorg Index with 

only the Regnancy Complications Index as a covariate also yielded no 

significant digerences (Table 32). There were no multivariate differences on 

any of the indices of the WRAML and only one significant univariate trend on 

the Leamhg Index where the males performed better than the fernales. 

These results suggest that in the areas ofmemory assessed by this 

instrument there was no evidence supporting the predictions of Hypothesis 1. 



for the FMJBD h m  

Group1 0.236 (2,181 Verbal Memory Index 0.61 
Visual Memory Index 0.10 
Learning Index 0.12 

(2,401 

Group E Gende? 0.888 (2,33) Verbal Memory Index 1.46 
Visual Memory Index 0.69 
Learning Index 0.03 

(2,701 

Group x Gende3 

1.99 (1,331 Verbal Memorg Index 0.00 
Visual Memory Index 0.15 
L e a .  Index 5.28*, O=. 025 

(1,701 

General Memory O -30 
Index (2,411 

Genl Memory Index 0.21 
(2,721 

Gen'l Memory Index 0.35 
(1,721 

l Covariates: Regnancy Complications Index, IIRS Index 

Covariate : Regnancg Complications Index 



A W O V A  examhhg group differences on the child's Vocabulary 

Scaled Score and Block Design S 4 e d  Score with the Fhgnancy 

Complications Index and the WS Index as covariates yielded no significant 

differences (Table 33). A MANOVA examiuhg group and gender merences 

for these same variables with only the Regnancy Complications Index as a 

covarïate also yielded no significant differences (Table 33). 

An ANOVA examining group differences on the child's FSIQ Estimate 

with the Pregnancy Complications Index and the WS Index as covariates 

yielded no sign.5-t Merences (Table 33). An ANOVA exambing group 

and gender Merences for the child's FSIQ Estimate with only the Regnancy 

Complications Index as a covariate also yielded no signiscant differences 

(Table 33). The lack of significant gmup differences for the variables 

estima- intellectual potential do not support the predictions of Hypothesis 

1. 

A W O V A  examining group ciifferences on the Basic Reading 

Standard Score, Reading Comprehension Standard Score, Basic Wnting 

Skills Standard Score and the Written Expression Standard Score of the 

Woodcock Johnson with the Pregnancy Complications Index and the IIRS 

Index as covariates yielded no si@cant Merences (Table 34). An ANOVA 



Group x Gendei! 

Gender? 

Group1 

Gmup x Gendei! 

Gender? 

0.92 (2,241 Block Design 
Vocabulary 

0.50 (2,44) Block Design 
Vocabulary 

0.19 (1,44) Block Design 
Vocabulary 

Full Scale IQ 
Estimate 

Full Scale IQ 
Estimate 

Full Scale IQ 
Estimate 

Covariates: Pregnancy Complications Index, IIRS Index 

* Covariate : Pregnancy Complications Index 
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m k u 4  

F Data for 

Source 

Groupl 0.69 (2,23) Basic Reading 0.08 
Reading Comprehension 1.46 
Basic Writing 1-09 
Written Expression 0.80 

Gmup x Gende? 
0.19 (2,43) Basic Reading 0.16 

Reading Comprehension O. 11 
Basic Writing 0.40 
Written Expression 0.94 

1.95 (1,43) Basic Reading 0.08 
Reading Comprehension 0.04 
Basic Wnting 1.48 
Written Expression 5.03*, p=.027 

(1,W 

Covariates: Pregnancy Complications Index, IIRS Index 

* Homogeneity of variance assumptions not satisfiable; 
Covariate : Regnancy Complications Index 



Group' 2.06, p.065 
(2,23) Word Attack 

AAT Total Score 
Digit Naming 

Group x Gende? 
2.09*, p=.057 

(2,411 Word Attack 
AAT Total Score 
Digit Naming 

Word Attack 
AAT TOM Score 
Digit Naming 

l Covariates: Regnancy Complications Index, IIRS Index 

Homogeneity of variance assumptions not sathfiable; 
Covariate : Regnancy Complications Index 
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examinhg group and gender differences for these same vanables with only 

the Regnailcg Complications Index as a covariate also yielded no signiscant 

mdtivariate Merences (Table 34). The univariate ANNA for the Written 

Expression Standard Score was signifiant a(1,90)=5.03, ~=.029). Both the 

RA (M=109.07) and IBD a=110.98) groups scored significantly higher than 

the FM a=106.25) group on this subtest. With all groups' scores being 

above the mean, this signiacant difference should not be overinterpreted. 

A MANOVA examinhg group Werences on the age equivdence score 

for the Word Attack subtest of the Woodcock Johnson Reading Mastery test, 

the AAT total score and the Digit Naming digiwsecond score with the 

Pregnancy Complications hdex and the E R S  Index as covariates approached 

significance (E(2,23)=2.06, p=.OGS,Table 34). This was attributable to the 

significant univariate ANOVA for the AAT total score (E(2,49)=3.81, p=.029. 

The trend suggested that children of mothers with RA (M=17.80) had more 

tmuble with this test  than either the IBD m=18.95) or FM (M=18.19) 

groups. 

The W O V A  examinhg gender by group differences on the age 

equivalence score for the Word Attack subtest of the Woodcock Johnson 

Reading Masteqy test, the AAT total score and the Digit Naming 

digitdsecond score with the Regnancy Complications Index as a covariate 

approached siBnificance @(2,41)=2.09, p=.057 ,Table 34). However, the 
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reported d y s e s  vidated the assumption of homogeneity of variance. In 

order to address this concem, transformations of the data were attempted but 

no transformation succeeded in sa- this condition. May, Masson and 

Hunter (1990) suggest that a cornparison can st i l l  be considered valid even 

when this violation occurs except when "the variances are uneqd, the 

ssmples sizes are unequal (by a ratio oftwo to one), and the larger variance 

OCCUTS in the smaiier sampIen (p.88). These pmtidar conditions did not 

apply to this sample indicating that the redts of this s ta t is t id  test can be 

interpreted; nevertheless, these results should be viewed with caution. The 

gender by group interaction trend was, once again, attributable to the 

unhariate trend in the ANOVA for the AAT total score a(2,86)=2-40, 

Q=-097). The trend suggested that female children of mothers with RA 

u=15.6) had more trouble with this test than male children of mothers with 

RA a=18.9). Whereas female children (M=19.3) of mothers with FM 

performed better than male children Q&=16.44) of mothers with FM. Within 

the IBD group, the means for males a=18.6) and females w=19.3) were not 

noticeabb different. 

The Chi-Scpare analysis of the Chüd Handedness Index showed a 

trend toward a higher rate of nonrighthandedness in the FM group (f(2, 

N=97)=5.84, p=.054, Table 35). As is evident in Table 35,7 chüdren in the 



Variables df n 
Yaliie 

Group: 2 97 5.84*, =.O54 
RA 
IBD 
FM 

Gender : 1 97 0.498 
male 

female 
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FM gmup (p=3O) in comparison to a 4 children in the RA group (p=23) and 2 

chihben in the IBD group (p=44) were reported to be no~ghthanded. 

The General Memory hdex, child's FSIQ estimate, the Basic Reading, 

Reading Comprehension, Basic Writmg Skills and Written Expression 

Standard Scores were recoded to investigate the number of children who 

scored one standard deviation above or below the mean of these variables, 

Scores fkom O through 84 were coded 'Below Average", scores fkom 85 thmugh 

115 were coded 'Average' and swres 116 and above were coded as 'Gifted'. 

Chi-Square analyses by group (FM, IBD and RA) for these variables and 

categories were done, none of which were sipnincatlt (see Table 36). Chi- 

Square analyses examinhg gender differences and gender Merences by 

group pielded a signiscant difference on the Basic Writing SlnUs Standard 

Score of the Wwdcock Johnson-Revised (?(2, u=103)=8.58, p=.Ol). Ooerall, 

there were more males than females who scored in the 'Below Average' range 

(Table 37). More specifically, within the IBD group, 13.6% of the sample 

scored in the 'Below Average' range, all of whom were males ( f l2 ,  N=44) 

=7.04, pt.03). It appears that more males than females tested in the Below 

Average' range, one standard deviation below the mean, and this difference 

was attributable to the male oflbpring of mothers with IBD (Table 37). 



S e ~ s v & p E ~  Test Ba- V e  

Variable 

General 
Memory Index 

Child FSIQ 

Basic Reading 

Reading 
Comprehension 

Basic Wriüng 

Written Expression 

Chi- 
saIl= 

0.88 

4.996 

6.23 

3.04 

0.79 

5.13 



General Memory Index 
'Below Average' 

male 
female 

'Average' 
male 

female 
'GiRed' 

male 
female 

Child FSIQ 
'Below Average' 

male 
female 

'Average' 
male 

female 
'GiRed' 

male 
female 

Basic Reading 
'Below Average' 

male 
female 

'Average' 
male 

female 
' G .  

male 
female 

IBD 
(n=44) 

5.4 
5.4 

35.1 
37.8 

10.8 
5-4 

2.3 
4.5 

36.4 
36.4 

11.4 
9-1 

2.3 
O 

22.7 
25 

25 
25 



Reaciiag 
Comprehension 

'Below Average' 
male 

female 
'Average' 

male 
female 

'GiRed' 
male 

female 
Basic W n t î n g  * 

** 
'Below Average' 

male 
female 

'Average' 
male 

femde 
'Gifted' 

male 
female 
female 

IBD 
(n=44) 

2.3 
O 

36.4 
34.1 

11.4 
15.9 

13.6 
O 

34.1 
45.5 

2.3 
4.5 
25 

**Gender merence within IBD group SigniGcant 



W i t t e n  
Expression 

'Below Average' 
male 

female 
'Average' 

male 
female 

'Gifted' 
male 

female 

Overd RA IBD FM 
(n=lO3) (n=27) (n=44) (n=32) 
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1 

An ANOVA investigathg group dSerences on the ASQ kidex with the 

Pregnancy complications Index and the IIRS Index as covariates was not 

signincant (Table 38). An ANOVA investigating gender and group by gender 

Merences on the ASQ Index &O yielded no signScant differences (Table 

38). 

* 
An ANOVA investigating p u p  differences in the Total Problems T 

score with the Pregnaacp Complications Index and the WS Index as 

covariates yielded no significant results. An ANOVA investigating gender 

differences in the Total Roblems T score with the Pregnancy Complications 

Index as a covaxïate yielded no significant rasults. It is worth noting that a 

fkequency count of the number of subjects per group with Total Problems T 

Scores greater than the clinically significant cutoff T score of 70 indicated 

that only 4 subjects, all ofwhom were children of mothers with FM, had T 

scores greater than 70. 

A MANOVA investigating group Merences in the Intemalizing T 

score and the Extemalizing T score with the Pregnancy Complications Index 

and the IIRS Index as covariates yielded no sigai6cant results. An ANOVA 

investigating gender ciifferences in the InternaliPng T score and the 

Extemaking T score with the Pregnancy Complications Index as a covariate 



a 
Gender x Group 0.17 , (2,13» 

Group 1-11, (2,131) 

Gender 0.71, (1,131) 
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yielded no SignifÏcant results. However, the univariate E for gender 

differences in the Intemalking T srne approached significance. The trend 

indicated that female cMdren (M=54.14) were rated higher than male 

childrea (hIs50.33). These analyses are summarized in Table 39. 

W of the subsequently reportad analyses in this section on the CBCL 

(unless othehse noted) violated the assumption of homogeneity of variance, 

despite every eaort via transformations of the data to solve the pmblem. 

Therefore, in keeping with the aforementioned considerations fkom May et al. 

(1990), these results should be interpreted with caution. Group clifferences in 

the htemalizing subscales - Withdrawn, Somatic Complaints and 

A.mioUS/Depressed- with the WS Index and the Regnancy Complications 

Index as covariates were not significant. There was a univariate trend on the 

Withdrawn subscale (E(2,40)=3.08, n==.057, Table 39) reflecting the fact that 

the IBD Q&=55.39) and RA (M=54.40) groups had somewhat higher ratings 

on this scale than the FM controls a=52.83). There was a univariate trend 

for a gender by group interaction on the Somatic Complaints subscale. The 

females were rated higher than the males in the RA (females M=57.44, males 

Mz52.00) and IBD (females M=58.00, males M=53.81) groups and lower than 

the males in the FM group (females M=60.67, males M=65.17). There was a 

univariate trend for a gender difference on the Withdrawn subscale. The 

females were rated higher (M=55.00) than the males a=52.58). 



Source 
Ldf) 

Group' 

Group x ûende? 

Group x Gendeg 1.51 (2,36) 

Group x Gendes 0.99 (2,291 

Total Problems T score 

Total Problems T score 

Total Problems T score 

Intemalking T score 
ExternaliPng T score 

Internalizing T score 
Extemalking T score 

InternaliPng T score 
Extemalizing T score 

Withdrawn T 
Somatic Complaints T 
AnxioudDepressed T 

Withdrawn T 
Somatic Cornplaints T 
AnxîouslDepressed T 

Withdrawn T 
Somatic Complaints T 
AnxioUS/Depressed T 



Group' 

Group x Gende? 

Gendex? 

Social Problems T 
Thought Problems T 
Attention Problems T 

Social Problems T 
Thought Problems T 
Attention Problems T 

Social Problems T 
Thought Problems T 
Attention Roblems T 

Delinquent Behavior T 
Aggressive Behavior T 

Delinquent Behavior T 
Aggressive Behavior T 

Delinquent Behavior T 
Aggressive Behavior T 

Covariates: Pregnancy Complications Index, WS Index 

Homogeneity of variance assumptions not satisfiable; 
Covariate : Pregnancy Complications Index 
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Group Merences in the Extemalking subscdes - Delinquent 

Behavior and Aggressive Behavior - with the IIRS Index and the Pregnancy 

Complications Index as covarïates did not violate homogeneity of variance 

assumptions but were not signifïcant. Gender differences on the 

Erttemalizing subscales with the Pregnancy Complications Index as a 

covariate was not simant (Table 39). 

The MANOVA investigatkig group Merences in the Social Problems, 

Thought Problems and Attention Problems Subscales with the IIRS Index 

and the Regnancy Complications Index as covariates was not significant nor 

did it violate homogeneity of variance assumptions. The MANOVA 

investigating gender differences with the same variables and only the 

Pregnancy Complications Index as a covariate was not signifiant (Table 39). 

The ASQ is commonly used as a screening device for symptoms of 

attentional ctifficulties as well as symptoms of hyperactivity (Sattler, 1990). 

Cornmon characteristics of attention and hyperactiviw problems have been 

associated with pregnmcy and bkth complications (McIntash, Mulkîns & 

Dean, 1995). Any untoward events during pregnancy (e.g., excessive 

exposure to alcohol) or birth (e.g., anorria) increase a child's vulierabilie to  

diflhlties in amas assessed by the ASQ. Attentional skills that are assessed 

by the ASQ are ofken considered to be prerequisites for educational success 
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(Barkley, 1990) in a varice of tasks including language and+or writing taslrs. 

As an under lm prerequisite to academic tasks, this measure of attention 

and behaviour may be more sensitive to gmup differences than academic 

achievement scores. Therefore the ASQ was selected as the dependent 

vaiiable for the Logistic Regression Analysis. For the overall sampie (a=95) 

that included the FM, IBD and RA groups, the mean on the normed ASQ 

Index was -16 with a standard deviation of 2.28. The ASQ Index was 

recoded for the presence or absence of signifiant attention and hyperactiviity 

problems as a score 1 standard deviation above the mean. The independent 

variables were Group (FM, IBD, RA, the IIRS Index, the Pregnancy 

Complications Index, the Birth Complications Index and the Child's FSIQ 

estimate). Forward seledion was used as the methad of en- m order to 

minimize problems with multicoIIineariQr (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). The 

mode1 chi-square was not sigdicant (f(53)=54, p=.44). There was a trend 

suggesting that Child's FSIQ estimate might be a signiscant predictor (f 

residud (1)=2.7656, p=.096). Despite this marpinaiiy signifiant trend, in 

general there was no evidence that the independent variables predicted ASQ 

scores. 

ihnamux 

In this set of analyses, Hypothesis 3 was cleady supported, Hypothesis 

2 was refuted and there was some tentative support for Hypothesis 1. There 
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were no differences in levels of parental IQ, parental educational attainments 

or f d y  SES between mothers with immunologicd chronic dhorders, RA 

and IBD, and thei. spouses, and mothers with a non-immunological chronic 

disorder, FM, and theù spouses. There were clear Werences in levels of 

f i e s s  intmsiveness between f d e s  with mothers who have immunological 

chronic disorders and families with mothers who have non-immunological 

chronic disorders. The f d e s  in which the mother had the non- 

immunological chronic disorder FM, indicated sipnincant leveIs of Ïllness 

intrusiveness in all areas except diet. 

Hypothesis 1, which stated that children of mothers with 

immunological disorders, in cornparison to children of mothers with non- 

immunological chronic disorders, will show evidence of atypical CNS 

development received limited support h m  the results of this set of analyses. 

None of the indices of the WRAML, Child FSIQ estimate, nor any of the 

Woodcock Johnson Psychoeducational Batterg scales were signiscant in the 

multivariate analyses. There was an isolated univariate gender Merence on 

the Leamkg Index of the WRAML which suggested that the males 

perfomed better than the fernales. The univariate ANOVA suggesting that 

the RA and IBD groups scored higher than the FM gmup on the Written 

Expression Standard Score fkom the Woodcock Johnson was signincant but 

not highly rneriningful as al1 three groups scored above the mean. In the area 
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of written language, however, the= was evïdence h m  the Chi-Square 

analyses, where the data were recoded as 'Below Average''. 'Average' or 

'Gifted', suggesting that the male children of mothers with IBD had more 

dïfEculw in the area of Basic Writing SIrills. 

The multivariate d y s e s  of the Word Attack, AAT Total Score and 

Digit Naming subtests yielded a marginally sîgnincant group eEect and 

group by gender effect. These trends suggested that the children of mothers 

with RA had more difECUI~ with the AAT. ki addition the female children of 

mothers with RA had more difliculty than the male children in contrast to 

the pattern in the FM group where the female children perforxned better than 

the male children. The unexpected number of nonrighthanded children in 

the FM group in cornparison to the RA and FM groups was not predicted by 

the hypotheses. 

In the area of behaviour, the analyses of the ASQ were not significant. 

However, in the logistic regression analysis Child's FSIQ estimate 

approached signifïcance as a predictor of the presence or absence of attention 

problems on the ASQ Index although the overall mode1 was not significant. 

On the CBCL, only 4 subjects in the e n h  sample had scores in the clinically 

significant range. Therefore any signifiant difkrences in the analyses were 

regarded with caution nom the point of view of interpretation. None of the 

multioariate analyses were significant for the CBCL. A number of the 
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univariate ANOVAs for the scdes comprising the Intem-g T score 

approached signincance. The Intemalizing T score itself obtained a 

r n a r m y  signincant effect for gender whkh suggested that the female 

children were more likely than the male children to intemaliae their 

emotional concems. The identical pattern was seen in the female children 

being rated as more withdrawn than the male children in the sample. There 

was, however, a marginaUy signincant group eEect on the Withdrawn 

subscale which suggested that the children of mothers with RA and IBD were 

seen as more withdrawn than the cbïldren of mothers with FM. The only 

interaction term which approached signiscance occurred for the Somatic 

Cornplaints T score. The pattern of means suggested that the females in the 

RA and IBD gmups were reported as having more somatic complaints than 

the males. This was in contrast to the pattern in the FM group, where the 

females were seen as having fewer somatic complaints than the males. In all 

of the margindy significant analyses iavolving gender, the female children 

were rated as slightly more dysfunctional than the male children (although 

all scores were weil within the normal range). This pattern of results 

warrants further discussion. In all of the analyses investigating group 

differences the cbildren of mothers with RA and IBD were rated as slightly 

more dyshctional than the children of mothers with FM. This latter result 

would be in the direction predicted by Hypothesis 1. 



For two ofthe variables (child's FSIQ and the ASQ Index) where 

signifiant grmp Merences were obtained in the Multivariate Analysis of 

Covariance (MANCOVA), the MANCOVA was followed up with p s t  hoc 

analyses of the m d  m. The adjusted means is predicted from the 

mode1 adjusted for the covariates. 

A selection of variables that matched those available for the FM, IBD 

and RA groups became available for a randomly selected sample of 41 

Normal ControI cbildren whose mothers had no Imown chronic illness, either 

inimunological or non-immunological. The variables Age, Gender, Family 

SES, Mother's Education, Fatheis Education and Pregnancy & Birth 

Complications were available for all groups to be investigated as possible 

covariates. The Normal Control gmup children were significantly different 

fiom the other three graups in Age (E(3,140)=4.0,g=.009), Gender ($(3, 

N=144)=17.05, ~=.0007) and Family SES (&6, N=126)=12.65, ~z.049, Table 

40). The Normal Controls (MI10.75) were signiscantly younger than the FM 

group a=13.58). There were 31 males and 10 females in the Normal Conml 

group as compared to 10 males and 17 females in the RA group, 22 males and 

22 females in the IBD group and 10 males and 22 females in the FM group. 



Variable df 

Gender 3 

Mother's educatim 3 

Father's education 3 

Family SES 6 

&e (3,140) 

PBC Index: Pregnancy & (3,118) 
Birth Complications Index 

* Signincant 
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Because all of the Psycho-Educational Battery variables were normed by age 

and each analysis was conducted to test gender Merences, neither Age nor 

Gender was used as a covariate. 

The mean Family SES levels, despite the statistidy significant 

Merence among the gmups, did not reflect a meaningfid Herence among 

the groups (RA, M=2.17; IBD. &&=1.79; FM, M=1.83; Normal Controls, 

u=1.83), therefore it was not employed as a covariate. As the variables 

Motheis Education and Fatheis Education were not signiscantly different 

among the groups and Family SES level was not meaningniuy different 

among the groups, Hypothesis 3 was suppo&d in this set of anaylses 

comparing data nom the FM, IBD, RA and Normal Control groups. 

The Pregnancy Complications and Birth Complications Indices were 

examined as possible covariates; however, when both indices were employed 

the homogeneity of variance assumptions were violated. Therefore, the two 

indices were combined into the Regnancy + Birth Complications (PBC) 

Index There was a significant group Merence on the PBC Index 

@(3,118)=3.24, ~=.025. Table 40). None of the groups was sipnincantly 

dinerent fkom the Normal Controls. As was the pattern in the previous set of 

analyses, the significant effect was a reflection of the Merence between the 

IBD (Mz3.76) and the FM (M=2.20) groups with the RA -2.57) and 

Normal Control a=2.84) group values being intermediate. 
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Table 41 contains the Chi-Squars analyses of the variables comprising 

the PBC Index. Of the variables available n o m  al l  four groups, there was a 

higher rate of smoking during pregnancy, Ceasdan section deliveries and 

jaupdice reported for the children of mothers wi th  IBD and a higher rate of 

twin births for the children of mothers with RA. These results were 

consistent with those in the set of analyses without the Normal Control 

group. The Merences were not more marked with the inclusion of the 

Normal Control g m p .  The PBC Index was employed as a covariate in 

subsequent analyses. The IIRS Index was not available for the Normal 

ConM subjects; tharefore ît was not a variable in thls set of analyses. 

* 
The MANOVA examining group and gender differences on the Verbal 

Memory Index, the Visual Index and the Learning Index with the PBC Index 

as a covariate yielded no signi6imt results (Table 42). The ANOVA 

examinhg group and gender differences on the General Memory Index with 

the PBC Index as a covariate also yielded no signScant results (Table 42). 

The ANûVA examining gmup and gender differences on the estimate 

of child's Full Scale IQ (FSIQ estimate) with the PBC Index as a covariate 

yielded a significant group effect (E(3,117)=8.37, pt.001, Table 43). The 

FSIQ estimate of the Normal Control group (adjusted M=118.51) was 



Variable 

Bleeding 
first trimester 

Bleeding 
second trimester 

Bleeding 
third trimester 

Induced Labour 

Delivery by 
Caesarian section 

DfiCUIt delivery 

Put to Sleep 
for delivery 

Normal 
Controls 

1.9 

1.2 

1.8 

1.8 

1.8 

2.5 

4-9 

3.8 

3.0 

- 

- 



Variable 

Injured during birth 

Trouble breathing 

Jaundîce 

Turned blue 

W t r i p l e t  

Had sehures 

Needed oxpgen 

Trouble sucking 

Hospital more 
than 7 days 

Heart defect 

Other defect 

Other Pregnancy 
Complications 

* Signikant 



x a k u 2  

es of the WBBML 

sQum2 

Group' 

Group x Gender 

Gender 

Group x Gender 

Gender 

0.85 (3.45) Verbal Memory Index 
Visual Memory Index 
Leaniing Index 

1-10 (3,451 Verbal Memory Index 
Visual Memory Index 
Leaming Index 

0.71 (1,45) Verbal Memory Index 
Visual Memory Index 
Learning Index 

General Memory 
Index 

Genl Memory Index 

Gen'l Memory Index 

Covariates: PBC Index 



Group x Gander 0.54 

Gender 0.12 

Group' 

Group x Gender 

Gender 

Dewndent 
lhziabh 

Block Design 

Vocabulary 

Block Design 
Vocabulary 

Block Design 
Vocabulary 

Full Scale IQ 
Estimate 

Full Scale IQ 
Estimate 

Full Scale IQ 
Estimate 

Covariates: PBC Index 

* Significant 
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sipnincantly higher than the adjusted mean of al l  the other groups, 

(adjusted M=102.21), IBD (adjusted M=104.53), RA (adjusted M,=lO4.21) 1. 

The MANOVA examinhg group and gender Merences on the Block 

Design and Vocabulary subtests with the PBC Index as a covariate yielded a 

signifiant group effect (E(2,55)=3.06a=.007, Table 43). The standard score 

for Block Design obtained by the Normal Contml group a=12.73) was 

higher than that obtained by aIl of the other gmups (IBD, M=10.93; RA, 

M=11.78); however, it was only signincantly different fiom the mean score of 

the FM group Q&=10.66), (E(3 ,ll8)=3.24,g=.O3, Table 43). 

Taken at face value, these results rnight be seen as rehting 

Hypothesis 1. However, as can  be seen f?om examinhg the means (Appendix 

11, these differences are a fiunction of the unusually high scores of the Normal 

Contml group and not a function of anomalies of the FM, IBD and RA groups. 

The MANOVA investigating group and gender merences on the Basic 

Reading Standard Score, Reading Comprehension Standard Score, Basic 

Writing Skills Standard Score and the Written Expression Standard Score of 

the Woodcock Johnson with the PBC Index as a covariate suggested some 

sipnincant and marginaUy signifxant trends for gender and gmup effects 

(Table 44). The Written Expression Standard Score yielded a marginally 

significant univariate gender difference @=.Osa) suggesting that females may 
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perform better than males for these items, a pattern that is consistent with 

that seen before inclusion of the Normal Control group. The univariate group 

effect for the Reading Comprehension @(3,113)=4.04, p=.009) and Written 

Expression Scale Scores (E(3,113)=3.12, p.029) approached signiscance 

(g=.096). On both variables, the Normal Contmls appeared to perform much 

better than the IBD, RA and FM groups (Reading Cornprehension: FM, 

u=106.84; IBD, M=109.75; RA, M=111.37; Normal Controls, M=117.71; 

Wntten Expression: FM, Nz94.31; IBD, M=97.21; RA, Mz95.26; Normal 

Controls, M=101.20). 

A W O V A  examining gender and group differences on the age 

equivalence score for the Word Attack subtest of the Woodcock Johnson 

Reading Mastery test, the AAT total score and the Digit Naming 

digitdsecond score with the PBC Index approached a signincant gender by 

group interaction @=.051; Table 44); however, none of the univariate effeds 

were signincant. In addition, the reported analyses violated the assumption 

of homogeneitg of variance despite all efforts at trdorming the data to 

meet this assumption. Therefore it is wise that these data be interpreted 

with caution. 

The Chi-Square Analysis of the Child Handedness Index yielded a 

signiscant Merence refiecting the aforementioned elevated rate of 



Group x Gende? 0.32 (3,54) 

Basic Reading 

Reading 
Comprehension 
Basic Wnting 
Written Expression 

Basic Reading 
Reading 
Comprehension 
Basic Writing 
Written Expression 

Basic Reading 
Reading 
Comprehension 
Basic WRting 
Written Expression 

' Covariates: PBC Index 

* Homogeneity of variance assumptions not satisfiable 

* Sigdcant 



Group1 1.42(3,52) Word Attack 1.30 
AAT Total Score 0.75 
Digit Naming 1-18 

(3,107) 

Group x Gender 1.90 (3,52), g=.05 1 Word Attack 1.78 
AAT Total Score 1.70 
Digit Namiag 1.35 

(3,107) 

Gender Word Attack 0.18 
AAT Total Score 0.19 
Digit Naming 0.59 

(1,107) 

Covariates: PBC Index 
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nonrighthandedness in the FM group (p=7), (f(3, N=123)=11.07, p=.Ol, 

Table 45) as compared to the RA (n=4), IBD (n=2) and Normal Controls 

(g=O). 

There were no signifiant group ciifferences with the Familial 

Handedness Index (Table 46). 

The General Memory Index, Child's FSIQ estimate, the Basic Reading* 

Reading Comprehension, Basic Writing Skills and Written Expression 

indices were recoded once again to investigate the number of children who 

scored one standard deviation above or below the mean of these variables in 

the FM, IBD, RA and Normal Control groups. The Chi-Square analyses by 

group (FM, IBD, RA and Normal Controls) for these variables categorized as 

'Below Averagey, 'Average' and 'GiRed' yielded no additional significant 

differences (Table 47). There were* as seen in the MANOVAS involving these 

variables, signiscant group differences on the variables Child FSIQ estimate 

and the Reading Comprehension Scale Score of the Woodcock Johnson. 

Again, both of these significant differences reflected the superior performance 

of the Normal Control group. 



T Fout Ch- 
- 

Group: 3 123 11.07*,g=.Ol 
RA 19 
IBD 42 
FM. 23 

Normal Controls 26 

Gender: 1 123 0.149 
male 

female 



i3swss 

Gmup 1.47 (3,711 



General Memory 
Index 

Child FSIQ 

Basic Reading 

Reading 
Comprehension 

Basic Writing 

Written 
Expression 
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The gender Merence within the IBD gmup on the Basic Writing 

Skills Standard Score of the Woodcock Johnson-Revised (2(2, x=44)=7-04, 

p=.029) continued to be signifiant. In the IBD group, 13.6% of the sample 

scored in the 'Below Average' range, aIl of whom were males. As was the 

pattern before inclusion of the Normal Control group, within the IBD group, 

more males than females tested in the %elow Average' range and this 

ciifference was attributable to the male offspring of mothers with IBD (Table 

48). 

* 
The ANOVA examinhg group and gender differences, with the PBC 

Index as a covariate, on the AS& Index normed for age and gender yielded a 

signifïcant group difference @(3,115)=4.27, p=.oo7, Table 49). An 

investigation of the univariate trends suggested that the IBD group 

(adjusted M=0.071) and FM p u p  (adjusted M=0.428) were rated 

significantly higher on the ASQ Index than the Normal Control group 

(adjusted M=-0.73)' (RA adjusted M=-0.002). 

Chi-Square analyses of the individual items comprising the ASQ Index 

were conducted (Table 50). The individual items were recoded O (which 

included the responses "not at aW and 'a little') and 1 (which included the 

responses $rem much' and %erg much'). Three items Tailing to Finish' 

(x2(3, N=161)=7.85, p=.049), Thattentiveness' ((X23, N=161)=7.41, p=.06) and 



VARIABLE 

G e x a e d  Memory Indes 
'Below Average' 

male 
female 

'Average' 
male 

female 
'Gifted' 

male 
female 

Child FSIQ 
'Below Average' 

male 
female 

'Average' 
male 

female 
'Ga' 

male 
female 

Basic Reading 
'Below Average' 

male 
female 

'Average' 
male 

female 
'Gif€ed' 

male 
female 

IBD 

(n=44) 

5.4 
5.4 

35.1 
37.8 

10.8 
5.4 

2.3 
4.5 

36.4 
36.4 

11.4 
9.1 

2.3 
O 

22.7 
25 

25 
25 

Normal 
Controls 
(a=41) 

2.4 
O 

53.7 
22 

19.5 
2.4 

O 
O 

43.9 
12.2 

31.7 
12.2 

O 
O 

31.7 
17.1 

43.9 
7.3 



Reading 
Comprehension 

'Below Average' 
male 

female 
'Average' 

male 
female 

'GiRed' 
male 

fernale 
Basic Writing ** 

'Below Average' 
male 

female 
'Average' 

male 
female 

'Gifted' 
male 

female 
female 

ûverall 

(n=144) 

0.7 
O 

29.2 
32.6 

20.8 
16.7 

8.3 
2.1 

39.6 
44.4 

2.8 
2.8 
20.8 

IBD 

(n=44) 

2.3 
O 

36.4 
34.1 

11.4 
15 -9 

13.6 
O 

34.1 
45.5 

2.3 
4.5 
25 

Normal 
Controls 
(n=41) 

O 
O 

29.3 
9.8 

46.3 
14.6 

4.9 
O 

63.4 
24.4 

7.3 
O 
17.1 

**Gender Difference within IBD lproup Signiacant 



Overall RA IBD FM Normal 
Controls 

(n=144) ( p 2 7 )  (g=44) (n=32) (nt41) 
Written 
Expressions** 

'Below Average' 
male 2.1 3.7 O 3.1 2 -4 

female O O O O O 
'Average' 

male 33.3 18.5 36.4 28.1 43.9 
female 28.5 40.7 25 50 7.3 

'GiRed' 
male 15.3 14.8 13.6 O 29.3 

female 20.8 22.2 25 18.8 17.1 
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So-urce rd f t  

Gr ou p' 4.27* (3,115), g=.007 

Group x Gender 0.55(3,111) 

Gender 1.77(1,111) 

Covariates: PBC Index 

* Significant 



I U u Q  

es for Four 

Restless 

Excitable 

Disturbs Mers  

Fails to Finish 

Fidgets 

Inattentive 

Easily Fmstrated 

Cries Alot 

Moody 

Temper 

* Signiscant 



'Moody' @(3, N=161)=9.11, pc.027) showed gmup Merences ail of which 

reflected higher rates of attentional difEculties in the IBD and FM groups. 

s 
The analyses of the CBCL yielded a number of significant and 

interesting fïndings. There were signifiant group and gender differences on 

the ANOVA of the Total Problems T Score and the W O V A  of the 

Intemaliziag and Estemalking T Score (Table 51). While none of the mean 

T scores with which we are working are above the clinidy signincant cutsff 

score of 70, the FM group a=53.45) had a signincantly higher Total Fhblem 

T Score than the Normal Control group (Ms41.94). The gender difference 

reflected the higher scores given to the female subjects a=50.25) than to 

male subjects (47.025). On the Intemaking and E x t e m g  T Score 

MANOVA, the signiscant group clifference is a fiinction of the Internalizing T 

score of the FM group Mz56.24) being so much higher than that of the 

Normal Contml group (M=45.56), and the Extemalizing T score of the IBD 

(M=49.24) and FM groups (M-Jl.52) being signScantly higher than the 

Normal Control group (M=41). The significant gender ciifference on the 

Extemalizing and LnternaliPng T score MANOVA is a b c t i o n  of small, not 

very meaningfid Merences between the me- for males and females on the 

Internalizïng (males, M=48.89; females, M=52.86) and Exteninlinnp T score 

(males, M=45.81; females, M=49.57). 



sQ3ma 

Group' 

Group r Gender 

Gender 

Group' 2.74 (2,43)*, 
Q= .O14 

Group x Gender 1.48 (2,43) 

Gender 4.07 (1,43) *, 
g= .O2 

Total Roblems T score 4.19*, Q = -008 
(2,451 

Total Roblems T score 0.75 
(2,751 

Total Roblems T score 5.67*, p = .O19 
(1,751 

ExternalizingTscore 2.35,~=.078 
(2,451 

Intemalizing T score 1.89 
ExternalizingTscore 0.82 

(3,88) 
Internalizing T score 7.65*, p = .O07 

Extemalking T score 4.93*, p = .O29 
(1,751 

* Signiscant 

' Covariate: PBC hdex 

Homogeneity of variance assumptions not satisfiable 



Group' 1.96(3,36)* , 
pt.045 

Group x Gender 1.02 (3,36) 

Gender 2.16 (1,35), 
g=.10 

Withdrawn T 0.53 

Withdram T 0.98 
Somatic Cornplaints T 2.25, ~=.089 
AnxioUs/Depressed T 1.50 

(3,751 

Withdrawn T 5.57*, p=.021 

Somatic Complaints T 0.9 
AnxioudDepressed T 4.33*, p=.041 

(1,751 

* Signifïcant 

' Covariate: PBC Index 

Homogeneity of variance assumptions not satisfiable 



Group x Gender 0.78(3,36) 

Gender 

Gender 3 .37(1,36)*, 
0=.04 

Social Pmblems T 
Thought Roblems T 
Attention Roblems T 

Social Roblems T 
Thought Roblems T 
Attention Problems T 

Social Problems T 
Thought Problems T 
Attention Roblems T 

Delinquent Behavior T 
Aggressive Behavior T 

Delinquent Behavior T 
Aggressive Behavior T 

Delinquent Behavior T 

Aggressive Behavior T 

Covariate: PBC Index 

* Homogeneity of variance assumptions not satisfiable 

* SignificaIlt 



The next section of analyses of the variables on the CBCL violates the 

homogeneity of variance assumptions, thetefore they must be interpreted 

with caution. The MANOVA investigating group and gender différences on 

the Withdram, Somatic Cornplaints and AnxiouS/Depressed Scales with the 

PBC hdex as a covariate yielded a signincant group effect (E(3,36)=1.96, 

p=.045, Table 51). This is due to the signiscant univariate effect of the 

Somatic Cornplaints scde @(3,75)=5.8, p=.001). The Somatic Cornplaint 

scale appmached a significant univariate effect b=. 089) in the non- 

signincant gmup by gender interaction effect. There was a group Merence 

between the RA subjects w=54.72) and the FM subjects (M=61.68). While 

the overall MANOVA for gender was not significant, the univariate effects for 

the Withdrawn b=.021) and AnxioUs/Depressed scales (Os.041) were 

signincant. In both cases, the means for the females on both scales may be 

slightly but not meaningnily higher. 

There were no signiscant multivariate effects for the MANOVA 

including the Social Problems, Thought Roblems and Attention Problems 

Scales of the CBCL (Table 51). There was a univariate trend in the direction 

of higher scores on the Attention Ptoblerns Scales b.061) for the FM group 

(M=55.41) as compared to the Normal Control gmup (M=51.44), the RA group 

Q&=51.74) and the IBD group M=52.92). 

The multivariate gender effect âom the Delinquent Behaviors and 
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Aggressive Behavior MANOVA was signifiant (E(1.36)=3.37, p=.04) 

refîecting the significant univariate effect of the Delinquency Problems scale 

where the females a=54.79) were rated sipnincantly higher than the 

males(M=52.02), @(1,?5)=6.74, p=.011, (Table 51). The univariate trend on 

the Delinquency Problems scale @=.08) on the gender by group interaction 

was consistent with the aforementioned results. It is important to note that 

while the resdts were signifîcant, they did not reflect large effects either in 

magnitude nor in relation to clinically relevant behaviour concerns. 

As stated in the previous Logistic Regression Analysis section, the 

ASQ is a commonly used screening device for dï5dties with attention 

andlor hyperactivity. Any untoward events during pregnancy or birth 

increase a childys vulnerability to diffïculties in areas assessed by the ASQ. 

With the attentional s u s  assessed by the ASQ oRan being considered as 

prerequisitas for educational success in a varie@ of tasks, the ASQ was 

selected as the dependent variable for the Logistic Regression 

Analyses. For the overall sample b=82) that included the FM. IBD, RA and 

Normal Control groups on the nonned ASQ Index there was a mean of -0.07 

with a standard deviation of 1.17. The ASQ hdex was recoded for the 

presence or absence of signiscant attention and hyperactiviw problems as a 

score 1 standard deviation above the mean. The independent variables were 
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Group (FM, IBD, RA or Normal Controb), the Pregnancy Complications 

Index, the Birth Complications Index and the Child's FSIQ estimate. 

Fornard selection was again used as the method of entry in order to 

minimize pmblems with multicouinearity (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). 

Although the model chi-square was signifiant (f(l)=4.132, ~.0421), none of 

the independent variables were found to be sipaincant predictors of vanance 

on the ASQ Index. Only the Child's FSIQ estimate was fou& to be a 

margindy signiscant predictor of the presence/absence of attention 

problems on the A!3Q Index (WaId(l)=3.81, g=.051). Despite this signincant 

model chi-square, in general there was no emdence that the independent 

variables significantly predicted ASQ scores. 

l5lmmwx 

The inchsion of the Normal Control group strengthened the evidence 

supporthg Hypothesis 3 in that there continued to be no differences among 

the gmups on the variables such as Fatheis Education, Mother's Education 

and Family SES. The illness intrusiveness data were not available for this 

gmup, therefore no test of Hypothesis 2 was possible. 

ln referenee to Hypothesis 1, the pattern of results suggesting a higher 

rate of pregnancy and birth compIic8tions in the IBD group in partidar, 

that was dismssed in the previous summary, was not af5ected by the 

inchsion of the Normal Control gmup. The incIusion of this group, however, 
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served to highlight some possible U v i o d  differences relevant to 

Hypothesis 1 not previously evident in the data from only the RA, IBD and 

FM groups. It is important to note that in the Psycho-Educational 

Assessment area, the Normal Control group appeared to be fa. above 

average. For example, in the analyses of the variables Reading 

Comprehension, Block Design and FSIQ estimate, there were some 

signiscant results that were more a firnction of the above average attributes 

of the Normal Control group than the attributes of the FM, IBD and RA 

groups. There were a few redt s  that were consistent with the previous set 

of analyses, that do not appear to have been skewed by the effects of the 

Normal Control group. One of these results suggested that overall, the 

females performed better than the males in the area of Written Expression 

on the Woodcock Johnson. The FM group still had a significantly higher 

number of nonrighthanded children. In addition, a signincant proportion of 

the males in the IBD gmup scored in the s l o w  Average7 range on the Basic 

Writing Skills scale of the Woodcock Johnson. 

In the areas of behaviour as reflected in the ASQ Index, at the 

multivariate level, there appeared to be sisnificant Merences bebveen the 

IBD and FM groups and the Normal Control group. The RA group showed 

higher scores than the Normal Control group on the ASQ Index as well, 

although the differences were not signiacant. The Chi-Square analyses of 
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the individual items of the ASQ reflected this same pattern suggesting that 

the IBD and FM groups may have been having more difEculty with the areas 

of hishing their work, p a y e  attention and being moody. In the Logistic 

Regression Analysis Child's FSIQ estimate was found to be a signïfïcant 

predictor of the presendabsence of attention problems on the ASQ Index. 

On the CBCL, m m .  of the differences that were found were a function 

of the FM group being rated signiacantly higher than the Normal Control 

group. This was the case on the Total Problems T score, the Intemaking T 

score, the Externalizing T score and the Attention Roblems T score. There 

were gender differences evident, where the fendes were seen as having more 

adjustment concems than the males. This pattem was evident on the Total 

Problems T score, Internaking and Externnlinnp T scores, the Withdrawn 

T score, the AnrriouS/Depressed T score and the Delinquent Behavior T score. 

Again it is important to nota that the significant differences that were found 

with these data fiom the CBCL are a b c t i o n  o f p u p  ilifferences a l l  

considered to be within the normal raage, below the clinidy signifiant cut- 

off score of x=7O. 

In order to address the question of whether the sample sizes were 

adequate ta detect the effects being investigated, a power analysis was 

completed with the General Memory Index of the WRAML, the Basic Reading 
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Scaled Score of the Woodcock J o h n  and the T score for the Aggressive 

Behavior Scale of the CBCL (Cohen, 1987). All effect sizes (d) were 

calculated in camparison to the Normal Control group. A power level of 0.80 

was selected, and all values were evaluated with a onetailed signincance 

level of g=.O5. For the RA subjects, there were s m d  effect sizes for the 

General Memory Index a=.314) and the Aggressive Behavior Scale (d=.281) 

indieating that in order to detect signifïcant effects a minimum of 140 

subjects would have been necessary. For signincant effects to have been 

achieved with the RA group on the Basic Reading scale, the medium effect 

size of d=.5O4 would have necessitated 50 subjects being tested. 

The effect sizes for the IBD group varied greatly. For the General 

Memory Index &.476),50 subjects would have been the minimum to achieve 

statistical significance. For the Aggressive Behavior Scale (6=.409), 76-80 

subjects would have been necessary to detect signiscant effects; however, for 

the Basic Reading Scale (d=.13) over 1000 subjects would have been 

necessary to detect statistical significance. 

There was also a great deal of variability in the effect sizes obtained 

for the FM group. To detect statistical significance on the General Memory 

Index (d=.342) 140 subjects would have been needed. For the Basic Reading 

Scale &.407), 76-80 subjects would have been needed. However, on the 

Aggressiveness Scale, there was a large effect size for the FM group e . 7 6 )  
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suggesting that only 20 FM subjects would have been needed to detect 

significant effects. 

It is evident that there was a great deal of variability in effect sizes 

and hence the number of subjects that would have been necessary pergroap 

to detect signiscant effects. Effect sizes ranged âom 6=.13 to 6=.76 with 

most of the effacts sizes fallUlg in the s m d  to medium range fimm 6=.281 to 

d=.506. In nearly all cases, there were not enough subjeds available in the 

respective groups to detect s i m c a n t  effécts. 

Children of mothers with immunologid disorders, in cornparison to 

children of mothers with non-irnmunological disorders, will show evidence of 

atypical CNS development in the hctional areas of cognitive abiliw andlor 

emotional or behavioural development. Some support of this Hypothesis was 

evident in these data within the parameters established at the outset. Given 

the preliminary nature of this investigation, the univariate trends were 

reported without additional protection of the alpha level, whether the 

multivariate E was significant or not. These trends were viewed as purely 

exploratory in their nature and implications. 



Three sets of analyses of the ChiId 

Questionnaire were completed: 

1. Children ages 6 through 12 h m  the Summer Play Group contmls, the 

IBD and RA groups. 

2. Children ages 6 through 12 fkom the Summer Play Group controls, the FM 

chronic illness controb, the IBD and RA groups. 

3. Children ages 6 through 20 fiom the FM chronic illness controls, the IBD 

and RA groups with Age as a covariate. 

From the analyses of the Child Questionnaire, there were few 

significant results. The significantly elevated level of nomighthandedness in 

the FM, non-immunological control group appears to be contrary to the 

predictions of the Hgpothesis. This result also seems to be an exception to 

the direction of the other trends which supported Hypothesis 1. In the set of 

anaylses with the Summer Play Gmup contmls, the FM control group, the 

IBD and RA groups ages 6-12 years with Age as a covariate yielded a 

sigdcant multivariate gender difference indicating that mothers reported 

higher verbal and creative abüities for their daughters than for their sons. 

This was consistent with the univariate trend in the set of analyses before 

the FM control group where the female children were rated higher than the 

male childien on the Verbal Index. 

In general, the marginally signi6cant trends and signincant univariate 
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trends were in the hypothesized direction. In the set of analyses with the 

Summer Play Group controls, the RA and IBD groups ages 6-12 years the 

children born atter their mothers were diagnosed with IBD were rated lower 

on the Verbal Index while Mdren of mothers with RA and IBD were rated 

higher than the Summer Play Group controls on the Nonverbal Index. With 

the addition of the FM control group and Age as a covariate, this trend was 

evident only for the RA group on the Nonverbal Index. The children of 

mothers with RA were rated higher on the Nonverbal Mean Index than both 

the Summer Play Group controls, the FM contml group as well as the LBD 

gr0UP- 

There were signincantly higher numbers of Regnancy and Birth 

Complications for the IBD group. The IBD gmup reported signincant1y 

higher rates of smoking during pregnancy? jaundice, heart defects (&O 

present in the RA group) and other pregnancy complications. There was, 

however, no evidence of lasting effects of these birth and pregnancy 

complications as there were no signficant results in the analyses of the 

composite indices. 

for a e  

and These analyses were performed with the FM, IBD and RA 

groups for children between the ages of &20 years with the Regnancy 

Complications Index and the IIRS Index as covariates. When gender 
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differences were investigated, only the Regnancy Complications Index was 

included as a covariate. A MANOVA examining group ciifferences on Word 

Attack, the AAT and Digit Naming approached signiscance. The trend 

suggested that the children of mothers with RA may have had relatively 

greater diEculty with these tasks than the IBD and FM groups. The 

MANOVA examining gmup and gender daetences with these same variables 

approached significance - again attributable to the signincant mivariate 

effect of the AAT TotalScore. The trend suggested that females in the RA 

gmup had more ~WEculty with this test than males in the RA group; 

however, females in the FM group peTformed better than the males. There 

were no noticeable gender differences within the IBD gmup. A trend tuward 

an elevated rate of nomighthandedness in the FM group was again evident. 

When the Psycho-Educational data were recoded as 'Below Average', 

'Average' or %iRed', there was a significant gender ciifference that was 

partidarly evident within the IBD group. There were more males than 

females within the IBD group that were coded as 'Below Average'. 

The Achenbach Child Behaviour Checklist was completed by the 

mothers of the children ages 8-18 who participated in the Psycho-Educational 

Assessrnent phase. None of the analyses of these data yielded significant 

results; however, a number of intemsting trends were evident. The 

univariate trend toward a significant gender effect on the Internalizing Scale 
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refiected a pattem where the females had more elevated ratings than the 

males, particularly in the RA and IBD groups, but m the FM group the males 

were rated higher than the females. This pattem was also evident on the 

Somatic Cornplaints Scale and in part on the Withdrawn S d e  where the 

females were rated higher than the males. On the Withdrawn S d e ,  the 

trend was toward the IBD and RA groups being rated higher than the FM 

controls. 

Gro- There was a significant group effect on the FSIQ estimate which 

was a refiection of the fact that the Normal Control group was rated 

sigdcantly higher than the other groups. There was a signiscant effect of 

gmup on the Block Design Scaled Score that refiected the same pattern with 

the Normal Controls scoring higher than the other groups. The Language 

Function Assessrnent data (the Basic Reading Standard Score, Reading 

Comprehension Standard Score, Basic Writhg Skills Standard Score with 

the Written Expression Standard Score of the Woodcock Johnson and the age 

equivalence score for the Word Attack subtest of the Woodcock Johnson 

Reading Mastery test, the AAT total score with  the Digit Naming 

digiWsecond score) revealed some significant and marginally signincant 

trends all refiecting the superior scores of the Normal Control gmup in 

Cornparison to the IBD, RA and FM groups. This pattem of results was 
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evident on the Reading Comprehedn and the Wfitten Expression Scales. 

The signifiant effect in the Child Handedness Index reflected the elevated 

rate of nonrighthandedness in the FM gmup in comparison to the other 

groups. There was a significant group Werence on the ASQ Index rdecting 

elevated rates of attentional d i f f id t i es  in the IBD and FM groups in 

comparison to the RA and Normal Control groups. 

There were a number of significant effects on the CBCL analyses with 

four groups. Where group cliffierences exïsted, the FM group was rated 

signincantly higher than the Normal Control gmup. Where gender 

merences existed, the females were rated higher than the males. It is 

important to keep in mind, however, that none of the mean T scores for any 

of the CBCL sales fell above the significant cut-off score of 70. 

There would thus be a danger in overinterpreting these statistically 

signiscant but not clinically signincant redts .  

There will be no differences in levels of illness intrusiveness between 

families with mothers who have immunological chronic disorders and 

families with mothers who have non-immunologid chronic disorders. This 

Hypothesis was refuted. The mothers with FM clearly indicated that they 

found their condition fa. more debilitating in the majority of life areas that 

were screened than women with RA or IE3D. 



There will be no clifferences in levels of parental IQ, parental 

occupation or family SES bemeen mothers with immunological chronic 

disorders and their spouses, and mothers with non-immunoIogid chmnic 

disorders and their spouses. This Hypothesis was clearly and consistently 

supported in each set of analyses as no rneanhgfûl group diffetences in these 

variables were evident in these data. Wïth the inclusion of the Normal 

Contml group in the Psycho-Educational phase data there was a signincant 

difference on f d y  SES level. However, the magnitude of the merence was 

so small that there were no meaningful contrasts between the FM, IBD, RA 

and Normal Control groups. 
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DISCUSSION 

The pattern of resdts suggests that the most coherent conclusions will 

become evident from discussing the hypotheses in reverse order. 

H'thesis 3 

There d l  be no differences in Ievels of parental IQ, parental education 

or F d y  SES between mothers with immunological chronic disorders and 

their spouses, and mothers with non-immtmological chronic disorders and 

their spouses. 

There was consistent evidence that estimates of parental IQ were 

comparable across aIl cornparison groups. SES is considered a refiection of 

hereditary and environmental factors that contribute to the level of 

achievement within a family (BLishen et al., 1987). This suggests that 

inherited and leamed cogniave capacity, Le., IQ, was not a factor 

differentidy affecthg the expression of neurodevelopmental firnctioning in 

these subjects. There is some evidence in the literature to suggest that when 

the effects of parental IQ are controlled statistically, that other effects such 

as Family SES and Parent Education cease to be significant predictors of 

childreds IQ (Longstreth, Davis, Carter, f i t ,  Owen, Rickert & Taylor, 

1981). However, these results need replication. In this study, Parental 
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Education and Family SES were aho comparable across all cornparison 

groups. This M e r  supports the contention that environmental factors 

mediated by economics and educatiod attauMent were not signiscantly 

different between the groups of subjects. As Sattler (1990) contends, it is 

dïfEcult if not impossible to measure the independent contributions of 

genetics and the environment ta obsemed behaviour. The ûict that none of 

the most commonly measured variables contributhg to the environmental 

and genetic background of children's cognitive potential were significant1y 

different across gmups, provides support for the argument that any 

differences found in these data may be a fùnction of another critical causal 

mechanism that can be investigated and measured somewhat independently 

of the effeets of the aforementioned variables. This consistent pattern of 

results iacreases the conndence one has that any observable effects may 

indeed be a bction of the operation of a neurodevelopmental mechanism 

such as the one being iavestigated. 

Hypothesis 2 

There will be no ciifferences in levels of illness intrusiveness between 

families with mothers who have immunological cbronic disorders and 

familes with mothers who have non-immunological chronic disorders. 
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This Hypothesis was refuted with these data It was evident that 

women with FM found that theu condition was much more intrusive on their 

activities of daily Iiving than either women with RA or women with IBD. In 

the multivariate d y s i s  this effect was sigaincant only in cornparison to the 

women with IBD. Post hoc analyses of the individual variables comprising 

the WS Index, however, indicated that in many cases, the mothers with FM 

found their illness sipnincantly more intrusive than women with RA or IBD. 

Figure 1 illustrated that in most cases, these differences were latge enough 

in magnitude to be worthy of consideration. Thus the effects of illness 

intrdveness in the FM group were sipnincant and meaningful both in the 

magnitude of the impact and the breadth of areas which were aEected. 

A number of factors may have contributed to this pattern of results. 

AU of the women who participated in this study did so on a voluntarg basis. 

For example, many of the women with IBD who agreed to participate 

volunteered the information that their IBD was in remission and had been so 

for quite a while. In addition, many of the women appeared to be 

experiencing M e  success thmugh managing their disease via diet and 

medication. Thus, at the time of data collection, they were not as likely to 

have been experiencing significantly intrusive effects of their immunological 

condition. In the case of women with RA, similar factors may have corne into 

play. A possible explanation is that women who were severely debilitated by 
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the pmgress of their condition were not physidy able to, and therefore did 

not volunteer to participate in the study. Murphy (1992) in her discussion of 

case management in RA and the reliability of patients' seKf-assessment of 

current hctioning, referred to a gmup of patients with RA who do not 

cornplain about the impact oftheir disease despite objective indicators 

(number of involved joints, grïp strength, duration of morning stifkess) that 

the disease is progressing quite relentlessly. The women who agreed to 

participate in the study appeared, h m  the fact that they were willing to 

invest the time and effort to complete lengthy questioxmaires and to commit 

to the Psycho-Educational Assessment, to be women who were experiencing 

enough subjective success at managing thw condition through diet, exercise 

and medication that they were willing to take on this extra cornmitment. 

Both RA and IBD are "older" conditions than FM; Le., the medical 

profession has a legacy of standards of diagnosîs and treatment for both of 

these conditions. In contrast, classification criteria for FM were not 

formalized untii 1990, and there is not yet widespread knowledge, 

understanding or acceptame of thh condition, much less accepted regimens 

of treatment that have docuxnented success. The women with FM who 

agreed to participate in this study appeared to be doing so out of a more 

intense desire to leam more about their condition and its possible effects on 

themselves and their children than the women with either RA or IBD. At 
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home visits and duMg teïephone conversations, the women with FM took a 

much more active interest in the implications of the study for themselves and 

thW cbildren. They oRen invested a good ded of time and effort in hding  

out what the iavestigators knew about Fibromyalgia. One mother 

photocopied every questionnaire she completed about her children to  keep for 

her records before she sent them back. 

It appears that a different seif-selection factor was operating for the 

FM control group, than for the IBD and RA gmups that affecteci the pattern 

of results. The fa& that the women with FM found that their illness was 

more intrusive qualines the results obtained in this study. Pradically, the 

IIRS Index was a covariate in all of the analyses where its inclusion was 

feasible. The fact that it was necessary to statisticdy control for the effects 

of this variable may have contributed to the nondefinitive nature of a 

number of the results pertaining to the central Hypothesis of this research. 

The IIRS Index addeà another variable to analyses where the number of 

available subjects was often small. 

In the analyses of the CBCL with the FM, IBD and RA groups only, 

the pattern of results where females in the RA and IBD gmups were rated 

higher than the males was the reverse in the FM group, perhaps reflecting a 

different pattern of perceptions within the FM group. It is possible that the 

women with FM may be pre-occupied with their own interna1 perceptions and 
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pain (Nicassio, S c h d e l d ,  Smith, Radojevic & Schuman, 1995). They could 

overly attribute their own perceptions to their female children. The 

literature suggests that seIfefficacy and depression are important 

components to understanding women's experience of Fibromyalgia 

(Buckelew, Parker, Keefe, Deuser, Crews, Conway, Kay & Hewett, 1994). 

Nicassio et al., (1995) suggest nuther that women with Fibromyalgia are 

found to be consistent with patients with RA in that low perceived contml 

over pain contributes to higher ratings of concurrent pain. However, patients 

with FM &Ber fkom women with RA in that a style of active coping, which 

may be characteristic of women with FM ("Perfectionists," 1994), is 

detrimental in FM in that it also contributes to higher ratings of concurrent 

pain. In patients with RA, however, a style of active coping contributes to 

lower ratïngs of pain. These authors' results provide some corroboration of 

the clifferences between the FM and at least the RA group seen in the current 

study- 

Additionally, the trends toward the IBD and RA groups being 

signincant1y different fkom the FM group on the CBCL were overshadowed 

by the differences between the FM group and the Normal Control group in 

the analyses where the Normal Control group was included (and the IIRS 

Index was not, as it was not available for the Normal Control group). The 

mean T scores on all of the CBCL scales for all groups were below the 
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clinically signiscant &off of T=?O. There were only 4 individual 

participants in the entire study with T scores above 70 - dl of whom were in 

the F M  group. 

While not directly reIateà to the discussion of this Hypothesis, the 

elevated lave1 of no~gbthandedness in the FM group was another 

unexpected finding. The rate of nonrïghthandedness in this sample was 23%. 

The expected rate of no~ghthandedness in a randomly selected sample of 

the normal population would be 10%. In light of there king no other 

supporting evidence of neUlOdeve10pmental anomalies in the children of 

mothers with FM, M e r  interpretation of this hding appears unwarranted 

at this t h e .  Without replication it is not clear whether this result occurred 

by chance or is an indication of other mechanisms affecthg 

neurodevelopmental bctioning not pet identified. 

Ih light of the significant impact that F M  appears to be having for the 

day-to-day hctioping of the mothers diagnosed with this chronic condition, 

one of the most evident conclusions h m  this study is that an enormous 

amount needs to be leamed about Fibromyalgia and the people that seem 

most susceptible to this condition. Women with Fibromyalgia should be the 

focus of much research into aspects of the condition such as the etiology, 

course, precipitating and aggravating factors. Much needs to be learned 

about the characteristics of this disorder and the women who are most 
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susceptible to it in order ta be able in the hture to identiîy a pàpri relevant 

factors (such as W e s s  intrusiveness) that may determine this group's 

selection criteria as an appropriate wntml group in other research. At this 

time, it is not dear whether thie sample was typical of samples of FM women. 

A thorough search of the literature using Medline revealed no other studies 

that employed the lllness Intrusiveness Rating Scale with a Fibryomyalga 

population- While most patients with FM find that the condition intrudes in 

their lives, there is also some research to suggest that the patients make 

fewer doctor visits afbr initial diagnosis, report adequate control of 

symptoms with medication and minimal interference with work (Kennedy & 

Felson, 1996). 

The sample of women in this study found that their condition was 

ha* an extremely signifiant impact in most areas of their lives. It is not 

clear h m  the litmature whether this result is to be considered typical of 

samples of women with Fibromyalgia. If th is  sample of women with FM 

cornes to be seen as typical of the generd population of women with 

Fibromyalgia, then the a prinP assumptions that were the basis of the 

decision to choose FM as a suitable non-immunolopical chronic disorder 

control group in this study may be called into question. Future researchers 

might want to consider taking baseline measures of illness intrusiveness 

60m ail potentid subjeds. In this way, the effects of this important variable 
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could be monitored h m  the outset. By making random seIections of subsets 

of women within each disorder group, or matching subjects across disorder 

groups on this variable, the diaerential effects of any immunological 

variables might be more clearly ipvestigated- In other words, it would allow 

investigators to more closely match the conditions that exist within the 

immunological and non-immunological families. This discussion is not 

meant to imply that there is some normal or excessive level of illness 

intmsiveness for any given disorder. It is simply that more a 

knowledge ofthis variable is necessary to draw any definitive conclusions 

about the operation of immunoreactive faetors. Either way, when more is 

understood about Fibromyalgig it may not be seen in the future as a suitable 

control group in this tgpe of research. Nevertheless, Fibromyalgia is more 

than worthy of intense investigation of its o w n  intriguing characteristics. 

Eypothesis 1 

Children of mothers with immunologid disorders, in cornparison to 

children of mothers with non-inimunological disorders, will show evidence of 

atspical CNS development in the fiuictional areas of cognitive ability andor 

emotional or behaviowal development. 

This was the core Hypothesis to be tested in this study. The data 
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collected presents exciting possibilities in support this Hypothesis. W of the 

sigpincant effects aad trends in the Child Questionnaire data fkom mothers 

of children with FM, IBD and RA and Sumner Play Gmup controIs were in 

the hypothesized directions (except the elevated rate of nonrighthandedness 

in the FM gmup). The signifiant gender ciifference on the Mean Verbal and 

Creativim Indices indicated that the male children were seen as having 

worse verbal and creative abilities than the female children. There was a 

trend suggesting elevated levels of nonrighthandedness in the families of 

children in the RA, IBD and FM groups. 

When e-g the pattern of results obtained in the Psycho- 

Educational Assessrnent for the three chronic disorder groups, trends and 

signiscant effects also supported the Hypothesis. The RA group had 

relatively greater d i E d e  with the AAT task and a trend suggested that it 

was the females more than the males who had d.ifEcul@. In the percentage of 

children coded as 'Below Average' (one standard deviation below the mean) 

on the variables h m  the Psycho-Educational Test Battery, a significant 

gender difoerence most apparent in the male children of mothers with IBD 

was evident on the Basic Writing Skills subtest. It should be noted that the 

nature of the Chi-Square statistic did not allow for the inclusion of covariates 

in the analysis. Therefore, the difference on the Basic Writing Skills subtest 

may be confounded by the fact that the effects of the Regnancy 
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Complications Index, which was significantly higher for the IBD group, was 

not controlled for in these analyses. However, the MANOVA examinbg 

gender differences in the Language Function Assessment data (including the 

Basic Writing Sfcills score) with the Regnancy Complications Index included 

as a cwariate yielded no signiscant differences for this variable at either the 

univariate or multivariate levels. In addition, there is no a pRpR reason to 

assume that Basic Writing Skills more than any other academic skiU would 

be differentially affectecl by an increased incidence of Pregnancy and Birth 

Complications. Therefore, this result wodd have to be replicated before it 

could be fulLy interpreted. 

The data fmm the three chronic disorder groups in comparison ta the 

Normal Controls suggested that the Normal Control group was signifïcantly 

above average on the IQ and Language Function Assessment data (the Basic 

Reading Standard Score, Reading Comprehension Standard Score, Basic 

Writing Skills Standard Score with the Written Expression Standard Score of 

the Woodcock Johnson and the age eqyivalence score for the Word Attack 

subtest of the W d c o c k  Johnson Reading Mastery test, the AAT total score 

with the Digit Naming digits/semnd score) in comparison to the t h  chronic 

disorder groups. There was, however, a sisnifiant group Merence on the 

ASQ Index refiecthg elevated rates of attentional difticulties in the RA and 

FM groups in comparison to the IBD and Normal Control groups. 
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The Regnancy Complications Index (and in some cases the combined 

PBC Index) was consistently different among the gmups, being more elevated 

in the IBD group than in the FM group. This result does not necessarily 

argue against the influence ofixnmunological faetors. As Gualtieri and Hicks 

suggest, the pattern of expression of neurodevelopmental disorders rnay be 

mediated by the occurrence of pre- and peri-natal complications. They 

suggest that males rnay be more likely to be a.Bected than females by the 

occurrence of perinatal complications. On the Pregaancy Complications 

Index itself, however, there were no gender ciifferences. Nevertheless, there 

was a signiscant gender difference in the number ofchildren who were 

'Below Average' on the Basic Writing Skills subtest. In this case the males, 

particularly in the LBD group, perfomed worse than the fernales. It appears 

that this pattern of results has implications for the contentions of Gualtieri 

and Hicks, as well as those of Geschwind and Galaburda It is possible that 

children who are by nature of their male gender more antigenic to the mother 

rnay also be more susceptible to perinatal complications. 

The implications of the aforementioned results for the Hypothesis 

under investigation are intriguing but not definitive. There is some 

suggestion that the maternal immunoreactivity present in IBD rnay be 

contributing to one aspect of cognitive bctioning in male children. The 

signifiant difference on the AAT that appears to affect girls in the RA group 
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may also be attributable to a more disease specific effect. The potential 

disease speciac esects are consistent with the redts  of McAllister (1994) 

and Crawford et al- (1992). 

The mechanism of fetal antigenicity predicts that male children more 

than female children are lilrely to be afSected by a higher rate of pregnancy 

and birth complications. The action of prenatal testosterone (originally 

proposed by Geschwind and Galaburda) ïs thought to be through its effect on 

gender Merences. Elevated levels of prenatal testosterone (more common in 

the male fetus) are thought to contribute to the slower growth rate of the le& 

hemisphere language areas at certain periods of development. This prolonged 

penod of growth may contribute to lengthier periods of susceptibili~ to insult 

or, depending upon the timing of other influences, contribute to functional 

superioriw in this or adjacent areas. Whether the higher rate of pregnancy 

and birth complications in the IBD group is a h c t i o n  of exposure to a 

matemal immunoreactive risk factor or an interaction of an immunoreactive 

risk factor with hormonal mechanisms is not clear. Further investigation 

including replication and confirmation with a larger number of subjects is 

defhitely wamanted. 



G e n e d  Discussion 

The number of subjects that were available in each group may have 

been the greatest factor afEeeüng the pattern of redts  h m  this study. As 

the power analysis illustrated, in most cases the variables with which we 

were working had small to medium effed sizes which would have 

necessitated two to three times as many subjects per group in order to detect 

significant effeds. A number of analyses that approached significance (that 

would have had bearing on our understanding of the effects of 

immunoreactive factors) might have been interpretable had more subjects 

been adable .  For example, the data comparing children bom before or 

afbr their mother has ben diagnosed with a partidar condition is 

partidarly relevant to an adeqyate test ofthis Hypothesis. Matemd 

immunoreactivity may be present long before a woman is diagnosed with an 

immunolo@d condition. If there were no differences between children born 

before and aRer their mothais immunological condition had been diagnosed, 

information relevant to this issue would be available. In this sample, there 

was a trend suggesting that children bom &r their mother's diagnosis were 

rated as having lower verbal skills than children boni before their motheis 

diagnosis. With more subjects this trend might have been signiscant. 

Additional subjects in the Rdagnosis group would have added to the 
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statistical power of these analyses. 

The fact that the RA group had no more than 27 subjects available for 

any given anaiysis as opposed to 32 in the FM group and 44 in the IBD group 

meant that a number of analyses were compücated by considerations of 

homogeneity of variance. In addition, the ratio of the number of variables to 

the number of subjects for optimal power was aEected. Every possible 

attempt was made to increase the pool of children for the study. Over 12 

towns and üties in rural Alberta and British Columbia were visited in order 

to facilitate the participation of the greatest number of subjects. In the case 

of RA for example, women oîten contract the disease after their cbildren are 

gmwn up. Therefore, it is important to realize that a large initial pool of 

potential mothers with RA should be identifid before any attempt to 

replicate these results is undertaken. 

From another perspective, the fact that the pool of available subjects 

was children of women with a chronic disorder appears to have acted as a 

self-selection factor. This issue has already been discussed in much detail in 

the section addressing Hgpothesis 2; however, that discussion addressed 

partidar self-selection factors relevant to the Hgpothesis being evaluated. 

There are a number of other biases or seSse1ection factors which could have 

been operating in these data set that are worthy of consideration. 

It is possible that both the Summer Play Group control chilchen and 
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the Normal Control gmup in the Psycho-Educational Assessment phase were 

from homes where they wanted their chrldren to excel. Participants h m  

families where education and volunteerism are important may have been 

more willing to participate in the study. Whüe this appears to have been the 

case with the Normal Contml group in the Psycho-Educational Assessment 

phase, it is less likely to have been the case with the Summer Play Group 

controls. The Summer Play Group control data were gathered h m  parents 

whose children were in aRer school or summer extended care programs 

scattered throughout the City of Calgary. In a number of cases, the play 

schools that agreed to hand out the questionnaire to the* parent population 

were partially subsidized for low incbme familes. The fact that there were 

no group d.erences in Parent Education and Family SES argues against the 

presence of a bias in the Summer Play Group fkom the general economic 

considerations. The anonymous nature of this data set in particdar meant 

that it was impossible to CO- or corroborate any of the data. In future, an 

alternative stxategy for data collection might be considerd 

The Normal Control group in the Psycho-Educational Assessrnent 

phase of the research was, it appears, by the nature of the method of 

nomination, selecting for noi; just average, but above average students (see 

Appendix 4, Sample Iiitroductoig Letter for the Normal Controls). This was 

clearly the outcome in this sample. An examination of the means (Appendix 
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1) shows that the Normal Control group had higher scores on h o &  every 

measure than the FM, IBD or RA gmups. Therefore any significant 

differences in comparison to this group m u t  be considerd within this 

context. For example, the= was a signincant group clifference on the AS& 

hdex refîeeting elevated rates of attentional ditïiculties in the IBD and FM 

groups in comparison to the RA and Normal Control groups. An examination 

of the means indicated that the Normal Controi gmup scored lower than any 

of the other groups, and it was only with inclusion of data fkom this group 

that this analysis yielded signincant results. This result may again be more 

of a function of the lack of attentional diEmrlties in the Nomal Control 

group and the RA group more than a reflection of attentional difficulties in 

the IBD and FM groupe. 

The three hou. Psycho-Educational Assessment was the source of data 

regarding ciifferences among children ofmothers with FM, IBD, RA and the 

Normal Controls. The Psycho-Educational Assessment Battery was designed 

to be able to have avdable multiple, conhnatory sources of evidence of 

difficulties in the areas of memory and academic achievement particularly in 

language related areas. This was one of the fkst studies to directly assess 

areas of neurodevelopmental fiuictioning in children in order to assess the 

influence of immunoreactive factors. The results that we did pqt see in this 
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study may be a hc t ion ,  in part, of the hctions  (or skills) assessed by the 

components of the Psycho-Educational Assessment. For examp1e9 the battery 

was lengthy to administer and a large portion of administration t h e  went to 

the WRAML. The- were no significant ciifferences among our groups on this 

measure. In retrospect, a more efficient method ofgathering this information 

on verbal and non-verbal memory fiinctioning might have been considered. 

This would have allowed for the opportunity to gather information on other 

relevant neurodevelopmental functions such as mathematical abilie. Both 

Geschwind and Galaburda as well as Gualtieri and Hicks hgpothesize effects 

on language, mathematical abiliw, musical ability, ability to develop social 

relationships (i.e., as seen in the autistic spectrum of disorders), etc. The fact 

that few signincant differences were found with these groups (especially 

given the number of subjects) does not refbte the immunoreactive effect on 

nedeveIopmental integrim because this assessment battery sampled only 

a s m d  portion of neurodedopmental functions. 

In order to ensure the reliability both of the constructs being assessed 

and the measures used to test them, children over the age of 8 were chosen to 

be assessed. Children age 8 and over are more consistent in demonstrating 

their ski& and abilities and in their approach to tests. In addition to this, 

the reliability coefficients of cognitive, memory and achievement tests with 

this age child are greater, and children over age 8 have had signiscant 
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exposure tn situations requiriilg sustained attention to paper and pend 

tasks. These were the main a reasons to have chosen this age range of 

chiIdren. However, the stmngest cognitive, memory and achievement tests in 

te- of the aforementioned considerations may not be the tests most 

sensitive in the neurodevelopmental hctions affected by heightened 

matemal immunoreactiivty. 

The WISC-III (Wechsler, 1991), the most up to date version of the 

children's Wechsler tests assessing cognitive potential, was the device chosen 

to estimate IQ in this sample. Using the most mbust of the subtests of the 

Verbal and Performance portions of the WechsIer series for children and for 

adults (the Vocabulary and Block Design subtests respectïvely) is an accepted 

practice in obtaining an estimate of Full S d e  IQ under certain 

circumstances. This 'short fom' estimate has been shown to be sigaincantly 

and highly correlated with the Full Scale IQ obtained fkom administration of 

the entire test (Sattler, 1990). To date, the n o m  available for making this 

estirnate have only been available for Vocabulary and Block Design scores 

obtained fkom the previous version of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 

Children, the W C - R .  These were the noms used for estimating FSIQ 

despite the fact that in this study, the Vocabulary and Block Design subtests 

of the WC-III were administered. It is therefore possible that the 

estimates of FSIQ employed as data in this study were inaccurate. 
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The most likeIy situation is that the FSIQ estimates obtained by 

converting WISC-III subtests using the WISC-R norms are overestMates of 

FSIQ with these children. Each version of the Wechsler tests has resulted in 

the newer versions having lower' scores than the previous versions (Flynn, 

1987). Thus when a child's scores are compared to an outdated 

standardization sample, as opposed to a contempor~ sample, the resulting 

IQ score wiU be inflated (Wechsler, 1991). AU of the children in the study 

would have been affected by the same bias or systematic error, as their scores 

were all normed in the same manner. However, the pattern of results might 

be different wi th  norms that were specinc for making estimates of IQ nom 

the Vocabulary and Block Design subtests of the WISC-III. Replication of 

these data at the point where these noms become available is important. In 

light of the fact that these estimates were likely overinflated, there are 

implications for cornparisons with the other Psycho-Educational assessrnent 

instruments. Merences that may have existed between groups may not 

have been evident because of the necessitg of emploping the older nonnative 

data. 

The Psycho-Educational Assessrnent data were based on normative 

information from the standardization samples of the instruments. This 

enhances their reliability as psychometric measures. Nevertheless, the - 

Psycho-Educational Assesment instruments employed in this study were al l  
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standardized and normed in the Unibd States- While this was a North 

Amencan sample, there may be significant clifferences between the 

standardization samples and a Canadian sample or an Alberta sample in 

partidar . 

It was beyond the seope of this research to obtain local normative and 

standardization data for the instruments in question. However, it is not 

clear h m  the results of this study how typical any of the groups' results in 

this study are of the average Alberta resident. One example of the 

implications of this situation is the following. The fact that the Normal 

Control group for the Psycho-Educational Assessrnent Phase had such high 

scores on all of the measures in the assessrnent battery appeared to be a 

fiinction of the nomination criteria for this sample. The availability of local 

norms would allow for c o b a t i o n  or rebuttal of the assumption that the 

Normal Control Group consisted of an unrepresentative number of above 

average children, due to a self-selection bias. Ifthis assumption were to be 

refuted, then the group difEerences that were found, in which the children 

exposed to heightened immunoIogical activiw had significantly lower 

scores than the Normal Control Group would be extremely important. These 

results would then provide the most direct support for the p r i m q  

Hypothesis of thls study. However, it is one of the strengths of this study 

that it was not deemed saCient to rely on only the publisbed noms of the 
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tests being used in order to assess group differences. This study was 

designecl so that group cornparisons were able to be made to not only a non- 

immunological chronic disorder control group, FM, but to a local Normal 

Control Group. 

This study was innovative in the areas that it addressed for a number 

of important reasons. This was one of the fist studies to directly assess 

cognitive functioning in the children of mothers with immunological disorders 

in order to address whether there is an effect on neurodevelopmental 

functioning in the children that can be related to the mother's 

immunoreactive condition, Medical confirmation of date and s t a t u  of 

diagnosis (FM, IBD or RA) were obtained for al l  women in the study. The 

inclusion of a non-disorder control group in both the Questionnaire and 

Psycho-Educational Assessrnent phases allowed for cornparisons between the 

immunological disorder groups and between the immunological disorder 

groups and a sample of the normal population. The inclusion of a non- 

immunologid, chronic disorder contml group in all stages of the research 

allowed for comparisons of the effects of chronic illness within f d e s  as a 

possible confound to the effects of immunoreactive variables. The specific a 

paPri assessrnent of illness intrusiveness variables m e r  strengthened the 

potential of comparisons between immunological and non-immunological 
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chronic illness patients. Both male and fernale chïidren were iacluded as 

subjects in address the issue of gender (hormonal) differences. This design 

was able to address the influence that genetic and environmental variables 

such as SES and parental IQ might have on children's cognitive functioning. 

The study conh11ed for the effects of Pregnancy and Birth Complications 

which were possible confou11ds to assessments of cognitive skius. Extensive 

efforts were made to recniit mibjects from a wide geographical area in 

Alberta to attempt to compile a sample of data representative of the children 

ages 8-20 years of mothers with immunological and non-immunological 

chmnic illness. The employment of standardized and normed assessrnent 

materials wÏth a circumscribed age range of subjects ensured the reliabilitp 

of the data. 

Some of the strengths of this study could, âom another perspective, be 

considered its weaknesses. Some of the weaknesses could not have been 

anticipated, considering the innovative nature of this research. Therefore the 

majority of the weaknesses should be regarded as considerations in designing 

fizture research. 

The unanticipated, unique characteristics of the FM cbronic disorder 

control group and the Normal Control graup in the Psycho-Educational 

Assessrnent phaae of the research obscured some of the conclusions relevant 

to the hypotheses being tested in this study. This study did not control for 
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the effects ofillness intrusiveness or degree of disease activity. It did not 

have large enough sample sizes to detect signiacant effects if they were 

present. The measures of neurodevelopmental hctioning may not have 

been sensitive to the eEects ofimmu.noreactive processes. The age range of 

the children may not have been the optimal one for obseFving meaningful 

effects in cognitive functioning, should they e s t .  

The critical causal mechanism being investigated - matemal 

immunoreactiviQ - may have been better identined fkom a number of designs 

that were Merent fkom the one in the current study. A study that looks at 

more than just language related cognitive functioning might prove to be more 

informative. Tapping areas such as mathematics abiliig or spatial abilim, 

which were hypothesized to be affected by materna1 immunoreactivîity, would 

provide a broader test of some of the critical hypotheses. 

An alternative approach to testing the hypotheses ofthis study would 

involve selecting groups of mothers wi th  immunological and non- 

immunological disorders whose illnesses were currently active. Matching 

groups or controlling for potential intemenhg variables such as duration of 

disease and severity of disease activity (at the point of joining the research) 

when choosing a sample would also contribute to the homogeneity within 



each disorder group. These modifications would begin to address the 

unanticipated Merences between groups on measures such as illness 

Iintrusiveness. With these considerations, attributes of the disorder 

contributing to the intrusiveness of the condition would be comparable across 

groups. Altematively, matching for üIness intmsiveness would 

strengthen the conclusion that any gmup differences found might be a 

function of inimunological differences between the groups. Matching groups 

or controllhg for duration of disease and severibj of disease activity 

p r v  would contribute in a Merent manner to the homogeneitg within 

the groups. These suggestions should provide a stronger test of the effects on 

the child of heightened immunological activiw during pregnancy. In addition, 

adequate numbers of subjects who were boni before and &r their mother 

was diagnosed with her condition should be included. This would allow for 

more thorough understanding of the action of the hypothesized 

irnmunologkal mechanisms if group Merences were obtained. 

This study was 

cross-sectional. The benefits of the design of this study have been discussed 

at length. However, it is important to consider that cross-sectional research 

of a phenornenon that is inherently developmental has its wealmesses. These 

data were collected dving one ÛrcumscRbed period of time where disease 

activity andlor illness intrusiveness may have been more (or less) of a factor 
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in the f d y .  For the children in whom we are investigating the effects of 

immunologid factors, cyeles of accelerated grawth are particularly 

important to consider. Leaniing does not foUow a smooth, consistent pattern 

for each child. Taking a 'snapshot' at one point m each child's development 

does not inform us as to what point the children were in their cycles of 

cognitive development. 

As was presented in the introduction, it is clear that the timing of 

immunoIogical and hormonal events in fetal development is critical and not 

yet completely understood. The observable outcame of these effects in terms 

of child development, behaviow, academic achievement and cognitive 

potential, are not yet identifiecl by age or slcill area. We are not sure what 

behavioural or psychosducational outcornes are most relevant to examine 

nor do we know at what age they are most Iikely to emerge. Therefore the 

segment of cognitive hctioning that we were able to sample in these 

children, through a cross-sectional design, may not have been the most 

relevant one either in terms of age or the fùnctions that were sampled. A 

longitudinal design was beyond the scope of this study; however, it may prove 

the most fhitfiil avenue for iden- the multitude of possible effects of 

matemal immunoreactivity on the integrim of neurodevelopmental 

functioning. 

A number of design altematives esist that might address some of the 
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aforementioned considerations. One design might involve looking a t  the 

precursors of aspects of cognitive and social development at an earlier age. 

Choosing a younger sample might allow for an investigation of some of the 

building blocks of the cornplex cogntive tasks that were the foeus of this 

assessment. A longitudinal design that followed the developing effects on the 

cognitive hct ioning of the children exposed to the immunoreactive risk 

factors could also circumvent a number of the aforementioned concerns. It is 

possible that signincant effects would be evident if a measure could be taken 

of what point in their cycle of development the children were dMng the 

times data were collected. This goal would require multiple measurements 

at different points in t h e .  These multiple measurements at different points 

in time should allow for comparisons of patterns of performance within a 

given child's developmental progression as well as comparisons of patterns of 

performance between gmups of children. 

A longitudinal design could allow for the tracking of the 

patterns of development. It may not be the case that a specinc ski11 was 

selectively affected by heightened maternal imm~110reactivity, but that the 

pattern of development of vBTious skills is different. A longitudinal design 

could follow mothers through the course of their disease activiw and sample 

family and child hctioning at times when disease activity is high and/or 

low. A longitudinal design could address factors relating to illness 
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intrusiveness as they change over time. Even ifit were the case that specific 

neumdevelopmental skiiIs are differenwy aBected by heightened maternal 

immun~reactivity~ a longitudinal design could be more sensitive to the subtle 

developmental changes that might take place. 

As has been discussed at length in the previous pages, there is every 

reason to consider the possibüitp that many refkements could be made to 

address the unforeseen weaknesses in the design of this study. Rekments 

of the design would provide a stronger test of the Ununoreactive Theory. 

However, it is entirely possible that there are no alternative designs which 

would provide stronger support for the Immunoreactive Theory. Future 

research, no matter how tightly it is designed? may continue to report 

negative results. 

With the data available h m  this study alone, one could conclude that 

the Immunoreactive Theory is wrong and that attention should be foeused 

elsewhere in order to explain the clinically accepted co-occurrence of 

neurodevelopmental anomalies, increased incidence of non-righthandedness 

and some form of immunologie dysîunction. However, there are a number of 

reasons why this conclusion appears unwarranted at this t h e .  If the 

conclusion is drawn that this study promded negative results for the 

Immunoreactive Theory, then it is an exception in the published literature 
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testhg this theory. To date, there is mounting evidence that the 

immun010Qc cornpanent of this triad of anomalies is the most robust, and 

that the critical aiusai mechanism affecting these associations is 

imm~~ological (Bryden et al., 1994; Crawford et al., 1992; Fimery 6 

Liederman, 1994; McAllister, 1994). 

The contribution of this research appears to have been in the 

refinement of the questions to be a~iswered and the considerations that must 

be undertaken to answer them. The individual assessment of the children 

who were exposed to heightened materna1 immunoreactivi@ ip utero has not 

faifed as a promising design for testiag the hypotheses under investigation. 

With a larger sample size, a more diverse assessment battery and a more 

comparable chronic condition control gmup, more definitive m e r s  to the 

questions raised by Gualtieri and Hicks and Geschwind and Galaburda may 

be forthcoming. 
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Appendix 1. 

Means, Standard Deviations and Frequencies of Variables Employed in 

Reported Analyses 





Freauencies bv Group for the Plav Grouo - Controls. RA and IBD Grou~s  

Ages 6-12 

Variable 

Gender: 

male 

female 

Mom Education: 

high school 

post high school 

Dad Education: 

high school 

post high school 

SES level: 

low 

middle 

high 



1 
Co- 
rn 



Variable 

Gender: 
male 
female 

Mom Education: 
high school 
post high school 

Dad Education: 
high school 
post high school 

SES level: 
low 
middle 
high 





230 
Freauencies Within the IBD Grouo for ChiIdren &es 6-12 Born Pre- and 

Variable 

Pre- - Post-diaenosis 
diaaosis  

Gender : 
male 
female 

Mom Education: 
high school 
post high school 

Dad Education: 
high school 
post high school 

SES level: 
iow 
middle 
higa 





Gender: 

male 

female 

Mom Education: 

high school 

post high school 

Dad Education: 

high school 

post high school 

SES Level: 

low 

middle 

hm 



m 
8 Means and Standard Deviations by Grour, for RA. IBD and FM Grouos Ages 6-20 

Variable 

Mean Verbal Index 

Mean Nonverbal Index 

Mean Creativity Index 
b 

AS& Index 

Overall Mean Abilities Index 

Pregnancy & Birth 
Complications Index 

Familial Handedness Index 



Gender: 
male 
female 

Mom Education: 
hi& school 
post hi& s c h l  

Dad Education: 
high school 
post high school 

SES Level: 
low 
middle 
hi& 





Va ria blo 

ASQ Iiitlox 

CBCL: 
Total Probletns T Score 
Interiializing 1' Score 
Bxternalizing T Score 
Withclrawn T Score 
Somotic Complnitits T 
Scoro 
AtdouslDoproesotl '1' 
Scorc 
Social 1'robloii.r~ T Score 
Tliouglit; Pvobleins T 
scoi+o 
Attenéioti Problonis '1' 
Scoro 
IioliiiquoirG Uelraviour T 
Score 
Aggrossive Beliriviour T 
Scoïo 

M SI) - 11 - M SI) El 



Variable 

Gender: 

male 
female 

Mom Education: 
hi& school 
post high school 

Dad Educatioxx 
high school 
post high schooI 

SES Levek 
low 
middle 
high 



Appendix 2. 

Forms fkom Phase One and Phase Two for the Summer Play Group. 

Cover Letter of Consent 

Child Questionnaire 



AiB ERTA C H W  REN'S HOSPITAL 
CHlLD HEALTH CENTRE 
1820 Richmono Rd. 5.W- Tel: (a31 229-7271 
Calgary. Atbertk Canada T2T SC7 - - Fax: (43) 229-72Zî 

Dear Parent: 

We are mt a s k g  for yaur name or yow Jifd's name. Tour partia~atian in this 
study is completely aaonpous ana entwly v01untarp. W e  h o p  gou wifl &!ce a few 
minutes to cornpiete the attache6 questionnak and rem it in the ~ d a s e d  stzmned 
seif-addzessed envelme. 

Your partiagatian is greatiy appreOated Th& vou and have a god m e r .  

Phone: 229-7365 



We do not need any identifying iecrnation becausa this is an anonymous survey, We 
jus need to know the age and ssx of the chiid about whom you are znswering these 
questions. 

When wlc this chiid born? 
Month Day Year 

1s this child a boy or girl. 
(PIease circle one) BOY Giri 

Much of the questionnaire wiTI us2 a &ng scale that will s k  you to rSe your chiId AT 
THIS POINT IN TiME in cornpûCkzn to the t yp id  (or average) chitc'rsn of his/her ôgo. 
Plezre circle your answer in the z?propria'ie colurnn- 

MUCH 8- or 
MUCH MORE - means much betrer or much more than average for the GXZS açe. 

ABOVE AVERAGE or 
MORE THAN - means above averaçe or more Chan aveage for th9 chilCs z;=, 

AVERAGE - means average k r  *he chiid's age. 

SELOW 
AVERAGE OR 
LESS W N  - means worse cr less than average for the chiid's age. 

MUCW WORSE or 
MUCH LESS - means much worse or rnuch Iess than average for the cf13d's êge. 

Plezso hrm over to Page 2 



1. GENERAL S W L i S  AND ABILrrIES 

1. PIease describe your child's: 
s 

a) Basic reading skn1s: MUCH 
B m E R  

b) Understanding of MUCH 
what heJshe reads: B W c R  

e) Communication skilis: MUCH 
B€iTEE 

f) MemoiylRecognition MUCH 
of familiar faces: B€IT€? 

g) MemoryiRecognition MUCH 
of fmiiiar places: B triTE3 

Ability to build or construct 
things (e-g., blocks, 
[ego, 3-0 dmings): 

Ability to find hisher 
vray around without 
getiing lost 

1) ArtiSic âbiüty: 

m) Tzlent for the 
perforrning arts 
(Drama, Dance): 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

BXOW 
AVERAGE 

EZOW 
AVEF(AGE 

EZOW 
AVERAGE 

BELOW 
AVERAGE 

BELOW 
AVERAGE 

ELOW 
AVERAGE 

eaow 
AVERAGE 

SELOW 
AVERAGE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORS E 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
VJORS E 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

ABOVE AVERAGE E i O W  MUCH DON7 
AVERAGE AVERAGE VJORSE KNOW 

ABOVE AVERAGE EELOW MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE AVEWGE VIORSE KNOW 

ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE AVEMGE VJORSE KNOW 

ABOVE AVEMGE EELOW MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE AVE.%GE WORSE KNGW 

ABOVE AVERAGE azow MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

Ptease tum to Page 3 



2. Does your chfld do or think about creative, origlnal thlngs? 

MUCH MORE AVERAGE E S S  
MORE THAN EWl 

3. Is yaur child Imaginative? 

MUCH 
MORE 

MORE 
THAN 

AVERAGE E S S  
rrrm 

MUCH NNER 
E S S  

MUCH NEVER 
LESS 

4, Has your chiid ever had: TYPE OF DIFRCULTI: 

b) Any othet speech NO DONT YES 
problem? KNOW 

5- Woufd you Say your child 1s gffted In any area? (e.g, music, math, art, reading) 

NO DON7 YES If yes, what are= 
KNOW 

6. Would you say ycur child is deiayed or defitient In any area? 

NO DONT YES If yes, what area: 
KNOW 

PL%SE ADD A i  ADDiTiONAL COMMENTS OR INFORMATION ABOW YOUR CHILD'S GZVERAL 
SKlLLS AND ASILITIES: 

Please tum over to Page 4 



II. MOTOR SKIUS 

7. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR CHILD'S: 

a) Abiiity to moke things MUCH ABOVE AVERAGE B W W  MUCH DONT 
with Mksr hands? B m E R  AVERAGE AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

b) H a n & ~ ~ i n g  quari: MUCH ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW MUCH DONT 
BEFER AVERAGE AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

c) GenerJ ahletic MUCH ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW MUCif DONT 
skiibs 8 W E R  AVERAGE AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

~ Belana: MUCH ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW MUCH DONT 
BEITER AVERAGE AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

e) CoordinSion: MUCH ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW MUCH DONT 
B€iTER AVERAGE AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

PLEASE AD0 ANY ADDmONAL COMMENTS YOU MAY HAVE ABOUT YOUR CiiILD'S MOTOR SKILLS: 

III. PHYSlCAt HEALTH 

8. OOES YOUR CHILD: m P E  OF DIFFICULR: 

a) Have a haring problem? NO DONT YES 
KNOW 

b) Wear csnective gtasses? NO DON7 YES 
KNOW 

c) Sutfer frc.3 any allergies 
(e-g., hry fever, asthma)? NO DONT YES 

KNOW 

cf) Suffer fnn any neurologicaI disorders? 
(e.g., epi!epsy,-cerebral - NO D O N T  YES 
palsy, r~uscular dystfaphy) KNOW 

e) Suffer frcrn any other long tem 
or recucing health 
problem? 

NO DONT YES 
KNOW 

-- 

- Please tum to Page 5 



O LDokphysicallyno~? NO DONT YES 
KNOW 

9. PIease descri!x your child's genetal physical health 

MUCH ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW MUCH DONT 
BEKEFf AVERAGE AVEWGE WOaSE KNOW 

10. Do= your chIld: 

a) Have d'imlty going 
to deep at nigtrt? 
a MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 

MORE THAN THAN ESS 

b) Awaken during the nïght? 

MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 
MORE THAN THAN E S S  

c) Get ear infections 
(diagnosed by a physician)? - 

MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 
MORE THAN THAN E S  

11 . What Is your chlld's appmximate: PIease vecify: 

a) Height: cm R in, 

b) WeigM: kg pounds 

PLEASE AD0 ANY ADDl'TlONAL COMMEMS YOU MAY HAVE ABOUT YOUR Ci;lrJ'S PHYSICAL EEÂLTW 

IV. PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT 

12. Please describe your chlld's emotional matutity: 

MUCH ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW MUCH DONT 
B m E R  AVERAGE AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

Fieîse izrm over 20 P q e  6 



a) Generaïîy feel good MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH N N E 3  
about him/herself?- MORE THAN WAN LESS 

b) Worry about îhings? MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH - NEVER 
MORE THAN THAN LESS 

C) worry about your M U C ~  MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH N N E S  
heatth? MOZE THAN TWAN LESS 

d) Cling to adutts or MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NNE3 
seem too dependeni? MORE THAN THAN LESS 
1 

e) Demand a bt of MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 
attention? MORE THAN THAN LESS 

14. Is your chlld: 

a) Happy about wha MUCA MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 
helshe is? MOaE THAN THAN LESS 

b) Selfanscbus or MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 
easiiy embarrassecl? MORE THAN THAN LESS 

c) Nervous, high strùng MUCH MORE AVEFIAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 
or terne? MOSE TtfAN TEAN LESS 

ci) Shy or timid? M U G I  MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH N N E R  
MORE THAN THAN LESS 

e) Outgoing? MUCH MORE AVERAGE ESS MUCH N C E 3  
MORE THAN THAN LESS 

MUCH MORE AVE.3AGE LESS MUCH N@E3 
MOZE THAN THAN LESS 

9) Happy? MUCX MORE AVEaGE LESS MUC'rl NEVE.? 
h/lO=:,E THAN ?HAN LESS 

h) Angry? MUCX MORE AVE.3AGE LESS MUCH N N E 3  
MOiiE THAN THAN LESS 

PLEASE ADD ANY ADDiftCNAL COMMENTS ABOUT YOUR CHILD'S PERSOW ADJUSTMENT: 

Pleasa tum to Pcge 7 



V. SOClAL ADJUSTMEM 

a) Got along with h i i e r  parents? 
NIUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NNER 
M m €  THAN tHAN LESS 

b) Show letdenhip skiils: 
MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESÇ MUCH NEVER 
MORE THAN TWLV LESS 

16. Is your child: 

a) Good at piaying by himRierself? 
MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH N N E R  
MORE THAN THAN E S S  

b) Good at plzying with other childm? 
MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH N N E R  
MORE THAN THAN LESS 

c) Fearful of new situations? 
* MUCH MOFlE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 

MORE W THAV LESS 

PLEASE ADD XNY ADDîTfONAL COMMENTS ABOUT YOUR CHILDS SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT: 

Please tum overto Page 8 - 



VI- BEHAVIOUR 

We would now k e  p u  10 f l I  in a littie cheddist to descnie some of the BEHAVIOUR of your chad- 

17, Listed belovr ûre items concaming behavior probIems that mariy children sometimes have. M e r  reoding each 
item, decide h m  much you fee[ your child HAS BEEN BOTHERED BY THIS PROBLEM THIS MONTH. Plem 
circie your answer in the appropriate coiumn 

AMOUNT CHIL0 HAS BEEN BOTHERU) BY PROBLEM 1 I 
i 

Restioss or ovorzct'nre: 

5 

Excitable, impuisive: 

Disturbs other chndren: 

Faii to finish things helshe 
sta.is: short attention span: 

Inattentive, easiiy dÏÏcted: 

Demonds must be met 
irnmediately; easily frustrated: 

Cries ofien and easiiy: 

(Circfe your answer) 

NOT AT JUST A 
A U  LRTLE 

NOT AT JUST A 
A U  LmLE 

NOT AT JUST A 
A U  LmLE 

NOT AT JUST A 
AlL U r n E  

NOT AT JUST A 
A U  LmLE 

NOT AT JUST A 
A L  L m  

NOT AT JUST A 
A U  U m E  

NOT AT JUST A 
AU LmLE 

PRESTY 
MUCH 

P R r n  
MUCH 

PREiTï 
MUCH 

P A r n  
MUCX 

PRETiï 
MUCH 

PR- 
MUCH 

PRERY 
MUCH 

P R r n  
MUCH 

I 

VERY 
MUCH 

VERY 
MUCH 

VERY 
MUCH 

VERY 
MUCH 

VERY 
MUCH 

VERY 
MUCH 

VERY 
MUCH 

VERY 
MUCH 

Mood chançes pickly, dmcaIly: NOT AT JUST A P R M  VERY 
A U  LIlTLE MUCH MUCd 

Temps outkuf~s: explosive, NOT AT JUST A P R m  VERY 
unpredictzklo 'cohavior: A U  UInE MUCH MUCH 

PLEASE AD0 A i  ADDITONAL COMMENTS YOU MAY HAVE AElOUf YOUR CHILD'S B Z W I O U R :  

- .  

PIezss tum to Page 9 



Now, wr  v~ould k e  to ask a few questions about HANO PUEMENCE h your chWs fami 

18, Pies= indicate hand preference for your child on the folbwing tasks. by puttin3 a cirtle =und p u t  answer. 
If you donet know your child's h u d  preference for any of these tasks. jus$ ask your chiid to dernonstrate the task 
in question, 

PREFERRED HAN0 TO COMPLETE TASX 1 
1 (CircIe your answer) 1 

To p r i a  ,, . . . . . , ALWAYS USUAUY EKHER USUALLY AiWAYS 
ET LEFT HAN0 RIGHT RIGHT 

To thmw a bzll, , , , . ALWAYS - USUALLY ElTHER . USUALLY ALWAYS 
LEFr LEFT HAND RIGHT RIGHT 

To d m  t picbre. . , . ALWAYS U S U U Y  EITHER USUALLY ALWAYS 
LEFT LEFT HAND RlGHT RIGHT 

T ~ I  hold scisson, , , . , ALWAYS USUAUY EITHER USUALLY ALWAYS 
LEFT LET HAND RIGHT RlGirr 

To unscréw the Iid ALWAY S USUALLY ErlUER USUALLY ALWAYS 
of a jtr. . . LE= LEff HANO RGHT RIGHT 

I I .  IS sithor biological parent of th& chiid lefthanded? NO 

DONT KNOW 

YES 

If YES, which prrent? 

If YES, which htnd does the mother use for writing? 

If YES, which huid does the father use for wnüng? 

RIGHT LEFT' 

Plezse tum over to Page 10 



20- How mêny bbtogfcal brothen and sisten does this chiid have? 

NUMBER OF BROïHERS .. 
NUMBER OF SISERS 

21. How mmy of this chiId's biologlcal brothers and sisten are Iefthandec 
writing)? 

NUMBER OF L E W O E D  BROTHERS 

NUMBER OF LEFT'HANDED SISERS 

22. Do you know of any other lefthanded biological relatives of Ws child? 

NO 

YES 

if YES, ptease state the relationship of the relative to the chiid: for exunple, pztemI gruidfzther, father's 
sister. mothefs bmthefs son 

PLEASE AD0 ANY AOOmONAL COMMENTS YOU MAY HAVE ABOUT HANDEDNESS IN VOUR CXILD'S 
FAMlLY: 

Thank you. We wouId now like to ask you about any medlcations your chIId ts takIng. 

23. Is your cnild presently on eny medications? (Please inchde prescripth druqs, antWstÏcs. culd rnediations, 
etc.) 

NO- 

YES- If YES, plezçe specify NAME of mediaion and REASON for twng mediwon: 

Please tum to Page 11 



FTnaIly, vfe woufd lfke to as& you a few questions zbout yourself. 

24. From the r i  below, pfezsc indiczte the higttest leW of educûiion cornp:~Sd byr 

MALE PARENTIGUARDIAN LlVING WlTH THE CHILD 

FEMALE PARENTIGUARDIAN LIVING WiTH THE C H U  

1 No high schooi 

2 Some hiçh schoo1. didn't graduate 

3 High school diplorrra 

4 Som2 pas-secondary, but no diplorna or degree 

5 Post-secandary dipiorna (e.g. technical diplorna) 

6 UniveMy degree 

25. PIeizse indiate below the occupation of= 

-MALE PARENTIGUARDIAN LfVlNG WITH THE CHILD: 

FEUALE PARENTlG'dARDIAN LIVING WlTH THE CHILO: 

Thank you very much. Your contribution ta thïs study is greatly apprecfated, 

. - 
Please mail your completed ques~onnain, back to us h the enclosed soif-address& stamped envelope 

AS SOON AS P U S S I B L ~  prefeabiy no later rmn A UGUST'S, 1991. 



Forms h m  Phase One and Phase Two for the FM, IBD and RA Groups. 

Phase ûne 
FM. 

Sample Recruitment Letter Obtaining Consent 
Sample Recruitment Notice 

IBD 
Sample Recruitment Letter Ob- Consent 
Sample Recruitment Notice 

RA 
Sample Recruitment Letter Obtaining Consent 
sample Recruitment Notice 

Phase Two 
Sample Letter Accompanyhg the Child Questiomaire for 
the FM, IBD and RA Gmups 

FM ChiId Questionnaire 
rSD Child Q u e s t i o ~ a k  
RA Chïid Questionnaire 

Sample Letter Confirming Date of Diagnosis with Physician 



Alberta 
CHILDREN'S 
HoiPitd 
x w u a r a ~ t ~ + g . = , ~ . T : = c , ~ ~ ~ ~  



If you are wiUing to participate in phase one of the study, we ask that 
you provide information requested on page 3 and return it in the enclosed, 
stamped, seEaddressed envelope. Your comnients, suggestions, and 
concerns are especialiy wdcorne. if you wodd Iike further information-on 
the study before replying ta the enclosed questionnaire, please phone ,M&e 
Glogauer or Debbie McAllister at 229-7365. 

L. Martin, MB, MRCPI, FRCPC 
Assistant Professor of Medicine 
University of Cdgary 

Malixte Glogauer, M A  
Graduate Student 
Psychology Department 
University of Calgary 
and Behaviod Research Unit 
Alberta Childreds Hospital Research Centre 

Debbie McAllister, B.Sc 
Graduate Student 
Psy chology Department 
University of Calgary 
and Behaviourai Research Unit 
Alberta ChildrenJ'r Hospital Researh ~ & r e  



Your h'ame (plcase print): 

Address for fuhvt contact 

Are there speafic questions gou wodd like to have invdgated in the general area of Fibrom-dgia's 
influence on cbiîdhn, pannting andior familia? 

W e  want CO ask you about your biologiai childm. h h y  fimiIifimiIies these & y ~  bave nremkrs who have bsca 
broughr in h m  O* mamiagcs. ai th ou@^ you arc aU one fimrly now, not ail of you mzy be nlzted by b l d  
For this mdy we ut inercsfcd in knowing how -y bioIogid childrm you have. 

If you are a parenh how many biolonie31 children do you have? 

For =ch chil& MaieEanaic Date of birth Grade in schooi 

Do fou think vour fibromyaigia has idluenced your cfildren? (PIease i n d ~ d t  positive andfor nsgzdve 
infiuences). 

If you require additional spacc for pur commcnts, please use the back of this page 



lh is  projcn is part of a &-focal rcsearch amt fimded by AIbtrta Mental Etafth which is 
invscigaring dsdopma~tal di&mcses in lcaniins m Ehildrcn. lhis project bas b r n  approved by 
the Conjoint Medical E&Ïcs CO&+ ofthe UnivUSity of Caigary- 

T6e purpose of this pro- is to examiOe the pormik inBimce of  a numbcr of chronk, 
medicd cundüions on the count of cbildhood ddopment  Wt hope to detmilme whether 
children of parents wirh one dhgnosis have areas ofparticular stm-6 or weakncss Q - 

compaxison to chiJdren of parents with otkr z o n c k i o ~  The zz~r;k'cai condlnuns we are 
imrestigating are Rheumatoid Arthntis, Systemic LUPUS Eryth~matonu, Fibromyrleù md - 
Idanmatory Bowcl Distase, 

The smdy is designcd m tkee phases- In thc &s@meparn~ts diasoscd wirh one of 
the conditions are conianed and asked w h e t h ~  the.  ha% *en bmh to c h i l a  how man5 
and thek ages They &O are asiied for theP muent adcires h the -parents d be 
asked ta 6lI out a questionnaire about each of&& childrm, The queniotuiape b q h s  to garher 
hfiirrmtion about the chUren's strenghs, weakne~ses, aztrï'butes and abilities a 
mvohe an inditiiuai interview andfor assessrnent of some of the chiIdra~ Once an of the 
inmnnation his b m i  gathered and md, 9 participants wùl be sait a nanmary of the resuk,  

Wamen with 

with Children Befweui the Ages of 6 and 20 
- 

-SV= are imsü-* the stmghs and w d m c t s e  af bom 10 women whh F&rnmydgk Parrnr, 

wodd be a s k  t~ O J ~ I G C C  same q u e s Û e ;  the chiidrai w d d  -1- a v n r i q  &a&itia NÜI ar, 

papa-and-pmd ;lk, and mmr sk&i W. Puriap&un is ebirdy voim~a~y.  You wodd be g v e i  the 
d t s  of your i r i i d m ' s  assessm- and a nmmury of the -Ys 5 d  rads. 



THE 
UNlVERSm 
OF CALGARY 

ln conjunciion with some researchers aï AIberia Children's Hospitsl (ACH), we 
arz plânning a resezrch study that  will look at the chÏidren of mathers who hzve 
in7lzmmâïory bowe! diseêse (IBO). The purpose of the s u d y  is to  Cerermine 
wherher these chiidren have deveIoped êny parjculzr strengïhs or weaknesses 
compâred to  orher cniidren. Since you hâve assisced u s  before in surveys, we 
zre zsking if you, once âgain, wiiI heIp u s  out. If you do not hâve any chi!dren, 
piezsz wnfe "no chiidren" o n  page 2 and sign pzge 3 and rexurn the 
au=sïionnaire in the seIf-addressed enveIo pe.  

The siudy would proceed in three phases. In this first ~ h e s o  rnothers are  zskeci 
how mzny chiidren they  gave binh t o  and their ages. They &O a r e  zsked for- 
cccess to informaiion in their rnedicâi fiie. In the second chse, rnothers wiIl t e  
izsked IO fiII out a questionnaire about e ~ c h  of their chüdren. The quesdonncire 
tvould be g~rhering information obout the chiidren's s z e n s n s ,  we~knesses, 
rzrioutrs, and ~uiliiies. If we find preiiminzry t h  s u s s e s s  ihere mey be 
sonething unique obout children of morhers with RA or IBD, ihesi onzse rhreo 
would begin. This would involvean inciiGiduz1 inrerviavv ënGior asssssment  of 
saxe of the chifciron. Once ô11 of tne informarion h ~ d  been glctherecf znd 
~~iêiyzed, âll porjclp~nrs wouId be sen? z summtry of the rrsuiïs. 

W e  âre invi~ing you TO p ~ ~ i c i p â t e  in ghcs? one. Your pa-ïici3aïion is compIert!y 
votuniêry ond you cre free t o  v~ithdrsw irom f m h e r  panicisztion Er cny tins. 
Your declsion either wây will nor âfr'ecr rhe meaicol ccre you receive. 

1: you are willing to porticipare in phôse one of the  srudy, we ask that you 
provide the i n fo r r~~ i ion  requested on these three pôges. Tirn retum these 
pzces in the  enciosed sizmped self-âddressed enve!ope to the Childress - - Hospitzl researchers. . 



Otte of ëirt 
{Month, Dêv, Y443 
1. 



m e n  did you k t  -enence symptoms of IBD? 
Month Year 

m e n  were you fïrs: diagnosed es havkig IBD? 
Xont h Year 

Your X a e  (Please p e t )  

Street a c h s  (Please p ~ t )  

City Province P o s d  Code 

Please mril these coqleied pages in the endosed s&addressed siam;+& envelope as 
soon as possible, 

Dr. Kaplan and Ms. Glog2uer can be reached at 223-7365 if you have e. v questions. 

IBD 



PROJECT S m m I m Y  

The Effect of Immunoreactivitv on Brain Develo~*ment 

This project is part of a multi-focal researck unit b d e d  by Alberta Mental 
Health whicii is investigating developmental differences in lezrning in children 
This project hu been approved by the Conjoint Medical Ethics Cornmittee of the 
University of Calgary, 

: The purpose of this project is to examine the possible idhence of a numbec 
oï chronic, medical conditions on the course of childhood development, We hope 
to determirie whether chrldren of parents wÏth one diagnosis have areas of 
pzrticular sirengrh or weakness in cornpanson to chïldren of parents with ofher 
conditions. The medical conditions we are investigcting are Rheumatoid Arthritis, 
Systemic Lugus Erythematosus, Fibromyalgia and Idammatory Bowel Disease. 

~ h e  study is design& in three phases. In the fkst ohace parents diagnosed 
with one of these conditions are contacted and asked whether they have given 
binh t o  chirdren, how many, and their ages. They also are asked for üzeir current 
address. In the second ohase parents will be asked to EU out a questionnaire 
 bout ezch of their chilchen. The questionnaire begins to gather information 
zbout the chüdren's strengths, weaknesses, aebutes and abiüaes. Phase three 
will involve zn individual i n t e ~ e w  a d o r  asses,ment of some of the dddren. 
Once al1 of the information bas been gathered and analyzed, ail partiapants wiIl 
be sent a sttmmary of the results* 



Women with Children Bebveen 

the Ages of 6 and 10 

If you are imerraed m more information, we wodd appreüae your us in CIlsarySary Iî you live 
o h d e  of CaIgaty, please cal1 colles, 

Dr- Bonnie J- Kaplan 
Director, Behaviour Research Unit 
Abena Children's Hospimi 



Dear 

As you may k o w  160 individu& wïth rheumatoid arthriüs (RA) coqleted our 
functioaal band study. Results have been presented at iaterpational, natioazl and 
provincial saentinc meetings. They have been most favoud6lp received and a e  
antiu~ate M e r  work in this area One area which is gabbg iacreskgly more 
attention is the ef5ect a chronic disease su& as rheumatoid astbritis has on tirnilies. In 
pwticular, we axe ipterested in the children of mothexs w ï t h  RA 

Among the f 60 indïviduals who heiped maire the hand study a succes ,75 are 
women who are n m  60 or under who have been marrie& We are d g  th% speaal 
group to consider participating in a new ana of research. At tbis k e ,  we aze worEng 
with Dr- Bonnie Kaplan and Mi- Maline Glogauer of the Alberta Chiidren's Eospital. W e  
are exnmining if d d r e n  born to women wi th  rbeumatoid afhntis have dEereni 
strengths or weakresses compared ta clddrea whose mothers did not have RA 

We invite you tb pattiü~ate in the Erst phase of this three-p~rt stuc. This pzrt 
requires your chSdrenys ages and your permission to indu& in5orm2Üm b u t  your 
rheumztoid arthritis in this stu6y. If we h d  evidence to spmrk our resezxh question 
we wiu tben proceed with the nert phase. At this second rtag9 you aould be asked to 
compleie a more detailed questionnaire about your childreds st r~g ichs ,  wer_',?iesses, 
attributes and &iIiües. And naaUy, if results an- pmmising, in the thkd sfzge pou and 
your cirildzen may be asked fa participate in a more thomugh assesment. You are of 
coruse fÎee to withdraw h m  the study ai any time. 

If you are ïnierested, please comglete the fol pl^ OR the next k o  p z g s .  Your 
contribution would be greatly zppreàated If you have questiors or c a r c c z  about 
the stuOF, pleve contact m y  oEce  (220-'N25), or either Dr- Bomie or 'traline 
Glogauez ai; 229-7365. 



I fyoc are wii-z~g to partiapato in phase one ofthe stuC~, we ask that you pmvÏde 
the ~ o ~ ~ E 3 n  requested on the next two p e e s  and tkm retcm these paps in 
the udosed r z q e d  self-addressed envelope. If you b not have any W&en, 
pletse mite  'io cbildreni. on page 3 and sign page 4 anC return the gues t ionzzk  
in the self-zZressed envelope- 

W e  yoz for your attention. If y6u have any qu~tiops, please conkc: Dr. 
-!zn or 3k- GIogauer colle& at 229-7365, 

%r&e E. ~Ceuer, KA 
Gduate Stucient, Psychology D e p e e n t ,  
Universiy or' Calgary axid 
Behaviour P k e m h  Unit 
AJkfa ChiEeds EXos?ital 



Ir tL qzce  pmvi6ed below. please indicate the &te ofbisth of BI& of your biologid 
cki1drrn- 

Date of Birth 
(Xonth. Dav. Year) 

Date of Birth 
Month. Dav. Year) 

' L' zay of your crildren are deceased. plegse noie Lhat in t t e  CO-ent section. 
? ! e ~ e  add any zdditionai comments or kômation below. 



men &d you first exgerience symptoms of 
Month Year 

men were you fxst diagnosed as having RA? 
Month Year 

: Finally, so that we wiu be able to contact you mnveniently in the Euture, we are = h g  
you to provide us mith your cvrent mailing address: 

- Street aàdress (Please print) 

ciFp Province Postaf Code 

Please m d  these campleted pages in the endosed ~df~aàdressed s b p e d  enverope as 
soon as possible. 

Ms. &Mine Glogauer (-du& student) 
Dr, Bannie &plan 



PROJECT 

The Effect of Immunoreactivi& on Brain Develooment 

This project is pzrt of a molti-focd resezzxh unit funded by Alberta Mental 
Be& %hich is investipating deilelopmental merences in 1e-g in chiidren. 
This projed k s  been zpprored by the Conjoint Medicd Ethics Committee of the 
Universiy of C d g ~ y -  

The purpose of t h i s  project is to examine the possi'b1e influence of a nuder 
o r  chmaic, medicd conditions on the course of childh~od deveIopment. We hop 
to detemine whether dddren of parents with one diagnosis h m  ares  of 
particdm strengrh or weakness in cornparison to children of parents with other 
condit io~.  The medicd conditions we are investigatkig are Rheumatoid M t i s ,  
Çysremic Lupus Erythemaasus. Fibmmyalgii and kinammatory Bowel Disease. 

The ctudy is designed in three phases- In the fint ohase parents diagnosed 
wirh one of these conditions are contacted and asked whether they have &en 
b i n h  to ciiilàren, how rnw, and their ages. They also are asked for their cril-re* 
address. In the séccnd ohese parents wilI be d e d  tc 61I out a questionnaire 
zbout esch of the2 chiidren- The questionmire begins to gzther information 
about the children's strengths, weaknesses, *butes md abïrlities. Phase three 
wiI1 invoive an individuzl interview and/or assesment of some of the &&en. 
Once dl of &e informztion h a  been gathered and adyzed, aU participants 
be sent 2 srimmuy of the re-dts. 



mith Children Behveen the Ages of 6 and 20 

Ff p u  are interested in more information, we wauid apprecÏare pur  dikg us in Cai~ry .  if you [ive 
outside of CaIwry, p i a e  cal1 coIlec~ 

Dr, Bonnie J. K a p h  
Director, Behaviour Rzsearch Unit 
Aiberta Chiidrai's Hos$ai 



?ag=dless of whether you continue to  padki?ate, we WU mail pou a stn~.=z.z.z of 
the reââi;s whea the study is coxqdeteb Phase us at 229-7365 if yoil have =y 
~ U ~ E S  or concerns about the ~uestionnnirP- or the stuciy. 



-- 

c-izx CI- 



Fit, we w o d d  1st ta rrk a feu qudonr about yout chid's lund pnt'ce. 

7. Do you h o w  o h y  o l h v  Idthanderi b i o i g i d  daci ra  af  this &Id? YES 

fhsnk y o u  



g) SpJIiry pmb tans? 

E WHO? 

- 

IF =. WHO? 

D =. WHO? 



.IF YES, TYPE OF AUSRCIES; 

hl San-irrs Jin dcptndent NO 
disbera? (~ddt ocuct 
d i a i i .  coatroiied by d i a  
or ?Us) 

EF YU, SEO? I) Nph bload p-? 

YES 



3. The ColIo-iry sedon tanuinr a n m b e r  o f  stJlcaicnrr about fhiilia, Pluse r a d  uch sutanent d d I y ,  rnd 
decide how d l  it d a a i b i s  your awn famly- Try not to spatd t#, much t h e  lhinkinp about a& suraai t ,  but 
mpand as quiclrIy and u honatiy or you un- If you hn uaubfe w*üt a n s  answervith your Cirn raaiorr. Ruse 
àde "1" iC you smngly 3rce. .fW i C  you aprrt, "3" if you Wra. and 'a* if you suon;ly disycee. 

b] 1 fetl lfUcIm: 

1. AveypoodparroL 
2 A btfw rh.n avarpt p m t  
3. A3 .venge parett 
4. A m a  wbo bu seme uwuble M g  a p-t 
S. xot V W ~  good u e g  pamr 



J, (cootinucd) For Ihe rollowing quations p i a e  a rde  '1' i f l o u  m n p l y  iprct. '2" if p u  yec, "3" if pu- not 
sure, '4" if yau &ag..rec, md "5' if you strriryly d i p p m  

e) 1 fctf capbk azd on tap of rhinps wbm 1 ro e g  for 
my &Id. 

f) I ctn'r &t dànons vithout hdp. 

i) t fceI thac T am succcufid most of the tirne when 1 ty IO 

set my chtld IO do or nac da wmcrhing. 



5 k pur chiid pracndy taking any p r t r u i i  medïutions? PfO YES DONT KNOW 

U YES. wbac d c a c i o a s  is your &Id taking . a d  *y? 

6- What is your chiid's a p p m ~ t e  

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

AmVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVEUGE 

AVERGE BELOW 
AVER~GE 

A-GE BELOW 
AVERAGE 

AVERIGS B U O W  
AVERAGE 

AVERAGE BUOW 
AVEUGS 

AVERrrGE BELOW 
AVERAGE 

A-GE BELOW 
AVERAGE 

MUCG 
WORSZ 

MuCs 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUQf 
WORsE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCE3 
WORSE 

DO?;T 
IiNOW 

DOS? 
mow 

DONT 
mow 

DONT 
KXOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
RNOW 



ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW MUCZ 
AVEU= AVEUCE WOEE 

ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW M U E  
A-GE AVERAGE W O 2 E  

DONT 
KSOW 

D O S T  
mow - 
D O S T  
mow 

DONT 
KSOW 

DOWT 
KXOW 

D O X T  
Ksow 

D O N T  
mow 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KSOW 

hrt r fev qusrions about the dlsevc ?au hre, rrrd the p r p w r  and bit& a l  your drild. if ir is 
fhat bu Ebmrn&fa. ve s d i  aeed u, hrow rht aawas Co cbe füilowing -rions. I d i I t  at 
erentr rtut rm? hart ocnvrtd some eimt q o  but wadd a p p e r  your m e r i n g  as kst y u  M. 

(If NO. p l s u e  skip to quesrion 7)- 

(If NO CHANGE. rkip qcsüon 6). 



mUE 

TRUE 

TRUE 

TRUE 

TRUE 

TRUE 

TRUE 

TRUE 

TRUE 

TRUE 

NOT TRUE 

HOT TRUE 

NOT TRUE 

NCK TRUE 

NO'CTRVE 

NOT TFtuE 



I t ,  How man7 pounds or luiofir~rnr did the machu gain durfag ihis -ey? T h  kg. 
( P l a s  arrk ihc wught u pouna or kiiopnaxs.) 

18- R ~ y r  place a nurk on d lin= to indiace ROW 3KCq afa pmbIm tao pmblaa to w.ac problan) the folloving 
aspars of RBR03LI'UCM were for p u  DLANG YOC'IC PILCGNA!!Cywitb Lbis diid 



thmk jeu. tVt would now l i k  to rsk you 8 few - o s  about LhiS child at b i n h  

a) k j d  duMp b i r h  

b) Ebd voublc brurhürg, 

C) Got yciiow @undice). 

d) T u d  bloc (cyanoris)- 

e) W u  a nvin or a tr iple  

f) Hui sapu0 (fiu. conniisioas), 

g) Sded oxygee  

h) Had rroublt stdâng, 

i )  Wrs in hospitai more thau 7 di+ 

3 30rn wirh a h a r t  defact 

k) Born wirh o r h a  defœt(s) ... 

Mnnth o f  lire wkcn ai1 b r e ~ f e d i n g  se*: mon& 



6. Do ~ o u  kwe anx pets in your home? NO E S  

if =. =5ac kbd of peis) do you bn? 



Fuully, \*t aodd likt u, u k  r for querions m u t  y o d u t d  your parmer- 

3. L S ï L V ,  n-t would iik io be able [o c~ni inn the &te of diapais  of your EÏbtdmpIgia and mediution 
inromtion. So, we w m t  to u k  you lot  rhe mme of the dbaor who is most fynihr with your Fibrornynlgio. 
condition, and g u r  pamirsion i o  have rocsr to information in your medicd file l o t  this putpose. 

Thmk ).ou veq- much- Yout contribution to this stud? is p t i y  appredated. P!e;rse r n d  your cornpietcd 
questionnaira (CfûLD .&\Tl F.%MïLy Q t ~ O h ? M R E  & CKKD BEELAVIOR CHTC)iLISr) bock to us 
in thc cnclasd sclr-addroscd s u m p d  cnrcfope AS SOON 6 POSmLE, prcCcrjbIy no htcr  thm 
- 
If you have tny addkioml commcnrs o r  idonnation, p h s e  indudc thezn on the atoched comment shut. 



Tkis questicnnaire is about yaur child whose birthday is: 
Month Dzy Year 

Ttis child's n m e  is: 

1s this child a boy or girl 
(Pfese circie one) BOY Giri 

Ycw telephone number is: 

(We have asked that you include your telephone nurnber in Me event that we want to 
crn i t c t  you fcr clarifintion of any of the answen given un your questionnoonaire). 

bkch cf the auestionntire will use& rating scale that will ask you to rizte your chi1d in 
camarison to ?he tvoiel (or aveaael chitdren of himer me. If your child Ïs already an 
zc~ft, pIeass answer the questions in terms of what helshe w s  tv~iallv like as a chiid, 
P!rzse circ!t your answer in the appropriate column, 

K S H  BmE3 or 
tJ:,'VH MORE means much berter or much more than average for the ck2d's =Ge- - 
A23'JE AVERAGE or 
K.3E  THAN - mearts obovo ovcngo or moro thm averogo for the childos 2;o. 

ALtE?iAG E means average ior the chitd's age. - 
6 ELOW 
AVESAGE OR 
LESS THAN rneans wone or Iess than average for the chiid's age. - 
ML'CH WOFlSE or 
ML'S4 LESS metns much worse or much Iess than average for the &I&s zçe. - 

Plezse tum aver to Page 2 



I, GENERAL % I L S  AND ABILTTIES 

1. Ptease describe your child's: 

nj Têlem fcr 1% 
Ferfoming ~ r s  MUCH 
(Dnma. Dct(te): 8 m E R  

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVE3AGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVEWGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

BELOW 
AVERAGE 

8ELOW 
AVERAGE 

8UOW 
AVERAGE 

BUOW 
AVERAGE 

BELOW 
AVERAGE - 
eaow 
AVERAGE 

BELOW 
AVERAGE 

* BELOW 
AVERAGE 

BELOW 
AVERAGE 

8ELOW 
AVERAGE 

e m w  
AVE.WGE 

EFrOW 
AVEFIAGE 

BELOW 
AVERAGE 

MUCX 
WOFiSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCW 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCW 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WOfiSE 

MUCi 
WORSE 

MUCH 
wcnsE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MGCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE. 

DC:JT 
ffiCGYJ 

DCNT 
KNO 'IV 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOLV 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
M W  

DGNÏ 
KNOW 

DCNT 
Kh'OY4 

DCNT 
KSCY 

D C ! n  
KNS9.'I 

DC!Z 
KSf;'PJ 

DCNT 
KNOW 

Please tum to PEÇI 3 



2. Daes your chiid do or thlnk about creatfve, orfglnal thIngs3 

MUCH 
MORE 

3. 1s your child ImaglnatIve? 

MUCH 
MORE 

4, Has your chI1d ever had: 

z) A sstutîering problem? NO 

MORE AVERAGE LESS 
THAN w v  

MORE AVERAGE LESS 
THAN W V  

MUCH 
LESS 

MUCH NEVER 
LESS 

DONT YES 
KNOW 

b) Any other speech NO 
probIern? 

DONT YES 
KNOW 

5. Would you say your child fs gtfted In any area? (e-g, music, math, art, readhg) 

NO DONT YES If yes, what area: 
KNOW 

6. Would you say your chlld 1s delayed or deficfent In any area? 

NO DONT YES If yes, what area: 
KNOW 

F L ~ S E  ADD ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS OR INFCRMATION ABOUT YCLS CHILD'S GWEWL 
SXILLS AND AOILI TIES: 

Please iurn over to Page 4 



7, Please descrfbe your chWs: 

a) Aàility to m&e Ihings UUCH 
with hislhcr hsnds? CEITEFi 

b) Handwriting quoIity: !.tUCH 
enER 

d) Balance: l.!UCH 
e m E n  

ABOVE AVERAGE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE AVERAGE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE AVERAGE 
AVERAGE 

AEOVE AVERAGE - 
AVERAGE 

BELOW 
AVERAGE 

8UOW 
AVERAGE 

BELOW 
AVERAGE 

~ a o w  
AVERAGE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

OONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

e) Coordinztion: MUCH ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW MUCH DONT 
ESTER AVERAGE AVERAGE Y R S E  KNOW 

PLEASE AD0 ANY ADD13ONAL COMMENTS YOU MAY HAVE ABOUT YOUR CHItD'S MOTOR SKIUS: 

Ili. PHYSICAL HEALTH 

8. Ooes your child: 

a) Have a hcaririg problorr,? NO DONT 
KNOW 

W E  OF DIFACULTY: 

YES 

h) Wear correcb~e glassos? NO DONT 
KNOVI 

YES 

c) Suif er from any ~ J k r @ t s  
(e-g.. hay fever. SihKZi? NO OONT 

KNOW 
YES 

d) Suffer from any ncuro!csicA diïo?det~? 
(c-g., epilcpsy. cercbnt NO DONT 
palsy, muscuijr dystn~hy)  KNOW 

YES 

e) Sulfer from ony oihcr bri  term 
or recuning health NO DONT 
problems? KNOW 

YES 



5 

1) Look physiczlly normal? NO DONT YES 
KNOW 

9. PIease doscrlba your chlld's genetal physïcal health: 

MUCH ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW MUCH ' DONT 
BEïTER AVEFIAGE AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

t O. Dooa your chlld: 

a) Have diifiailty going 
io sieep at night? 

MUCH MORE AVERAGE E S S  
MORE THAN THAN 

b) Awaken during the night? 

MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS 
MORE THAN THAN 

c) Get ear Infections 
(diagnosed by a phpician)? 

MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS 
MORE THAY THAN 

MUCH NEVER 
LESS 

MUCH N N E R  
LESS 

MUCH NEVER 
LESS 

1 Y. What 1s your chlId's appmxlmate: Please specify: 

cm fi. in. 

IV. PERSOHAL ADJUSTMENT 

12. Plsss4 d w r l k  your chlld's emotlonal matudty: 

MUCI 1 ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW MUCH OONT 
BFiTER AVEFIAGE AVE%GE VlûRSE KNOW 

Pkzse mm over to Page 6 , 



13. Does your chlld: 

a) Generally toeI goad MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 
about himherself? MORE THAN 7HAN LESS 

b) Warry about îhings? MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 
MORE THAN TUAN LESS 

cf ~ o r r y  about your MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH N N E R  
heaiih? MORE THAN THAN E S S  

d] Cling lo aûufts or MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 
seem tw dependent? MORE THAN THAN LESS 

e) Oemand a kt of MUCH MORE AVERAGE E S S  MUCH N N E R  
aaemion? MORE THAN THAN LESS 

14, 18 your chlld: 

a) Happy ahut who MUCH MORE AVEMGE LESS MUCH N N E R  
helshe b? MORE THAN THAN LESS 

b)Se~~nsciousor MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH N N E R  
easiiy embarrassed? MORE THAN THAN L E S  

c) Newous. high s t ~ n g  MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 
or tense? MORE THAN THAN GSS 

d) Shy or timid? MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH N N E R  
MORE THAN mAN LESS 

a) Outgoing? MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS hWCH NEVER 
MORE THAN n i A N  LESS 

MUCH MORE AVERAGE LCSS MUCH N N E R  
MORE TI-IAN THAN E S S  

8) ~ W Y ?  MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 
MORE THAN W N  LESS 

h) A n 6 ~ / ?  MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVER 
MORE THAN 1 HAN LESS 

PLEASE AD0 ANY AOOlTiONAL COMMENTS ABOWT YOUR CHILD'S PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT: 

Please turn ta Page 7 



V. SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT 

15. Does your ch1Id: 

a) Get along wi!h hislher parents? 
MUCH 
MORE 

b) show leadership skills: 
MUCH 
MORE 

16. b your child: 

a) Good at ptaying by hirnlhene!!? 
MUCH 
MORE 

MORE 
THAN 

MORE 
THAN 

MORE 
M A N  

b) Good at playing with other ccu7dren? 
MUCH MORE 
MOKE THAN 

c) Feartul of ncw siiuoiions? 
MUCH MORE 
MORE THAN 

AVERAGE 

AV€RAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

LESS 
THAN 

tESS 
M N  

LESS 
THAN 

LESS 
THAN 

LESS 
THAN 

MUCH N N E 3  
LESS 

MUCH NEVER 
LESS 

MUCH 'NEVER 
LESS 

MUCH N N E R  
LESS 

MUCH NEVER 
LESS 

PLEASE ADD ANY ADDITiONAi COMMENTS ABOUT YOUR CHILDS' SOCIAL ADJUSTMN: 

We would now Iiko you lo tg1 in à Rle cheddkt ta describe some of the BMAVICUR of your child, 

17. Lisred bcfow are Items cancarnfng behavtor probterns that many chlldren somelimes have. After 
rcadlng cach ticm, dccidc how much yau fccl yaut chlld HAS BEEN BOTHERED BY THIS PROBLEM 
THIS MOtlTH, I f  your chIld Is arown up, plcsso dccide how much holsho uns botharcd by thls 
problem as a chlld. Please clrcle your answer In the approprlate column- 

Please turn over to Page 8 



Restless or ovcnctive: 

Exc3abIe. impulsive: 

Disturbs other children: 

Inattentive, easily disrraaed: 

1 AMOUNT CHILD HAS BEEN BOTHERED BY PROBLEM [ 
[ (Circle your a m e r )  1 

NOT AT JUST A P R m  VE3Y 
A U  LiTTLE - MUCH MUCH 

NOT AT JUST A PR- VERY 
A U  LITTLE h4UCH MUCH 

NOT AT JUST A PRETIY VERY 
ALL LITLE MUCH MUCH 

NOT AT JUST A PR- .. VERY 
A U  UTLE MUCH MUCH 

NOT AT JUST A P R m  VERY 
ALL L l m  MUCH MUCH 

NOT AT JUST A P R m  VERY 
Immcdlatcly; txsify Inisintcd: A U  LIITLE MUCH MUCH 

Cries often and easity: NOT AT JUST A PR- VE3Y 
A U  UTKE MUCH MUCH 

Mood changes quickIy, drastically: NOT AT JUST A P R E ~  VEAY 
A L  LmLE MUCH MUCH 

Tmper outbursts: explosive, NOT AT JUST A PFlETW VE.=iY 
unpredictable behzvior: - A U  L m  hlUCH UUCH 

PLWSE A 0 0  ANY AODlTICNAt COMMEMS YOU MAY HAVE AIOUT YOUR CHILD'S B€!AVIQUR: 

VII. HANO PREFEXENCE 

NON. we would like to ask a lew questions about HAN0 PREFE9ENCE in your child's famiIy. 

18. Please Indicate hand preference foryour chitd on the foliowlng tasks, by pmIng a cfrcle aroond p u r  
answer. If you don? know your child's hand preference for any of mese tasks, just ask your child 
tu dernonstrate the task In questlon. 

Please turn to Page 9 
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1 PREFERRED HAN0 TO COMPLETE TASK 1 
1 (Circle p u r  answer) 

To print. . - - . -. - - ALWAYS - USUALLY 
LEFT LEFT 

TO thmw a ban.. - . - ALWAYS USUALLY 
LEFT 

To d m  a picture- - , - ALWAYS USUALLY 
LEFT LEFT 

To hold scisson. . - , - ALWAYS USUAUY 
LEFT LEFT 

Ta unsuew the fie ALWAYS USUALLY 
O( 3 jar. - - LEFT LEFT 

USUALLY 
R ! G i  

USUALLY 
R~~ 

U S U U Y  
RICXT 

USUALLY 
R1G:XT' 

USUAUY 
RfGKT 

t 

ALWAYS 
RlGXi 

- ALWAYS 
RIG:-TT 

ALWAYS 
RIGXT 

ALWAYS 
RlGHT 

ALVJAYS 
RlGHT 

19. 1s elther blofoalcal parent of ttils chlld Ietthanded? 

YES NO- DONT KNOW 

If YES. VJWI parent? 

If YES. v:hizri hand does the mother use for writing? 

RIGHT LEE- 

If YES. wt;i=s; h a d  daos the father use for wriîing? 

20. How mmy t2oIoaIcal brothets and slslers does thls chlld have? 

NUMOER CF SROTHEfiS NUMBER OF SISTERS 

21. How rnsny of thls chlld's bloloqlcal brolhors and slstcrs are lefthandod (panIcularly for 
wrtting)? 

NUMBEtl CF LEFTHANOEO BROTHERS NUMBER OF L E W ' D E 9  SISTERS 

Piezse tum over to Pzgo 10 



22, Do you knovr of any olher Iefthanded biobckal telatlves of 1hls chtId? 

If ES. @etse stote the relationship of the reiative to the child: :or exampfe, p z o n t l  grandfôther, fatlïefs 
sister, molher's brothets son. - 

PLEASE ADD ANY AOOmONAL COMMENTS YOU MAY HAVE MOUT HANDEDNESS IN YOUR CHILD'S 
FAMILY: 

Thank you. WC vrould now llke to ask you about any rnedlcallons your chlld Is taking, 

23. Has your child ever taken medlcatton for maod or behavlouf problerns? (eg, ritaiin, a tranquiuer, or 
an antIdepressant) 

NO- YES If YES. prease speciiy NAMEof meCaion and REASCN fortzking medication: 

VIII, IBO, PREGNANCY AND BIRTH 

Thank you. ttorv, we have a few questlons about the dlsease ycu have, and the pregnancy and blnh of 
your chiId. We reaiize thât this section de& wïth events that may have octurrad some tirne ago. We 
woutd appreclate yaur ansttering the questions as best you can. 

21. When did you firn experisnce symptoms of IBD? 
Montn Yeor 

25. WliOn vrcrc yoir l k t  dbgnoscd os havlng 1803 
Montn Year 

26. Dld you have IBO durlng your pregnancy with thls chlld? 

- l'!O Yes 

If no, please skip to quest1on 29- 

Please ium 10 Page 1 1 



27, a) Ouring thb meanancy dId your dlsefme: 

G i 3  B W E R  GET WORSE NO CHANGE 

( I f  NO CHANGE. && part b). 

b) If your dlsease actlvlty chanQed during pregnancy, during whlch ttfrnester dld the change occur? 

1 si trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 

28. Plea8e clrcle whlch maâlcatlons, If eny, you wem taklng for IBO during thls ptegnancy, and during 
whlch part@) of the pregnancy you were taking It. 

5-ASA (Asami. Salofalk, Mesasal, Pentasa. Dipenturn) 1st 2nd 3rd 

PLEASE PROVIDE ANY ADDIT~ONAL INFORMATION OR COMMENTS YOU IAAY HAVE ABOUTYCUR IBO AND 
THIS PREGNANCY: 

29. Was thls ptegnancy planned? No - Yes 

30. m a n  was thls chlld due? 

31. When was thls chlId bom? 
MO& Day Yoar 

Please tum over to Pago 12 



32, How ald were you when this chlld was born? Y o m  months 

a, a) ~ o w  many pregnancks (IncludIng mtscarriages and tbortlons) have you had? 

b) vïhlch pregnancy was thIs chlid? 

34. How many pcunds o r  kltograms dld you gain during prsgnancy? Pleart S p e :  

35. PIease Indicate the chaacterfstlcs of your pregnancy with thls chfld, by circlhg your answers. 

[ CHARACTERISTICS OF PREGNANCY 1 
1 (Chle yaur ansuer) 1 

Had bleeding euring lirst three monlhs. . . . . . . TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Had bleeding during second 3 months. . . , . . , . TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Htd bleeding during las: 3 months . . . . . , . . , TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Had ioxemia (Pragnancy-induced high b kod 
pressure). . . . . . - -. . . . . , , . . : - . -. . . . . . TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Srncked 1 or more packs of cigareneslday . . . TRUE NOT fRUE CANNOT SAY 

Lobor vras induced , , . . . . . . , , . . . - . , . . , . TRUE NOT lRUE CANNOT SAY 

Had z caesaretn szction . , , , . , . . . . . . . . . TRUE NOT TFIUE CANNOC SAY 

Had z dfficut dc!ïver/ . , , . . , . , , . , . . . . . . TRUE NOT iXdE CANNOT SAY 

WES p t  to SISE. for dehery -. , . . , , . . . . TRUE NOT ÏSUE CANNOT SAY 

Hzd :a teke medfczîions"' . , - - - , . , . , . . . . . TRUE NOT Et 'E  CANNOT ZAY 

36, Dld you have a viral or bacterlai tnfecilon (other than "colds" or "flu")? 

- N= - Yes IF YES, what wos the it;:ec5an, and whzt month of pregnanci 13 S ccatr in? 

Please +m to Page 13 



~ h m k  pu- WC ~vould now Iike to usk you a fez questions about UrIs child at birlh, 

37. pfease indicate belowwhetherthere were any problems with th& child AS A NEWBOFlN ATTHETlt.1E 
OF BIRTH. Piesse put a circle around your a m e r  In the appmpriate column. 

lniured during birih ................... TAU€ NOT TRUE C A N ~ O T  SAY 

Ha'd Vouble breathing ................,.. TRUE. NOf T'RUE CANNQT SAY 

Got yelIovr (jéundice) - - . , . -, , . , . , . , , , , , , TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

................... Turnod bli111 ( c p o z i z )  TRUE NOT T RUE CANNOT SAY 

. Was a Min or a trÏpfe1 ................... TAUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Had seizures (fils, convulsions), ............. TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Needed oxygen ........................ T RUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Had lrouble sucfùng .................... TRUE - NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Was in hospital mare than 7 days .......... TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

.. .................... Born with hem defoct- TRUE NOT TRUE CANNUT SAY 

Born wiih other defed(s)"' - - . . - - - . - - - - - . - , - TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOt SAY 

"'PIe~s2 s;*fy other defect(s), if appliczble: 

38. Haw much dld lhls child wclgh at blnh? Ptease Speciiyfy: 

- as k g  

Please tum over to Pzge 14 



NOW, we u~ould llke to ask you a lew questions about yoursetf. 

33. Frcm the Ilst below, please Indiczte the hfghest IeveI of educatlon corr,$eted by: 

MALE PAREMIGUARDIAN LIV!NG WITn THE CWLD. 

1 No high schoot 
2 Some high schoal, didn't graduate 
3 Hgh school diploma 
4 Some post-secandary. but no diploma ar degree 
5 Post-sccondary diploma (e-g. ltchnical &piorna) 
6 UnÎversily degree 

40, Pleasc Indicate belaw the occupation of: 

MALE PARENTIGUARDIAN LIVING W K H  THE CHILD: 

FEMACE PARENTIGUARDIAN LNING W i n  THE CH~LD. 

L 

~f your chlld 1s now an adult, please answer these questfons In regard lo the majority of hisher chlIdhood 
years- 

41, Lastly, we would like ta be able ta confirm the date of diagnosIs of your Inflarnrnatory Bowei Olsease 
and mcdication Information, SO, WC want to ask you for the namc of the docor who 1s mon famillar wfth 
your InfI~mmatory eowel OISeaSe, and your pemfsslon to have actess ta lnfannatlon In your medfcal file 
for thfs purpose. 

Wf N X v E  OF THE OOCTOR MOST =AMILIA3 'NITH MY CONOlTiON 1s: 

COCTOR'S PHONE 

Signaiure (P!case sign) 

Tkank you very much, Your contribulion to this study 1s greatly appreciared. 

Plcase mdf your completcd quesiionnaire(s) back to us In the enclosed self-addressed s m p c d  envelopo 

AS SOON AS POSSlDLE 



This questionnaire is about your child whose birthd2y is: 
Mcnth Day Year 

This child's namo, is: 

Is this child a boy or girl 
=(Please circie one) BOY Giri 

Your telephone number is: 

(We have asked that ycu inciude your teiephone number in ihe event that we want to 
contact you for &rification of any of the answers given on your questionnaire). 

Much of the questionnzire will use a rating scaie that will zsk ycu to rate your child a 
comoariçon to the tvoical (ar averaae) children of hisBter aae. If your chifd is aiready ên 
ôdult, plezse ansaer the questions in terms of what he/she wês tvoiczllv Iike as a child. 
PIease circie your answer in the appropriate calurnn. 

MUCH BmER or 
MUCH MORE - means much betier or much more than avemge fer the child's age. 

ABOVE AVEUGE cr 
MORE THAN means above average or more than average fort% chifd's age. 

AVERAGE - rnozns avemge for the child's age- 

BELOW 
AVEWGE OR 
LESS W N  - rnezns wotse or less than average for the chiid's EZS, 

MUCH WORSE or 
MUCH L€SS - means much worse or mueh less than average kt the chiid's age. 

Pkase tum over to Paçe 2 



1. GENERAL SiüLLS AND ABlLKiES 

1. Please describe your child's: 

AVERAGE a) Bzsic rz&Ïng s k i :  MUCH ABOVE 
BETER AVERAGE 

BELOW MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE \PIORSE KNOW 

BELOW MUCH DONT - 
AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

b) Undmmding of MUCH ABOVE 
whtt h2ss;le reôds: B m E R  AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

c) S?ollin~: MUCH ABOVE 
BElTER AVERAGE 

AVERAGE BElOW MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

AVERAGE BELOW MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

e) Cornnication sktils: MUCH ABOVE 
BETTER AVERAGE 

AVERAGE BELOW MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

f) Mernory/Rmgnitiorr MUCH ABOVE 
of farniikr fâces BETTER AVERAGE 

AVERAGE B L O W  MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

g) MemoryRecognition MUCH ABOVE 
' of :amiTi places: B m E R  AVERAGE 

AVERAGE B U O W  MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

h) Mîtii to read mps: MUCH ABOVE 
8ETTER AVERAGE 

AVERAGE BELOW MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

Ï) Ability to buiid or constnrct 
thinçs (oq-, bIoCkS, MUCH ABOVE 
leso. 3-0 dminçs): 8-ER AVERAGE 

AVERAGE B U O W  MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

ABOVE AVERAGE 
AVERAGE 

BELOW MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

ABOVE AVERAGE 
AVERAGE 

BELOW MUCH DONT 
AVERAGE WORSE KNC'iV 

ABOVE AVERAGE 
AVERAGE 

m) Têlzzï far the 
p s n o ~ k g  arts MUCH 
(Drzrnt, Dance): BETTER 

ABOVE AVERAGE 
AVERAGE 

BELOW MUCH DON7 
AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 

Please him to Paçs 3 



2. Does your chiid do or think about creative, original things? 

MUCH MORE A V E ~ G E  LESS 
MO3E - THAN THAN 

3. Is your child imaginathfe? 

MORE 
THAN 

AVERAGE LESS 
THAN 

MUCH NWE3 . 
LESS 

4. Hzs your child ever hzd: TYPE OF DIFFICULTY: 

a) A stuttefing pmbkm? NO DONT YES 
KNOW 

b) Any ather speech NO DONT YES 
problern? KNOW 

- 5. WouId you Say your child is gifted in any m a ?  (e.g, music, math, art, reading) 

NO D O N 7  YES If yes, what are= 
KNOW 

6. WouId you Say your chnd is delayed or deticient In any area? 

;\s'O DON7 YES If yes, what are= 
KNOW 

PLEASE ADD ÂNY ADDITiCNÂL COMMENTS OR INFORMATION A S X T  Y023  CHILD'S GENE.3AL 
SKllLS AND AWLITIES: 

PIease tum over to Pege 4 



7. Please describe your chiid's: 
., 

a) AbiIity' to ma& things MUCH 
with himer hznds? BEKER 

e) Coordination: MUCH 
BETTER 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

ABOVE 
AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVRAGE 

AVERAGE 

MUCH 
woasz 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCX 
WOASE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

MUCH 
WORSE 

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT . 
KNOW 

DONT 
M O W  

DONT 
KNOW 

DONT 
KNOW 

PLEASE ADD ANY ADOmQNAL COMMENTS YOU MAY HAVE ABOUT YOUR C X D ' S  MOTOR SKILLS: 

111. PHYSICAL HEALTH 

8. Does your chlld: 

a) Have a hesfhg problem? NO DONT 
KNOW 

TYPE OF DIFFICULTY: 

YES 

b) Wezr correc5ve glwsrs? NO DONT 
KNOW 

YES 

c) Sufief from rny ;tlIa@es 
(e.g.. hay fevsr ,  astke:? NO DONT 

KNOW 
YES 

d) Suff or frorn a y  neuro[ogiczi disoré~rs? 
(e.g., epiiepsj, cerebnl NO DONT 
paky, musarlar dys~ophy) KNOW 

e) Suffer from any other long term 
or recumng health NO DONT 
pro blems? KNOW 

YES 

P!ease tum to Page 5 



f) Look physicaliy nomial? NO DONT YES 
KNOW 

9. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR CHILD'S GENERAL PHYSICAL HEALï i  

MUCH ABOVE AVERAGE -- =-OW MUCH DONT 
B m E 3  AVERAGE KJ3AGGE WORSE KNOW 

10. DOES YOUR CHILD: 

a) Have d i i f t y  going 
to sleep a2 riight? 

MUCH MORE AVERAGE EâS MUCH N N E R  
MORE THAN i r d  L E S  - *# 

b) Awaken dumg the night? 

MUCH MORE AVERAGE ESS 
- * a  

MUCH NEVER 
MORE THAN i rZrrN LESS 

c) Get ear infections 
(diignased by a physician)? 

MUCH MORE AVERAGE E S S  
-Wb 

MUCH N N E R  
MORE THAN I rd  LESS 

11. What b your chlld's approxfmate: Please specify: 

a) Height: cm ft in 

b) Weigtn: kg p u r &  

PLEASE AD0 ANY ADDïRONAL COMMENE YOU MAY HAVE A Ô L 7  YOUR CHILD'S PHYSICAL HEALTH: 

IV. PERSONAL ADJUSThlENT 

12. PIease describe your chiId's emotional maturity: 

MUCH ABOVE AVERAGE BEiOVJ MUCH DONT 
B E m R  AVERAGE AVERAGE WORSE KNOW 
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13. Dom your chlld: 

a) Generaily feel good MUCH MORE AVEnAGE E S S  MUCH N E V f i  
about hünhenelf? MORE TiiAN THAN LESS 

* 

b) Worry about thinqs? MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH N N E 3  
MORE THAN THAN LESS 

c) Wony #Ibout yout MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVE3- 
heatlh? MORE THAN WAN LESS 

d) Cling to acUs or MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVEl 
seem too Cependeni? MORE THAN THAN LESS 

e) Demand a bt of MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVB 
attention? MORE THAN THAN LESS 

a) Happy about who MUCH MORE AVERAGE iESS MUCH NEVF3 
helshe is? MORE THAN THAN LESS 

b) S e f f m ~ u s  or MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVE?i 
easiiy embanassed? MORE THAN THAN LESS 

c) Nenmus. high stning MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVF3 
or tense? MORE M A N  THAN LESS 

d) Shy or tirnid? MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH N N B  
MORE THAN MAN LESS 

8) Outgoing? MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NEVFi 
MORE THAN THAN LESS 

MUCH MORE AVEMGE LESS MUCH NEVF3 
MORE TH AN THAN LESS 

€il HapOy? MUCH MORE AVERAGE LESS MUCH NN'q 
MORE 'THAN THAN LESS 

h) A W Y ?  MUCH MORE AVEWGE LESS MUCH NWE= 
MORE THAN THAN LESS 

PLWSE ADO ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AlOUT YOUR C H U ' S  PE3SGNAL ADJUS~MEI.IT: 



V, SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT 

15- Does your child: 

a) Gst along with hislher parents? 
MUCH MORE 
MORE THAN 

bj Show Iezdership skills: 
MUCH MORE 
MORE THAN 

16. 1s your child: 

ê) Good zt playing by hirrYherself? 
MUCH MORE 
MORE THAN 

b) Good at playing with other children? 
MUCH MORE 
MORE WAN 

c: Fsarful of new situâtionr? 
MUCH MORE 
MORE THAN 

AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

AVEWGE 

AVERAGE- 

AVERAGE 

LESS 
THAN 

LESS 
THAN 

LESS 
THAN 

LESS 
THAN 

LESS 
THAN 

MUCH NEVE3 
LESS 

MUCH NEVER 
LESS 

MUCH NE\IFFl 
LESS 

MUCH NEVER 
LESS 

P l S E  AD0 ANY ADOmONAL COMMENTS ABOLIT' YOUR CHILDS' SGCIAL ADJUSÏMEM-- 

VI. BE'rlAVIOUR 

17. Listr,d below are  items conceming behavior problrms that many children sometimes have. Afier 
reading each item, decide hovr much you feel your chi[d HAS BEEN BOTHE359 BY TH~s P R O B L ~ ~  
THIS MONTH. ;f your child is grown up, please decide how much hafshe was bothered by thrs 
problem as a chi~d, PIease circle your answer in the appropriate column. 

P!ezss tum over to Ptge 8 



Restless or overactive: 

Excitable, irripufsive: 

Disturbs othsr criiidren: 

Fans to finis3 things heishe 
starts: short attention span: 

Constant ly fidgeting: 

Inattentive. easiIy disicted: 

Demands mst be met 

i AMOUNT CHILI) HAS BEEN BOTHERED BY FaOBLEM 
1 (CircIe p u r  answer) 

I 
I 

NOT AT JUST A PRElTY - VERY 
ALL LmLE t4UCH - MUCH 

NOT AT JUST A PelEn'Y VERY 
AL L m €  MUCH MUCH 

NOT AT JUST A  am VERY 
A L  U-InE  MUCH MUCH 

NOT AT JUST A P X i W  VERY 
A U  LmLE MUCH MUCH 

NOT AT JUST A PRETTY VERY 
ALL - UrrtE MUCH MUCH 

NOT AT JUST A PRETN VERY 
XLL UTrLE MUCH MUCH 

NOT AT JUST A P R E F f  VERY 

Cries often 2nd easiIy: NOT AT JUST A PRETTY VERY 
Al!- LITTLE hilUCH MUCH 

Mood ch2-os quickly, drastic~>~ SOT AT - JUSTA- PF1ERY VERY 
A L  LllTLE MUCH MUCH 

Ternper outkursts; explosive, NOT AT JUSr A - P R m  VERY 
unpredict&!r behavior. X L  UrrtE MUCH MUCH 

PLEASE AD0 ANY ADDiTiONZ- COMMEiiS  YOU MAY HAVE ABCUT YOUR CXfLD'S BEHAVIOUR: 

VI!. HAN0 PREFERENCE 

NOVJ, we   ou id like to ask a f2:': q:esions &out HANO PREFERENCE in your chiifs farniïy. 

18. P[ezse indicate hand psfsrence for your child on the follovring tasks, by putting a cirele around your 
answer. If you don't k n w  your chitd's hand preference for any of thes3 tasks, just ask your chitd 
to demonstrate the task in question, 

Please tun to Page G 



1 PREFERRED HAN0 TO-CO hWWE TASiC 
(Clrcle your &%-.ver) 

I 
I 1 

To thmw a bail. . -. . ALWAYS USUAUY Ei 'TE9  CWALLY ALVJÂYS 
L E 3  L W  H A N 3  ZE3-r RIGni 

To draw a picture,, . . ÂWAY S USUALY Eflif 3 CSUALLY ALWAY S 
L E R  LEFï W D  E i W T  RIGimT 

i o  hotd scissors. . . . . WWAYS USUALLY EW.ER t ' S U U  ALWAYS 
LE- L E T  HAND HIGLHT RiGtCT 

TO unscrew the tid ALWAYS USUAUY E i Ï E t i  L'SUALLY ALWAYS 
of a j ~ r .  , , EtFr LE- M D  E i E !  R I G K  

19. 1s either bialooicaI parent of this child lefihanded? 

YES NO- DONT KNOW 

If YES, which parent? 

If YES, which hand doos ÙYe rnother use for writing? 

If YES, whicii htnd daos -;te fa'rher use for writing? 

20- Hovr many bioloaical bro:?iers and sisters does this child havs? 

NUMBEFî GF aiiOTiE=S NUMBER OF SISEES 

21. Hcw many of this child's SioloaicaI brothers and sisters are leRhandeci {pzriicularly for 
writing)? 

NUMBER OF LEFTHAXDED BROTHERS NUMBER OF L E F i l W 4 3 3  SlSTERS 

? h u e  tum over to P s ~ r  10 



22. Do you know of any other lefthanded biotoaiçal relatives of this child? 

NO YES 
Y 

If YES. pïease stae the ~Iztionship of the relative to the chiid; fcr ëxmple. ;=ml grsndfather. father's 
sister, rnother's brothefs son- 

PLEXSE A 0 0  ANY ADDITIONAL COX4ENTS YOU MAY HAVE ABCUT HANEDNESS IN YOUR CHlLD'S 
FAtd t LY: 

n a n k  you. We wuuld now like to ask you about any medications your child is taking, 

23. Has your chifd ever taken medication for mood or behaviour problerns? (e.g, ritalin, a tranqullker, or 
an antidepressant) 

NO YES If YES. please specify NAXEof mecIcCJ3n and REASON fortaking medicatioti: 

VII1. RA, PREGNANCY AND BIWH 

Thank you. Now, we have a few questions about the diseaSe you hzve, and the ptegnancy and birth of 
your child. We rezlize that this section deals vrith events that rn2y have octwred some tirne ago. We 
would appreciate ycur answering the questions a s  best ycu can. 

24. When did you first experisnce synptorns of RA? 
Month Y szr 

25. Xhen wete you first diasnosed as  having RA? 
Moritti Y zor 

26. Did you have RA during your pregnancy with this child? 

If no, please ski0 to question 29- 

Piease tum to Page I I  



27- a) Durfng t h b  preanancv dld your disease: 

GET B W c R  GST WORSE NO CHANGE 
r* 

(If NO CHANGE skip paR b)- 

b) If your disease acüvity changed dufing pregnancy, durfng whkh trimester did the change ocmr? 

1 st tn'rnsster 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 

28. PIease circte which medications, .if any, you were taking for RA during this pregnancy, and during 
which part@) of the pregnancy you were taking it, 

MED CATION: I TRlMESTER 1 

Aspirin 1st 2nd 3rd 

Cyciophospbamide 1st 2nd 5d 

O n i  Gûld 1st 2nd 3rd 

NSAIDS 1st 2nd 3rd 

Methotrexzte 1st 2nd Sd 

Penicithnine 1st 2nd 3rd 

P i s =  PROVIDE ANY ADOlTONALlNFORMAflON OR COMMWS YOU MAY HAVEABOUTYOUR RA AND 
THIS PREGNANCY: 

29. Was this pregnancy planned? - No - Yrs 

30- When was this child due? 

31. When vas this child bom? 

32. How old were you when this child was bom? . Y e =  - mont hs 
Please tum over to Page 12 



33. a) How many pregnancies (including miscarnages and abortfons) have you had? 

b) Which pregnancy was this child? 

34. How many pounds or kiîograms dïd you gain during pregnancy? Please Sprc*j: 

35. Pleasa indicate the characteristics of your pregnancy wlth this child, by circllng your answers. 

1 CHARACTERISTICS OF PREGNANCY 1 
1 (Circle your uiswer) 1 

:Hôd bleeding during tint three months., . . , , , TRUE - NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Had bleeding during second 3 months. . . . , , -, TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Had bieeding during last 3 months - . , , -, , . - TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Had toxernia (Pregnancyioduced high blood 
pressure) - - ,. - . . - - . . - -. . . . . , - - . - TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Srnoked 1 or more pack of cigafetteslday -. . TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

kbor was induced . , , - . . . . . . . , . . - . :, . - TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Had a casarean section . . *. , . . . . - . . , . . TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Had a difficult derïery . . , . . , . . . . . - . . - . , TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

Was put to sleep for dernrery , . . , . . . , . . TRUE NOT T'RUE CANNOT SAY 

Had 10 tzke medications"' . . . . . . - . . , , . . ,-. TRUE NOT TRUE CANNOT SAY 

"'Sposify any medications given for oreancncr, if appliccble: 

36. Did you have a viral or bacterial infection (other than "coldsn or "fIu")? 

- No - Yos IF YES, vrhz  :.JES the infec!ion, znd whzz =onth ci pgnzncy did 3 c c u r  in? 

Please tum to Page 13 



Thank you- We would now like tu as& you a few questions about tnls child at birtlr. 

37. PIease tndicate below whethet there were any problems wRh thls chlfd AS A NEWBORN ATTHE flME 
OEBIRTH. Please put a cfrcle amund yout answer in the approptiate ccdumn- 

lnpred duting biM , . ., . . - , , . . . . , , , - , , TRUE 

Hûd trouble breathing - , , . . . . , . , , , , , . , , , , TRUE 

Got yelfow (jaundice) - , . - . , ,, , , , . , , ,, , , TRUE - 

Turned blue (cyanosis) - . . . , , . , , ,, . , , . , . TRUE 

Was a Win or a triplet . . . , . , . . . . , . , , , . , , , TRUE 

Had sehres (fas, convukions), . , . . - , , . , , , , . TRUE 

Needed oxygen . . , . - . . . . . , . , , . , , , , - - - - - TRUE 

Had trouble sucking . , , . . . . , . , . . . , , : . . , , TRUE 

Was in hospita1 more than 7 days . . . . . , . . , , T RUE 

Born with heart defect. . . . . . . . , , . , . , , . . , . . TRUE 

Born with other defea(s)"' - . , -, ,. , , - , - , . , , - TRUE 

NOT TRUE 

NOT T3UE 

NOT TWE 

NOT F.UE 

NOT fnUE 

NOT TnUE 

NOT TRUE 

NOT TRUE 

NOT TRUE 

NOT TRUE 

NOT TRUE 

CANNOT SAY 

CANNOT SAY 

CANNOT SAY 

CANNOT SAY 

CANNOT SAY 

CANNOT SAY 

CANNOT SAY 

CANNOT SAY 

CANNOT SAY 

CNNOT SAY 

CANNOT SAY 

'"Ptease specify other defect(s), if applicaQIe: 

38. Hovr much did this chiid weigh at birth? Please SçoSy: 

- Ibs k3 

PLEASE ADD ANY OTHE3 INFORtdATION YOU MAY HAVE MOUT TiE SEGAXCY A%:3 3REi OF T E E  
CHILD: 

Pkse  tum over to Page 14 



NOVA we vrauld Iike to ask you a few questions about yourself. 

39. From the llst belovr, piease lndicate the highest level of educatIan cmpieted by: 
.O 

MÀE PARENTIGUARDIAN LlVING VWiM THE CHILD; 

FEMALE PARM~GUARDIAN LIVING WITH THE CHILD. 

1 Nô high school 
2 S o m  high scr-1. didnl graduate 
3 High school f ~ b m a  
4 Some pst-semndzry, but no diplorna or degree 
5 Post-semndary d??Ioma (e.g . technia dipiorna) 
6 Univeniîy degrse 

4: Please Indlcate belovr the occupation of: 

MALE PARENTiGUMDIAN UVlNG WlTH THE CHILO. 

FEMALE PARENTIOüARDIAN LlVlNG WN THE CHILD' 

'1f your child 1s now an ad~lt, please answer these questions In regard :O the majority of hlslher childhood 
years. 

$1, LASTLY, we would like to be able to confim the date of dlagnosis cf your Rheumatoid ARhritis and 
msdication information. So, we want to ask you for the name of the dc3t who is most famIllar with your 
Rheumatoid Arthritis cmdition, and your perXtIiSSi0n to have actess to infCmiati0n in your medicaI file for 
this purpose- 

TiiE NAME OF THE DCCTOR MOST FAMILIAR WITH MY CONDlTlON 1% 

:AY DOCTOR'S PHONE NUMBEI? tS: 

SIGNATURE (PLEASE SIGN) 

Thank you very mucl?. Your contribution tu this study Cs gfeatly appf=sic':ed. 

Please mail your completed questionnaife(s) bac& to us in the enClOSzi Sêlf-addressed stamped en velope 

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 
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Appendk 4. 

Consents, Questionnaires and Iiistruments Completed by Parents for Phase 

Three: The Psycho-Educational Assesment Phase. 

Samp1e Introductory Letter for the FM, IBD and RA Groups 

Sample Introductory Letter for the Normal Controls 

Brochure 

Consent for Assessments 

WAIS-R Vocabulary and Block Design Subtests 

Illness Intnisiveness Rating Scale 

Achenbach Child Behavior CheckList 



date 

As you may ncall, some time in the past two years you participateci in the fint two phases of a research 
study that is Iooking at families in which one parent has a chronic medical condinon. You filied out a 
questionnaire about some or al1 of your childrcn. 1 wanted to cake this oppomnity to thank you for your 
participation up to this point Your contn'bution has k e n  exmme1y vaiuable- 

'AC that tirne, ait said we might be contacthg you about the third phase of the rcsearch. This phase is just 
now getting under way, and 1 wodd Ilke to ask you to consider the option of continrring your participation. 
Enclosed is a pamphlet giving a short description of what your participatÏon mïght involve- If you could 
take a few moments to maci over the enciosed information, it would be greatly appm5afed- 

If you have any questions or are eagtr to begin phase thrce, you cm c d  Maline at the number üsted on the 
back of the parnphIct Otherwise, she will bc calling you w i t b  the next few weeks to detennine whether 
you are inttrcstcd. 

Thank you again for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

Maline E, GIogauer, M A  
Graduate Student, 
University of Calgary 
Psychology Depanment and 
Alberta Children's Hospital 

Bonnie J. Kaplan, Ph-D-, 
Supervisor and 
PNicipai UIvestigator, 
Alberta Mental Health Research Unit 



Alberta 
CHILDREN'S 
HosPitd - 
Th pi! k&! cm uJ & qpdd &' Tre L!2k*- ci' Li:-- 

Dear Parent: 

The p-pal of the school yous chiid attends bac been kiad E=@L to nail this to o u  so that n.e 
: may kv ï te  you to participate in a study that we are conductfng thr- -&e -Alberta C h i I M s  HospitaL 

Since i t  is the principal who is mar?ing this ta you, j o u r  privacy is p - a t e d  &ce we do not have your 
name- 

,4s you can see h m  the d o s e d  bmchure, we have been h i e 6  bp the pmvince of Aberta for 
reseuch into the causes of leamina and attention diEculties- Appm&*aIy 200 families in Calgary have . 
alrezày prticipated in our study, and now we must d e c t  same çor?~rison information h m  Calgary 
f d ~ s  whose children do &have these pmblems- You are receivine this Ietter because rour school 
has identifled vour child as NOT havinq Iearnine or attention omblems. In other =or&, me are 
a s h g  s o u  to consider part of our "control" pu?- 

m a t  wouid we ask of vour familv? As you can see h m  -& erdosed bmchme, T e  modà a& 
you to participate in some intervÏean. N e  wodd a k o  ask to mduaare your chilà's edueationai 
str~p&sfweaknesses and motor skiEs. 

m a t  would vou gain from participation? F i  you wocZ'Lz~e okütined at no c o s  extensive 
ixG~r=?ation about your chiici's academic sMls- Second, qrau wodcï hzn cmni'~ured to an iopor;+t s e r k  
of smiies evaluaüng learning and attention probIems whkh are rnzjez 'P-Joezis to many M e s .  - 

Kow much of r o m  time would this taïce? Xost of our i S i C o ~  is coHecteE 55- phone and 
rnziI, m d  in p u r  omn home (evenings and weekenàs j CO minimize b ksont-&ence to )toc. 

Bomïe  J. Kaplan, PhD- 
D ~ e c s r ~  Behavioural Research Unit 
Alb=a Chilciren's Hospital Eteseh  Cectre 
and 
Professor of Pediatrh 
University af Calgary 



PARENTS NIAME (piease prillt): 

Phone Number: (during the day) 

(in the 

DATE 







Proiect B - Consent for hscs8ments 

ResearchRojeet: Causes of l a d g  and Arantion Pmblems 
h t i g a t a n :  B. &plan, PU., L L  Piid, PM., G- Fisher, m., S.M. Edworthy, Mil., 

L A  Sutheriand, MD, asü D X  Dewey, PhB. 
Funding Aqurcg: A k r k  M e n a  fialth 

This ansent k m ,  a copy ofwhich hm been g 5 e p  ta pou, Z1 only part of the process of S i e d  
consent It ihouid give you the basic idea of what *h metuch pmject is about and what yaur 
participation will ipvoive, if pou wodd like more &aiI about something meztüoned here,'or 
iPformatioo not inciuded hem, pou shauld fiel fee ta & Please take the üme to read this d y  
and to understand a ~ p  aceompanying iptbrmatiop~ 

The piupore of this ibdy is ta hvtstigate the szrengths and weaknesses of children barn to 
women 6th chmnic dis- You have already oomphted some telephone iotemiews and 
q u e s t i o ~ ,  and pour fàmily bas partiapated in  sr C E d  Tntervicw. .This consent fonn is ta 
describe the Amament phase ofour me& ta mu, and to reqwst your consent ta participate. 

The assessmenb cotrer a varie& afbpics- Wi& a few exceptions, described beiow, they are 
pend-and-paper tasks. These mciude evalwtim of- chilth reading and math abiiïty. Some of the 
assesmen- cover motor SUS, and we WU ask your chifd to Q some tun things Iike catch a b d i  and 
hop and jump. Generally, we have f m d  that càiidrerr eojoy aU these assessments. 

M are bcvtral 0th- assessments which not p d - a n d  paper tasks- We wodd like to X- 
ray your child's hands, no that we can measure the W, because we thinlr that the bones can tell us 
some things about devdopment which occurred M r e  the cfiildwas born. The h d  X-rays expose the 
hand ta 1 millirnd ofradiatioe This is a tiny dose a d  theh is no reason to think such a dose amid do 
=y ham. It in the eame amouat ofradiation that aould be obbined by a person who spends a 
weekend on hoiidw in the mountaias, h m  exposure to normal sunligk There is no discodort fitom 
thb pmceduff. 

We would sleo Iüre to draw a d eample of mur chilCs blood In same instances we will aLo 
ask parents for blood samples, This is because we wznc ta stady some amponents of the b l d  which 
involve the immune systern. There is, of cotme, a 4 amount of discornfort h m  having b l d  drawn, 
but there is no danger h m  the Iass of such a small -uni of biood. 

Participath in these assessments wi i l  not Ew1.t M t  pou or ~our children; on the 03- 
han4 n e  do not foresee aay possibiiïty of hm. Ia '5 Iong we hope that the intorrnation + i  
assis us in dPfiniag tàe. causes of l e d g  and ar~f.4on probI-, whicu couid be benefiaal b societj- 
as a wnole. 

The assessmenta ah upectcd to take three M4ays- Sorne of&e assessments can be done at 
mur chilà's h l ,  and some can be done at your hn-e. ARer dl the information has been sa~red, we 
dl write pau a letter your chilas and weaknesses in the areas which we assess. 
if you fccl thb information wodd be useu for your &id's s c h l  to h m  on fie, we will be happy to 
aead a copy to the- but ody at pour rtqucst. W e  6n not d assessrnent infiormation to the sch& 
u a i t  the p-b @dy reqwst that we do SO- At the uid of out entire study, we will send a 



Your signature on thin f8m indica.~ that you have undmtood to your ~atutiacton tàe 
idormation regaràïng your partiapatiou io the research pxuject and agree to partiapate as a subject, 
in no way does this e v e  your legai ri&& nor desse the iavestigators, sponsors, or iavolved 
institutions from their legal and profess id  msponsibilities. You are &ee ta withdraw h m  the study 
at any ü z ~ e  without jeopadking your hedth tare- Your continucd participation should be a Xormed - 
as your iaiüai consent, so pou shotdd féel h e  to ask fbr cianncation or new information throughout 
your participation If you have further questions  con^ matters related to this research, piease 
contact Dr. Bonnie Saplan at 229-7363c 

If you have any quesüous concezzg yarv  rights as a possible participant ia tbis research, 
phase antact the =ce of Xedical Biocthics, F d t p  of M e d i a ,  The University of Cdgary, at 220- 
7990- 

(signature) 

A a ~ p y  of thh consent fOrm WU be giveo to you Please keep it fbr your records and future r e f i c e .  

People have told me that they wurt to ask me to do some readirig and aritbetic I w i ü  &O do 
some things iike hopping and jmping. E e y  aiso want ta makP pictures (X-rays) of m y  haaic and d s e  
u y  hgerprints and measure m y  face- Fis is okay with me- 1 know îhat I can h g e  my mind zny 
time and tell them 1 waat to stop. 



RECORD WABR FoRM NAME 

PLACE OF TESCtNG fESl'E9 UV 

SU- 1 



la Oomatit I 
17- Taneuil 1 
ta Puf~er I 1 



The following items ask about how much your illness an- its tremncnt intafcrc 
with tiiffwcnt ~ p c c t s  of your fifc, PLEASE CIRCLE THE ONE NU.\IOER Tl tAT RESr - UESCKIBES YOUR CURRENT LIFE SITUATION, If an itcm is not applimblc. plc~sc 
circlc thc numbcr one (1) to indiate rhat this aspect of your life is not affcacd vcry 
niuch. Plcxc do not fcavc Jny itcni un~nswcrcd- Thnk you. 

t f L t L t l l  

 NO^ Very Much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 1Lfirdi 

Il Ir 1 (i-te., tlw l l i i t ~ p  YI I L I  i * . ~ t  . ~ t i d  d r  i t k )  

M t  Very Much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Much 

WORK 

Nor Vcry Mtrdi  1 2 3 4 5 G 7 Vcry Altidi 

ACTIVE RECREATION (c-g., spcxis) 

Nul Vcry Much 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 Vcry hltrc-11 

IDhSSIVE RECKEATION (P-F~, rcs f i i~p~  listc*iiiii~: [LI ttiusic) 

Not Very Mudi 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vcry Much 

FISANCIAL' SlTUAlfON 

Not Very Mudi 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 Vcry Muci) 

RElATlONSHlP WlTH YOUR SPOUSE (r,irlfrirricl or hrlyfrictiti if rio1 ntnirit*tl) 

h'of Very Mudi 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 Vcryhlucfi 

SEX LrrE 

Xot Vcry hfuch 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 I'cry hltlch 



HO w mach ciocs your ilfncss adfor  its tmattnect interfere wifi youc 

FAMILY RELATIONS 

 vat Vcry h.lt~31 1 2 3 5 G 7  

OTHER SOCML REiATlOSS 

Nor Vcry h.iuch 1 2 3 5 6 7  

SELF-EXPRESSION/SELF-I.\tPROVEhtEKT 

h'rrt \-'r*ry Atiir.li 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

m i a o u s  EXPRESSION 

N C I ~  Vibry httidi 1 2 3 4 5 G 7  

COMAi UNITY A N  0 ClVlC INVOLVEMEST 

Not Vcry mir ci^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  



$cooIe mishc ncr r,- Feet i r e  to write Ij Cunuwa 
NOT AmNW;G acditiontl besiet etch item 
X n a O L  ud in ;ne $pas =%viecd cc page 2. a O--- b nir-a E l 
L Please l'ut Vie sporu p u r  chJd mort W Compared la  othur  of the rame tomp81.d 10 othecs at ihe same 

io iake pan i h  For exampk 5wimminç. agt. about how mueh Ume daes rjt. how wrlt daes hrlshe do each 
baStbaIi. skaring, sklte mi*. bike heIsht spmâ in rach? me? 

11, Phase Ikt your chitbs lavonte hobbies. Compareû l a  o(fien of Vie same -parrd 10 olhers of Vie same 
actîvilies and games cmer l b f t  suani, age. about how mu& Ume does rge, how ml1 does heishe do each 

hrlsRe spend in mch? crie? 

0m-t - M a l e  
Avenp.  Run -7 W a w  Abovr - 

Average lsor A-gi *-0' A"*"*t 

Ili, Pltase lis1 any organiotionr. clubs. Compared to ochem of me u m t  
trams, or gmups your child Eelongs ta. a~e.  how active ïs hdsRe in r a d ?  

O uane 

IV. Plrase Iirt any jols cr chores your cCü:c Compamd to oatrs ot che urne 
has. Fcr txamoic: :a:cr mute. bamts:~-; agi. how welI does hrhhe am 
makinç te, workinç in $:art. etc. (Ir;c-Zs=r uiem out? 
bo(h Pub and u n m c  ioas and chore%) 

E None 



V. 1. About haw mrny dosr lriends d o u  your chird have? None 1 E l o r s  4 or more 
(Do nat hdude bro!hrrr & s i s l a )  

VI, Compare6 to 0 t h ~ ~  of PSsher .QI. how we11 d c u  pur a d :  

D E - c play in8 worc a wnsei~mtst i i? L! 

VIL 1. For aqes 6 and olçer-prrlofmance in aadwnic subiectr. B chif6 is not S n g  UugM Seare Ç k e  nason 

iuisuage. e d -  
n w ,  ~o not in- g, U E E O 

- - - - - - - . - - - 

2. a your chiid in dasr ar spciat rchwt? O Na û Yu-rrrtat kïnd of ctass or schaol? 

Have these ~mOle-.s reded? f NO G Yes-when? 

Doas your chiid h.- any iihess. pkysicai disability, or mental handicap? 5 NO C Ycs-setse Cescribe 

. . - - - - -. 

Whrt concrms p u  mort a k u t  p u r  chitd? 

Pkase deScni th* k s t  thiirgs about pur c h i a  



Qelovr is o list of items that describe children and youth, For each item :kt C e t c r i E s  your chiid now orwithin VIe past 5 
monthS. ;!=se circle the 2if the item is very tNe or often Crue of yoïrchild Circle the 1 i f  the item is somewhat or sometimes 
(nie of yt=r chilb If the item is not tme of your child. cifde the O. P ! w e  MStrs al[ i:*m as vreiI as you can, even i f  somo c= 
not seon :O apgly Co your chitd- 
O = Not True (as fat as you know) 1 = Somevrhat or Sametimes Tnre O= Very True or Often Tm2 

O 1 2 1- Ac& too young for hiJher agi? l O 1  2 31, F u n  hdshe might lhink or do sornertiing 
O 1 2 2 Alltrgy(dcstnbe): b2d - 

I O 1  2  32. Fe& heishe has to be perfeet 
O 1 2 33- Fcrls orconpiains that no one laves 

O 1 2 3. Argues atot 
O t 2 4. Asthma 

O 1 2 5, Behaves Iike opposite sex 
O 1 2 6. Sowel mOVWIentS outside toiiet 

O 1 2 34. Fe& othefs are out Co get himlher 
O - 1 2 35- Ftrfs worthlcss or infenor' 

O 1 2 26, Ce's hun a lof accident-prone 
O t 2 37- Gets in many (ights 

O 1 2 9, Can'r get hiJhei mind off certain thoushts; 
obsessions (describe): 

O 1 2 10, Cadt sit still, rwtlus. or hypenctivc 

O 1 2 11, CIings to adulU or too dependent 
0" 1 2 1 t Cornplains of Ionelinus 

O 1 2 13. Confused or scunt to be in a fog 
0 1 2 14. Criesalot 

O 1 2 15, Cmet to animals 
O 1 2 16- Cntelty. bullying. or m u n n e u  to othen 

O 1 2 17. Day-Uream or sets lost in hislher thoughts 
O 1 2 18. Deliberately hamu self or atternpts suicide 

O 1 2 19- Demmds a lot of attention 
q 1 2 m. Oestmys hislherawn things 

O 1 2 21. Oestnys thinçs belonging to hislher farnily 
or others 

O 1 2 22. Disobedient at home 

O 1 2 0, Discbedient at sctrcol 
O 1 2 f:. Dcesn't eat well 

O 1 2 8- Doesn't çet along with other kids 
O 1 2 25. Doesn't seem to f e I  çuilty after misbenavinç 

O 1 1 27, Easily jealaus 
O 1 2 53, Ezts or drinks thinçs tnat are not food - 

don't include meets (describe): 

O 1 2 40- H e m  sounCs or voices that aren't t5ere 
(Cescribe): 

O 1 2 41, Impubive or acts without thinking 

O t  2 4 2  Wauid rather be atone man with others 
O 1 2 43, Lying or cheating 

O 1 2 4& Not tiked byotherkids 
O 1 2 49. Constipated. doesn't move bovtels 

O 1 2 50. Too fearful or anxious 
O 1 2 51. Ftels dizf 

O 1 2  5 2  Ftds too çuiity 
O 1 2 53. Overeating 

C1USC: 

0 1 2  a Aches or pains (not heacaches; 
0 1 2  b, Heacaciies 
O 1 2  c. Nausea. feels sick 

1 0  1 2  & P l ~ b r t m ~  with cy,es !describe):.- 

O Y 2 29, Fean cenain animais, situations, or places, 
other than scbooI (describel: 

O 1 2 3, Fean going to scnoof l 

0 1 2  t. k h e s  or other skin proBlens 
O 1 2  f, Stomtchaches or cramps 
0 1 2  g- Vamiting, thr*ng up 

h Othtr(Cescribe): 

I 

Plcise sae olhrr sice 



O=Not True (as far as you know) 1 =Somewhat or Sarnetimu Tm+ t = V t r y  True or Ofttn Truc 

O 1 2 57- Physidly attacks people } O 1 2 Bl. Siran~eMnz-nor(deoice1: 
)i&i nosc. skin. or other pans OZ body 
iesuibe): 

JIxfi with own s u  parts in p u b k  
JIays with own s u  pans tao much 

%or schoat work 
Doofiy coordinatcd or clumsy 

Prefen being with older kids 
Prefen being with younger kidS 

Refuses to taik 
Repeats certain acts over and mec 
compulsions (describek 

Rum away from home 
Screams a lot 

Secntive, keeps things to self 
Sees things that aren't thert (eescnÎe): 

Self.conscious or easily embamsstd 
Sets fies 

Suual problems (describe): 

- -  - 

Shwuing off or clownmg 

Shy or timid 
Sieess less thon most kids 

Stet?s more than mast kids den.'.: day 
an&'cr night (descriSe): 

(describe): I I .  4, 

Suden chzcçes in macd or fee!ir.çs 
Sul& a lot 

Suspicious 
Swearing or obscene knçczçe 

Taks about killing self 
Talks or walict in sleep (desçribeb ,- 

l a 1 2 ta. 
Smears or piays with bawel mcvements , Ilo. 

Speech problem (describe): O 1 2 111, 
O 1 2  11% 

Stucs bluikly 113. 

Steals at home 
SteaIs outside the home 

~ t l k s  too mutn 
Teases a lot 

Temper m*mm or hot lemFer 
Think about s u  tao mues 

Tao concemed with neatness or dcr~l inrcz 
Trouble sleeling (describe11 

Tmncy, ski3s school 
Undenetive, slow movinç or l a c !  energ 

Unhappy, rad. or depresse5 
Unusually lcud 

Uses alcohol or drues for ncnr;ir:',icz! 
purposes (&scribe): 

Wets self trrinç the day 
Wets the be2 

Whining 
Vlishes to t e  of opposite SEX 

Pluse write in any problms ycur &ilC PZS 
that w c n  not Iisted abovc: 

( U  1 6  

PLEnSE BE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL IE'AS- .Y=. UNOERUNE ANY Y?U ARE CûNCEZXED A B C C -  



Appendix 5. 

Phase Three: Psycho-Educational Assessrnent Materials 

WRAML 

WISC-III Blck Design and Vocabulary Tests 

WoodcockJohnson Revised subtests 

WEXSS Articulation Test 

W T - R  Spelling subtest 

Woodcock-Johnson Reading Mastery Word Attack subtest 

AAT and Digit Naming 



WlDE RANGE ASSESSMENT 
OF MEMORY AND LEARNING 

EXAMINER FORM 

1, Picture Memory - 
2 Design Memory - 
3- Verbal Leaming - 
4. Story Memory - 
5. Finger Windows - 
6- Sound SymboI - 
7, Sentence Memoty - 
8. V ia1 Leaming - 
9. Number/Letter - 

Verbai Memory Index 
(Sun of veto St3tt~t 

Vîuai Mernofy Index (7. 
(Sum d V i  %'tir S C ~ ~ U )  

n. 

Generai Mernocy Index 
u* 

fSum O! Si Scz.kl ScOrcSt 

VIM1Y.ilior?,lM.r- m ts rOO tri  PD 
I 

Leaminq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Scale 

Stoq Memory R e a l  

Sound Symhol Recall 

Story Memory Recq- Seare O 

JASTA# ASSESSMENT SYST EMS 



WRAML EXAMINER FORM 



SAND SANO W O  SANO S;t?cP 
W E  GHJE CAnilE GmE 

k ! !  HAT P T  HA& mi 
T E .  - ri? - TEzE 
E N 1 E m s a E A R  €A3 
COLS caca cota cars 
~ F u G r ~ F t i r ( 3  

V;CS=) VICO3 'rK)OD VIOdD VIOC3 
H ?  W S  MAP M&P MA? 
OC33 0003 OOOR OOOR OOCR 
Ir' l ICE lcz tcz 
Nntt NCJL NflL NAIL NUL 
e c s  em~ e m  eom BOS 
S a s L w c G = - c E  

P s E  P PACE PAGE p s  
I V I I T A H T m A N T  Am 
W L A l Q L A K E L A K E  WE 

1 I 

[ r& SNVtNG O-CE S C O Z  r 4 

1 4  c=ld&%.t &?.=O 

P=Y -- 
KS, week -- 
16. k t r  -- 
17, surpise hfc - - 
1s. D a K y  -- 
tamnçrin;t - - 
20-fritnw - -. 

us&âr to !hree~ana~moneverysra l I~ .wnichOscu 
~ c n i o r c d c r g  
U??3 CAS2 bi m M  be exact 
bwer case: ltMl m ~ j  be g e n d  

OQIY DEGY 

t*S;JLlRDAY . - .  1 4  j M d  on - - 
ZMICHAEt -- Ea!angshcm - - 



oc, STORY ME?AORY - Job Stow - Aues 9 & older 

The day before hiçh scfioof graduabn kdy heard fmm her 
soccer coach about a Nb at the hospitzi $t shop- Stopping then? 
on her way home from school. Judy fil:& out the 2-paçt zgpGCa- 
tian, and an intemiew was sdtcduled fcr Rwsday. 

Maybe it was the good l u e  bracelet she wre at the hmvïew. 
but after talking to the store manaçer. KJ- Stone. Judy was asked 
to start right away. She was to be paid %.O0 an houc work 6 h u u ~  
each day, and have Mondays off, 
Judy enjoyed the work. and by the erd of the surnrner she had 

earned more than SSaO and meM an imiîzCion to nacm mxt 
June as an assisant manager, 
UPPER CASE item must be exact 
lower case: item may be gonerëi 

DELAY DEUY 
1, day before - - 17. MR STONE - - 
2 HlGH t a  smt . SCHOOL - - a ïay  - - 
3. G F l A O U A T l O N  - 19. 
4. JUOY -- OoLURs 
5- SOCCER - - AV HOUR - - 
6. COACH - - 20, SfX HOURS 
7. iob opening - - A OAY - - 
8. HOSPflAL - - 21, Udndays off - - 
9-giftshop 2 2 e n p y e d w a r k - -  

10. stopped after 23. tyend 
schoor - - OE SU-- - - 

II. TwO-PAGE - - 24. euned 
-12 application - - money - - 
13. interview 2sMORETHAN 

scheduted - - SSOO - - 
14. WU RSOAY - - 26- invitation ta 
15. guad luck remm -- 

braceiet - - 2?. next Juoe - - 
16. store 28. ASSISTANT 

I D*%reere Score 1 11 
Screening ENDS Here 

Raw Score S d e d  Score 
Pictute Memory 

Design Memory - 
Verbal Learning 

O 
- 0 

Story Memory - O 

ADMINISTER: 
Verbal Leaming Delayed Recall 

5 S t x s t .  W. - Learnirg Tr(r 
Ssscma-ze  
& e s 8 & r - ~ E z s s  
ApsSbc~-Z-& 
frit! NI NE F;=3 



iike p b z  

jhe did n c w m t  to 
Tne Pandss üt the zoo were asleep. 
n the w i m  we use out wood buning stove. 
ieavy nin aaee l q e  puddks in Ihe street 
31ue dofp5~s have a special way of tolking ta 
zach other- 

The dass usad a nevr cornputer 10 finish the 
science hocework 
It toak Je= uid me more than five minutes to 
cross the busy stteet 

Mr. Davis wccs asked vrhy he never wore a tie 
and shirt îI?zt match& 
When B a - j  p M e s  he tfirows the bal1 quicldy 
with a dowrrmrd curve. 
The chil&a were asked ro do problems 3 
through 8 cri page 10 in thek math books 
Camping 3 frai as long as it is wartn and does 
not rain rire than 1 dcy each week 
David w&- =und the pond several tirnes. 
but never once saw the four baby swans. 
The €OUM -de teacner was a nice lady who 
made &e c5aEren laugii because she 
sneezer! sa loudly. 
Once the e.lCren are out of school. Gary and 
his famiiy ;rn to camp as they dcive to their 
summer ~ i r î z ~ e .  
Mana's cX doil house wiîh a porcn afso 
has preq  g r e n  wailpeger with brisnt 
prrow ffc:.-~ 
When WI 53 shoppiq in the c3y. we prepare 
to spenc 2s wnoie d q  visiting different stores 
lookinç k: %!a&. - 
Apametl: houses in the city are sometimes 
noisy b-ae of the rnarty tenants with small 
children s:d Cogr - 
On m m  Stinlay morninqs there is a flurry of 
activity ës everyane is puthg on his best 
clothes to ço ta our church in mwn. 

Discontinue &r 3 zero point responses. TOTAL: 0 



Sound Symbol Leaming Delayed RecaI[ 
Visuol teaming O elayed RecaIl 
Story Memory Delayed R e d 1  

TOTAL 1-1 

1 - Was the gins ~ T P  E q .  Lucy 01 Judy? 
Z Was tke girf çrzr- h m  6th we, high schoot 

or wllege? 
3- The çr i  h e d  ~ ~ Y Z Z Z  job 1 &y. 2 days or a week 

nefore ç r a d u s k ?  
4, Who to!d her zs:: ?e ;c3? Was 3 her c2ad. a coach or 

a rczc%eR 
5- The !me was * t. a hospital cr a sehooi? 
& The ça Sap;ec scre to g t ~  for tie job before 

sc!!oot. dunq s= 3 aRer sctioal? 
7. The os:ii-or. 'c,= L 5 ar 6 p z g s  ang? 
8- The hierview wcs k - e d  br Keseo~, Thursday 

or %&y? 
9. The @ri *mre k :cck neck%c& bracelet or ring? 

10- The store WJ- -zs !4r- Jones. !.k Riomas or 
Mr, Stone? 

11. How much mocq Ze girf cam 5.7. or 9 dollars 
per houe 

1 2  How long did m - each day: 4.6 or 8 houn? 
13- Whict; day did .=a ofk Satuitay, Sunday. 

o r  Mondry? 
14. By tne end of tte %=W. the girl tuncd more than 

3a0.500. or 800 -a? 
15. At tht M d  of the sf wu the gid asktd to retum 

the next summu. rnc man ho- or becorne the 
stortmuiag@ - 



COPVAIOHT 1000 DV ADAMS 6 SIIESLOW ,. 
AU R ~ o t ~ f s  RESE~VËD JASTAK ASSESSMENT SVSTEMS 

WlDE RANGE ASSESSMENT OF MEMORY AN0 L€AR1(IN(I 
PICTURE MEMORY AND DESIGN MEMORY 

RESPONSE FORM 

NAME - - SEK - 
DATE OP EXAM: YEAn - MONTH - OAY - 
GRADE -- SCIIOOL 







BEACH 



FARM 



STORE 



Wcdder LrIlignce Scde 
for Chilh-Third Edition 



7. Block Design 





- - - - - - - 

S T A H O A R D  8 S U P P L E I E N T A L  B A T - T E R I E S  T E S T  R E C O R D  

un- - 



-- G a tt tua 



Passage Comprehension 







SrippIem~CaI Eaftuy: T ' î s  310 35, and H 



Reading Vocabulary 

S a l e  t.0 _*_._..._*-.------.-.-----~.-.~.-.-**. 
PART I\r SYNOf4YMS ..................-. '-.*."..--------. 

Ihi M 
M W  

A ,, , Licqc-bj 
D - - Sw-njp .----.----.-.-.. **.-..*..**~-*--**---- 

1 m m - m c l w  
2 - PUPW-COQ 
3 - SM-finle 
4 - pal-iricnd 

: -...-.---....--*-.-..-.-*-..~-.-..---- 
5 - spaak-ija 
6 b d y - w a r w n  
7-ili-cjck 
8 - dilli~uR-lad 

...--..---..-..-----***-.-*-.---------- 

9 - r u t - S m  
10 extiausled-cira 
11 - linal-1ast 
12 - m t - d j m p  .............. *.-...-.*.-*-..*-------.- 
13 - ~mrrfl-rihî 
14 - enruc-a 
15 - jnw-k! 
16 m - 1 -  ........................................ 
17 - f ~ i d m i q - ~  
10 - rcqn,%t-mqnry 
13 - IUUI-CIIF/ 
20 - loa -am ........................................ 
21 - rcstrjh-hdd 
22 ,, g e - t e a l  
n - rcatnre-neea 
24 residcrice-hm€! ........................................ 
25 - cogitale-uùiù 
26 - hcinas-terrie 
27 - c3pactas-iwmy 
28 - u p ~ - s c C d  ......................................... 
3 - f a t I u J v - ~ . ~  
30 - cn0~tÉc - S ~ U O ~  
31 - evanescent -eWmeat 
3 2 a q u ~ n e - M W ~  ........................................ 
33 - horccjm-cune 
34 - gurmtic-vbdraq ........................................ 
PMI 1- 

ber- ........................................ 

Smra t.0 
*.............CL --*-.------.-.-...-* 
? A m  0: ANTONY WS 

ra mt 
tu M 

C - - ra-yus 
O - - qm-wrong .*-.*--.--.-.-------*-----~---. 

1 - an-ou 
2 - go -stop 
3rong-quctn 
4 m-boirom .................* --.*----.*M..**..... 

5 - easy-hard 
s - my-run 
7 - cary-lais 
0 n c j u v - Q f i  .----..---.----.------..--..---. 
9-yar-me 

10 - *-preny 
11 - a m - b e b u  
12 - W-hate 
.-.-.*...-.-.-l* ....................- 
13 - stzmw-decta 
14 ~wnc(haig-ncnhhg 
15 - tüe-fite 
16 - Ui~iani-~We 
-~**.***..*.**.*~---*-*-----.*-...--.- 

17 - jrm-Icm 
10 - n,nism-go 
19 - rue-iouvor 
20 - c m - a m  
........*~--~.---.-.**-*.*~**-.---- 

21 - çeremus-&edy 
22 - I~rCrv-kzd 
23 - 53-m-*en 
24 - dissuade-persuade 
...-....-.**-*.--.*-*---*-.*-..-.---.- 

25 - lem -1orgot 
26 - r a - a i r r i t  
27 - WU-nC19 
28 - hrnt-CCFI ........................................ 
29 - ~ce-- 
30 - bu&-wrty 
31 - CsÇcn-przise 
32 - rsueuic-Pm .........................*... ---....... - f3':ws -Canned 
34 - arazcry-mteu 
35 - as$-;h.cus-~na~enha ........................................ 
Put B Ek.s -- ........................................ 
1-1 Z,*,Oi ........................................ 





K5;ing Ruency ~k-1: 11- I 
Ceiingc 7 minuta @r 2 minuta) 

Test 3SWritinq Fiuenc-1 
Form A 
SCORING TABLE =-WI 
~ a a m - i o r o r a - ~  

iini> m 
5 r m w M r E  GE 

O U8 12 6-3 d e  
i rst ro 6-9 i 2  
2 4 5  7 1-3 18 
1 6 7-6 20 
4 475 5 7-10 U - 



Riiiciuaiioii & Capitalisation, Spelling, Usage 
Frun fat 26: Dicrrition and Test 3s: Pccof~mg) 

,.,...--,..........,. ..... " ...,....,.... ............... -.*..-.--.*--*-..+.--.,- *........-- -.-..*-..-*-.----*-...--*---* ....... ..-..-....-----..- -*. 

WI  SCORE CALCUtoriOic FOR P, S, AND U 

.'die Counîaiicl S. and U i l m  behv ihe basats aS -cl, 
p. S. u 

~lctiUan" PracfIna AowScoras - 



WOODCOCKJOE13SOw Subt- 35: W r i t i n ~  nuen- 
For Subjectr 9 yearr of agt uid older 

In or&' ta increae t ! e  Uifomati~n We receive on the 'hdwritkg ab%& o f  the hi1C-n ~t arc 
assessinp. pltue mo&? C e  aàninisuaion of %chtest 35 wi,tiry Zce~c-) in th f o l I ~ u h - . ~  waY 

L. AS YCU ahady da have &t ekiid ampietc a3 muiy SC-~ULC~S as posric!e *Jwi scvtz z i ~ ~ t ~ .  
The3 tmp rke &il6 u.d chuiy mark on d e  Rupciisr Bookbt a: th ;oint + a i   EL&*^ wx 
cac.,p!ettd t.g.: 

7 minutu 
2. I l  nectuary. anontle w t k g  uird dl of the f o l 1 0 ~ q  items of Mm: 33 are cori;!at&: 

3 5 6 7 
10 4 15 19 30 

Inciusion af these ium *Il give ru a gaod represanuSan a€ JI lt~ten. hz ifthut ir-A L- fat 
beyond the apdi i iz ies  of ht &Id. w yout eüa*.l &?tuon rad &eontiaue tesrJig. 







C 

.T i .. 
C - $ a.1i.J - - 5 i 
5 - s . = S $ -  L a  - - I a!,,, ., - C - [ ; Ir  - - C P : t r - & E ; s ~ a  - = B:I.?.t * 3 Z a  
t - i r a ~ z ~ f f f  a ~ r  





f-\ JASTAK ASSOCIATES, INC. -0; 131. G W m  LIM II-@. O o b r u .  1- 



D- - Sample A- - G; 

Sarnple B. -cg 

'22 0 
Sccre 



11, ti (ma) -- 
12 rn (do) *- 




